Celebrations
Alentejo
Ponte de Sor
ZNA Gathering 2022
Start Date: 2022-08-15 End Date: 2022-08-22
Website: https://znagathering.com/
Contacts: ZNA Gathering, Montargil
ZNA Gathering is a biennial transe-psychedelic festival in
Portugal. Located away from the tourists on the beaches and
cities of Portugal, visitors gather in the well-known ZNA Land for
a full week of transcendence and love. Brought together by
members of the global trantrant scene, the mission of the ZNA
Gathering is to combine great music with an idyllic place in
nature, resulting in an experience where communication and
energy flow in a retro-futuristic way.

Portalegre
Islamic Festival “Al Mossassa”
Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-03
Website: https://www.facebook.com/AlMossassaMarvao/
Contacts: Vila de Marvão, Portalegre
The historic town of Marvão, in Alto Alentejo, will go back in time
to evoke the time of its foundation by the warrior Ibn Maruam, in
the ninth century, with an Islamic festival. Historical recreations
with costumed extras, an Arab market, artisans working live, a
military camp with weapons exhibition, games for children,
knights in gun duels, exotic music and dance, acrobats, firebreathers, snake charmers , bird of prey tamers and circus arts
are some of the attractions.

Centro de Portugal
Tomar
Festa dos Tabuleiros (Festival of the Trays)
Date to be announced.
Website: http://www.tabuleiros.org
Contacts: Tomar
The Festival of the Trays takes place every four years;
the next one will take place in July 2023. Do not miss this
unique event!
The blessing of the trays, the street decorations, the quilts in the
windows and the throwing of flowers over the procession of the
trays carried by hundreds of young girls on their heads, is an
unforgettable sight.
The Procession of the Tabuleiros, heralded by pipers and
fireworks, is led by the Banner of the Holy Ghost and the three
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Crowns of the Emperors and Kings. They are followed by the
Banners and Crowns from all the parishes, and the girls carrying
the trays. In the rear are the cartloads of bread, meat and wine,
pulled by the symbolic sacrificial oxen, with golden horns and
sashes.
The girls who carry the trays have to wear long white dresses
with a coloured sash across the chest. They are helped by boys,
who also wear a formal costume, white shirts with rolled-up
sleeves, dark trousers, a black tasselled cap and a tie matching
the girl´s sash. The tabuleiro (tray headdress), which must be
of the same height as the girl, is made up of 30 loaves of bread,
specially shaped and each weighing 400 grams, threaded at
equal spaces on 5 or 6 canes. The canes are tied to a wicker
basket, and at the top there is a Crown with the Cross of Christ
or the Dove of the Holy Ghost. The decoration is completed by
paper flowers, greenery and wheat sheaves.

Lisboa Region
Seixal
Village Mix Lisbon 2021
Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-02
Website: https://arena.altice.pt/en/agenda/villamixlisboa_en/3686
Contacts: Baia do Seixal
VillaMix Lisbon is back in Portugal for its third edition. For the
first time outdoors, VillaMix Lisboa, now in Seixal Bay, intends to
provide the Portuguese public with the grandiosity of
experiences that already distinguish it in Brazil. The first of them
didn't wait and is now revealed by the organization: in addition
to the Festival day, there will be a previous party day – VillaMix
na Floresta, on October 2nd – doubling the offer of unforgettable
moments promoted by the brand.

Madeira
Funchal
Flower Festival 2021 - Madeira

New Year in Madeira

Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-24

Start Date: 2021-12-01 End Date: 2022-01-09

Website:
http://www.madeiraallyear.com/en/events/flowerfestival/, http://www.visitmadeira.pt
Contacts: Funchal

Website: http://www.madeiraislands.travel

In 2021, exceptionally, Madeira Flower Festival takes
place in October.
Celebrating the exuberance of the flowers that typically bloom
here with great intensity due to Madeira’s subtropical climate,
Funchal is the setting for a truly sumptuous spectacle, the city’s
Flower Festival.
The festivities begin on the Saturday, when thousands of
children dressed in the appropriate fashion flock to the Praça do
Município to take part in the building of a mural of flowers - the

Contacts: Funchal
If there’s a place to come and celebrate life, then that
place is Madeira. As each year draws to a close, the end
is commemorated of yet another cycle of 365 days that
have been lived as intensely as our memory allows us to
recall.
The Christian traditions of Christmas time combine with the
displays of rejoicing at the arrival of the New Year, in a rich and
extensive programme of cultural, ethnographic and artistic
events that continue throughout the month of December
and carry on till Twelfth Night.
The specific conditions of Funchal’s naturally-formed
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Wall of Hope.
The next day, dozens of floats decorated with a myriad of the
island’s most typical flowers leave the scent of gentle but
ephemeral perfumes in the air - it is time for the Flower Parade.
At the same time, to mark the occasion, Madeiran artists devote
their time to building unforgettable floral carpets, strategically
exhibited in the streets at different points, whilst competitions
are also organised to find the best decorated shop windows.

amphitheatre transform it into a giant crib lit by the thousands
of lights placed up and down the city’s main avenues, resulting
in a most extraordinary scenario. Allow yourself to be tempted
by the wares in the shops of Funchal and give yourself up to the
frenzied activity of shopping. Here you can buy anything from
the latest international brands to the most diverse handicraft
articles. Funchal is like a giant outdoor shopping centre.
An island in festival, both at the hotels and in the restaurants,
bars and streets, where, in order to mark the transition to the
New Year, the skies of Funchal are lit up with a gigantic
firework display that lasts for a good ten minutes. This is
undoubtedly the dawning of a whole new life!

Porto and the North
Guimarães
Festas Gualterianas
Start Date: 2021-07-30 End Date: 2021-08-02
Website: http://www.aoficina.pt,
http://www.guimaraesturismo.com
Contacts: Guimarães
If you visit Guimarães during the first weekend in August, you
will be able to enjoy the Festas Gualterianas, which have brought
great life and entertainment to this city for more than a century.
The high point of the celebrations is the procession held in
honour of São Gualter (St. Walter). This takes place on the
Sunday, but the vast programme of entertainment includes more
than enough activities to appeal to everyone. There is also a
historical parade, a battle fought with flowers, bullfighting,
fireworks and lots of live music.

Viana do Castelo
Feasts of Nossa Senhora da Agonia
Start Date: 2021-08-19 End Date: 2021-08-22
Website: http://www.vianafestas.com
Contacts: Viana do Castelo
In Viana do Castelo, take part in the Feasts of Nossa Senhora da
Agonia, and don't miss all the processions that enliven this threeday festival in August.
The town is thronged with thousands of people who come to
witness Viana do Castelo honouring the Virgin of Agony, invoked
by the fishermen to make the sea more favourable to them.

Cinema
Lisboa Region
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DocLisboa

Lisbon & Sintra Film Festival

Start Date: 2021-10-21 End Date: 2021-10-31

Start Date: 2021-11-11 End Date: 2021-11-20

Website: http://www.doclisboa.org

Website: http://www.leffest.com

Contacts: Lisboa - Culturgest, Cinema São Jorge,
Cinemateca Portuguesa e Cinema Ideal

Contacts: Lisboa, Sintra

In october the whole world fits in Lisbon.
That's the slogan for DocLisboa, a festival that invites people
to think about the documentary and its implications and
potential. Cinema is presented here as an art form that enables
finding fresh ways of thinking and acting in the world, in this way
accepting a freedom that assumes an intimate involvement
between the artist and the politician.
DocLisboa plans to show films that will eventually help us to
understand the world in which we live and find in it possible
forces for change.

The Lisbon & Sintra Film Festival celebrates Cinema as an
artistic creation, setting light, above all, on its capacity
to embrace each artistic field and on the fascination it
exerts on the other arts.
It is under this perspective that is set the goal of exploring the
Seventh Art exalting its three specific components - art,
entertainment and industry – through the work of some of the
most remarkable directors of our times.
But the Lisbon & Sintra Film Festival also aims at turning
Lisboa region into an annual meeting point, for all those to
whom cinema is not merely reduced to entertainment,
fascination and glamour, but is also a moment of reflexion,
creation, sharing and pleasure.

Lisboa
Indie Lisboa - International Independent Film
Festival
Start Date: 2021-08-21 End Date: 2021-09-06
Website: http://www.indielisboa.com
Contacts: Lisboa
Discover new films at Indie Lisboa, Lisbon's International
Independent Film Festival.
The festival is the best place to discover new artists and trends
in world cinema.

Porto and the North
Espinho
Cinanima - International Animated Film Festival
Start Date: 2021-11-08 End Date: 2021-11-14
Website: http://www.cinanima.pt
Contacts: Espinho
Do you like animated film? If so, don't miss Cinanima International Animated Film Festival in Espinho, south of Oporto.
Cinanima is one of the best known and respected international
festivals, screening new animation films produced around the
world.

Dance
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Alentejo
Reguengos de Monsaraz
Andanças
Start Date: 2021-08-18 End Date: 2021-08-22
Website: http://www.andancas.net
Contacts: Campinho - Reguengo de Monsaraz
In August, take part in Andanças - a festival where dance and
experimental movements captivate everything and everyone.
Andanças is an International Traditional Dance and Music
Festival, held annually. This event aims to disseminate popular
culture and dance, through a participation-based and dynamic
approach, including music, dance, theatre and arts and crafts
workshops, that foster the discovery of the cultures and
traditions of various countries.
The Festival takes place in a setting that encourages contact
with nature where participants can pursue many activities in
exploration of the natural, historical and archaeological heritage
of this beautiful region.

Algarve
Faro
20.20 - CIRCOLANDO

Dançarte

Start Date: 2021-09-11 End Date: 2021-09-11

Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-08-01

Website: https://www.teatrodasfiguras.pt/pt/agenda/548
06/2020---circolando.aspx
Contacts: Teatro das Figuras, Faro

Website: https://www.dancarte.org/

Having completed 20 years of creation together, André Braga
and Cláudia Figueiredo wanted to celebrate the date and reflect
on a pathway, but in a way that came to launch clues for the
future. With a path made up of cycles and rutures, they also now
want this moment to mark a new start. Taking the inspiration of
the body-archive concept developed by André Lepecki, 20.20
takes as a starting point the work on the archive of movements,
texts and research motes of this duo of creators. Wanting total
distance from a nostalgic or revivalist approach, the principle is
to "identify in the work past creative fields not depleted of new
possibilities" by making a "radical invention of new lives and
unfolding for the original material".

Contacts: Teatro das Figuras, Faro
Competition organized, annually, by the Beliaev Cultural Center
Association, aimed at young dancers from national and foreign
schools, aged between 8 and 25, competing in classical dance,
contemporary dance, character dance, jazz dance, hip-hop and
tap dance.

ROMEU & JULIETA
Start Date: 2021-09-25 End Date: 2021-09-26
Website: https://www.teatrodasfiguras.pt/pt/agenda/531
15/romeu--julieta.aspx
Contacts: Teatro das Figuras, Faro
The choreographer takes on the challenge of presenting a new
creation inspired by "Romeo and Juliet", one of Shakespeare's
best known obraspies. Perhaps because Love-in your romantic
and absolute conception-the one that is unconditional,
trascendent and redentless, continues to be the target of
research, astonishment and restlessness. That unexplained place
that rescues the most violent thrills, the most overwhelming
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changes, the most decisive actions. In this approach it seeks to
challenge itself the centrality of Romeo and Juliet: multiplied in a
contemporary vision, in an arena in which everyone without
exception, passes to be Romeus and Juliet. In a universe where
individually, all men and women intersect in some way in the
symbolic pathway of these characters, and experience diverse
forms of love.

Lagos
My Little Sea Monsters
Start Date: 2021-08-06 End Date: 2021-08-06
Website: https://www.cm-lagos.pt/municipio/eventos/899
1-meus-monstros-marinhos#nav
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Lagos – Auditório Duval
Pestana
An interactive dance/performance show on scientific subjects,
intertwining artistic expression, dance and science. Designed for
both children and adults, it aims to be part of the educational
programme for school groups and families. The core subject of
‘My Little Sea Monsters’ is the Portuguese maritime voyages,
encompassing history, geography, the marine environment, and
the land/sea interface.

São Brás de Alportel
Dancing in the Passes of Bernardo
Start Date: 2021-07-30 End Date: 2021-07-30
Website: https://www.cm-sbras.pt/pt/agenda/11348/danc
ando-nos-passos-de-bernardo.aspx
Contacts: Largo de São Sebastião, São Brás de Alportel
When poetry inspires the body ... the dance happens! A dance
production, with the involvement of the most diverse groups and
sãobrasenses dancers, which has for inspiration the poetry of
Bernardo de Passos, poet of love and tenderness. Taking dance
steps to the words of Bernardo Passos is the challenge of this
spectacle that sets out to be a message of truth and brotherhood
and a Tribute to the gifted Poet and the singular Man, who has
marked his land far beyond his time.

Centro de Portugal
Aveiro
Six Months Later | Olga Roriz Company
Start Date: 2021-10-16 End Date: 2021-10-16
Website: https://centroartesagueda.pt/
Contacts: Centro de Artes de Águeda, Aveiro
If in her last show, Autopsy, Olga Roriz reflected on the negative
impact that human beings have been causing to the planet, Six
months later she starts from a reflection on humanity that
persists in each one of us. In the near future, humans, demigods
or heroes imagine their existence through seven characters
chosen at random. Zhora Fuji, Naoki 21, Dawnswir, Gael Bera
Falin, Kepler 354, Priscilla Noir and Human Cat inhabit the city of
Tannhauser, the year is 2307 on planet Earth 3.
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Coimbra
Citemor | 43º Festival of Montemor-o-Velho
Start Date: 2021-07-22 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: http://www.citemor.com/
Contacts: Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, Teatro da
Cerca de São Bernardo e Castelo de Montemor-o-Velho,
Coimbra
The first weekend of the 43rd edition of Citemor is dominated by
dance, a program that begins in Coimbra. Francisco Camacho
brings together a group of professionals around the age of 50,
challenging the canons of Western dance trapped in the idea of
youth, physical stamina and overcoming. " VELH? S", is
presented on July 22, at the Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, at
8:00 pm. On July 23, the show takes place at the Teatro da Cerca
de São Bernardo where Joana Von Mayer Trindade and Hugo
Calhim Cristóvão present "Fecundação e alívio" starting at 20:00.
Back to Montemor-o-Velho, in what will be the first performance
of 2021 in the village where the festival was born, Sergi Fäustino,
presents "30 Años de Éxitos" at 22:30, in the Castle of Montemoro-Velho. Running until August 7, the festival presents a set of
very diverse artistic proposals, implying disciplinary crossings
that stimulate relations between the performing arts and
photography, cinema, video, music or literature.

Lisboa Region
Lisboa
Dialogues | Henrique Furtado Vieira

Roots

Start Date: 2021-08-27 End Date: 2021-08-28

Start Date: 2022-04-02 End Date: 2022-04-02

Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/henrique-furtadovieira/2021-08-28/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa

Website: https://www.teatrotivolibbva.pt/pt/event/289/ro
ots-com-thiago-soares-e-danilo-dalma
Contacts: Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Lisboa

This piece has no beginning and no end. A person dialogues.
Three people dialogue. Infinite entities dialogue. Show
rescheduled for the 27th and 28th of August 2021 at Centro
Cultural de Belém, Lisbon.

After selling out the Tivoli BBVA Theater with the show "Duelo"
and delighting in the program Dança dos Artistas, Thiago Soares,
the first guest dancer of the Royal Ballet in London, is back in
Lisbon. Alongside Danilo D’Alma, a reference in Brazilian street
dance, Roots rescues the beginning of the artistic life of the
acclaimed dancer, mixing contemporary dance, breakdance, hiphop and, of course, classical ballet. Roots is the unmissable
opportunity to see what is best and most modern in the world of
dance.

Exhibitions
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Ai Weiwei - Rapture
Start Date: 2021-06-04 End Date: 2021-11-28

D. Maria II - From Brazilian Princess to Queen of
Portugal

Website: https://aiweiweilisboa.pt/

Start Date: 2021-05-26 End Date: 2021-09-29

Contacts: Cordoaria Nacional - Lisboa

Website: https://www.museu.presidencia.pt/pt/visitar/dmaria-ii-de-princesa-brasileira-a-rainha-de-portugal/
Contacts: Galeria do Rei D. Luís - Palácio Nacional da
Ajuda, Lisboa

Don't miss "Rapture", the largest European exhibition of
the contemporary Chinese artist and activist Ai Weiwei,
which is currently on show in Lisbon, at Cordoaria
Nacional.
Ai Weiwei, who was elected the most popular artist in the world
in 2020 by The Art Newspaper, is known worldwide as a political
activist and symbol of resistance to oppression, as well as a
defender of civil rights and freedom of expression.
In this exhibition, which occupies an area of 4,000 m2, a set of
85 of his works is exhibited, including installations and sculptures
in large, medium, and small scale, as well as videos/films and
photographs, being presented for the first time in the same
space and at the same time the most iconic works of Ai Weiwei,
as well as four new pieces produced in Portugal.

The exhibition, presented at the King D. Luís Gallery, at the
Ajuda National Palace, brings together hundreds of works of art
and documents that illustrate a period as complex as it is rich in
the national contemporaneity. «D. Mary II. From Brazilian
princess to queen of Portugal. 1819-1853»: is the title of the
exhibition organized jointly by the Museum of the Presidency of
the Republic (MPR) and the National Palace of Ajuda/General
Directorate of Cultural Heritage (PNA/DGPC), alluding to the life
and reign of the last woman to occupy the head of the
Portuguese State. Several hundred pieces and documents
gathered for this exhibition will be exhibited. Coming from
several national museums, municipalities, private collectors and
the Regional Government of the Azores, many pieces were
purposely restored.

The exhibition, that has been managed by the Brazilian Marcello
Dantas, presents the two creative dimensions of the artist fantasy and reality - that has been developing a work of cultural
archaeology in search for the identity that China lost, namely
regarding traditions and iconography, a fantastic and mystical
dimension, but also addresses issues that afflict all peoples, with
the worsening of human conditions on the planet for political,
environmental, or social reasons.

See You Later Space Island
Start Date: 2021-07-16 End Date: 2021-08-15
Website: http://arquipelagocentrodeartes.azores.gov.pt/
programacao/see-you-later-space-island-alice-dos-reis/
Contacts: Arquipélago - Centro de Artes, Açores
"See You Later Space Island" is a work that makes use of
speculative fiction to re-imagine possible futures and
cosmologies from the island of Santa Maria, where it is planned
to build the first European space base for launching rockets and
microsatellites. Set in a fictional future where the first satellites
are already being launched from the island, the film follows the
reunion of two friends when one of them, an astrophysicist,
returns to Santa Maria to work at an astronomical observatory.
Upon arriving, he faces the rapid changes witnessed by the
human and non-human inhabitants of the island. Between the
geological ancestry and the immensity of the celestial space, the
two friends combine visions and distinct experiences regarding
the projects of space exploration from Santa Maria. From the
island to the universe, the project proposes a reflection on space
and expansion, and the forms and practices with which
territories, ideas and bodies are observed and occupied.

Alentejo
Beja
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Exhibition "Fábula Rasa"
Start Date: 2021-07-01 End Date: 2021-08-14
Website: https://cm-beja.pt/pt/4459/exposicao-fabularasa.aspx
Contacts: Biblioteca Municipal de Beja - José Saramago
By keeping the timeline lessons from the fable, it is possible to
redefine it and adapt it to the current time, starting with a blank
sheet of paper and departing from a "scrappy narrative". We can
thus say that in the fable nothing creates itself, nothing gets lost,
everything turns. And that transformation is done through our
circumstance, our interpretation and our sensory experience. In
the fable, nothing is definite. Neither the illustrations, nor the
words, nor the history, nor its morals.

Évora
Exhibition "Theater of Images. Cruising Seixas, the
poetics of deception" by João Francisco Vilhena

On the other side - The Ibero-American collection
of MEIAC

Start Date: 2021-07-09 End Date: 2021-10-09

Start Date: 2021-07-19 End Date: 2021-12-31

Website: https://www.uevora.pt/uemedia/agenda?item=32602
Contacts: Espaço da Cisterna, Colégio do Espírito Santo

Website: https://www.cm-evora.pt/eventos/do-outro-ladoa-colecao-ibero-americana-do-meiac/
Contacts: Centro de Arte e Cultura - Fundação Eugénio de
Almeida, Évora

The Space of the Cistern, of the College of the Holy Spirit of the
University of Évora, will be the celebrated stage for dreaming,
creating and imagining new parallel realities, in that which is an
homage and evocation to a great personality and inconcible
figure of the Portuguese Surrealist Movement.

Razor's Edge - Exhibition
Start Date: 2021-08-06 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: https://www.cm-evora.pt/eventos/razors-edgeexposicao/
Contacts: Praça do Giraldo, Évora

With more than two hundred works and 73 Latin American artists
represented in collection, involving a great diversity of media
(from painting to net-art, through installation and video)MEIAC
exhibits in this context a selection of the most representative
artists and works of its collection, fulfilling one of its fundamental
missions and celebrating its 25 years of existence by bringing to
the Portuguese public the thriving Latin American scene of
contemporary art. The exhibition takes place within the
framework of the partnership that the Eugénio de Almeida
Foundation established with MEIAC with a view to disseminating
the work of artists from both territories, in a strategy of crossborder dialogue.

Razor's Edge draws inspiration from the book of Sommerset
Maugham and in the search that Larry Darrel makes for the
meaning of life, of his identity and space in the world. A path
made between materialism and spirituality, in a dichotomy as
contemporary as before. In the end what matters was that each
character made it the way he wanted to do it. Today, in a world
that is so open and diverse, where everything changes site and
keeps up, at the same time, making that demand, it is a path by
multiplicity and dissimilarity without knowing whether it finds
itself to be that it really is. - And so much has to come across,
being the setback an intimate pair of the happiness, the danger
and the unknown of a razor's thread at times discontinuous,
common in many of us. At Razor's Edge, the artist opposes the
immovable that changes with an almost immovable alteration. In
its opposite, almost mirror vivo, it gives itself a search, a fight, a
depreneal. It must be known to let go during the search. It's
important. Not being a scissors fight as in Rebecca Horn, in
"Cutting One's Hair with Two Scissors at Once," there is in the
same way a battle, between melancholy / anxiety and the vitality
/ pulsar of life. As in the myth of Sansion, the loss of hair does
not mean the loss of the forces, but rather the discovery of the
true strength. But yes they are riskless, with the passing of time,
the immutable and the violence of thought. The risks have to run
out.

Montemor-o-Novo
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Interactive heritage
Start Date: 2021-04-06 End Date: 2021-12-31
Website: https://www.cm-montemornovo.pt/exposicaotemporaria-patrimonio-interativo/
Contacts: Centro Interpretativo do Castelo de Montemoro-Novo
The exhibition "Interactive Heritage" will bring 4 pieces, 1 new
piece every quarter for a year, to the Interpretive Center under
the theme of the Cave of the School. In addition to the "real"
piece, the exhibition will also incorporate a hologram with the
virtual reconstruction of the piece, as well as a 3D print with a
replica of the piece to promote the touch and accessibility of the
exhibition also to blind people. This exhibition comes with the
premise of directing the tourist flow, and the local community
itself that goes to the castle, to the other museum and heritage
centers of the county.

Algarve
Albufeira
‘Vale dos Dinaussauros’ Exhibition
Start Date: 2021-07-16 End Date: 2021-08-22
Website: https://www.cm-albufeira.pt/content/venha-visi
tar-os-dinossauros-uma-experiencia-unica-para-ver-emalbufeira
Contacts: Parque do Ribeiro, Albufeira
Fourteen dinosaurs from the Triassic period to the Cretaceous
will walk freely in the Park of the Ribeiro, at the entrance to
Albufeira. It is a temporary exhibition, with models on the actual
scale (between 1.80 m and the 13 metres) that promise to
dazzle kids and greeted greed. In this exhibition visitors will be
able to get to know everything about the life and extinction of
dinosaur species such as T-Rex Junior, Iguanodon,
Lourinhanosauros, Pterodactylus, Velociraptor, Plateosaurus,
Dilophosaurus, Scelidosauros, Oviraptor, Deinonychus, Trodon,
Allosaurus, Centrosaurus and Tyranosaurs Rex.

Lagoa
Sandcity
Start Date: 2021-05-21 End Date: 2021-12-30
Website: http://www.sandcity.pt
Contacts: Lagoa / Porches
Visit the Algarve and admire the skills of sculptors from
various countries as they create genuine works of art in
the sand.
The Sandcity is dedicated to a different theme each year, and
occupies an area of 6 hectares, showcasing the work of the
skilful hands of artists of various nationalities that shape over
50,000 tonnes of sand.
Sandcity also includes a playful and pedagogical dimension, with
an area reserved for all those who would like to express their
creativity by building sand sculptures.
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Portimão
History of ancient professions of Portimão

Listen to the ocean

Start Date: 2021-07-24 End Date: 2021-09-19

Start Date: 2021-07-10 End Date: 2021-11-14

Website: https://museudeportimao.pt/museu/noticias/13
45-noticias-exposicao-antigas-profissoes
Contacts: Museu de Portimão

Website: https://museudeportimao.pt/exposicoes/exposic
oes-temporarias/1343-exposicao-ouvir-o-oceano
Contacts: Museu de Portimão

From July 24 to September 19, an exhibition on the ancient arts,
crafts and professions of Portimão can be seen in Praça Manuel
Teixeira Gomes. The exhibition, constitutes the fifth edition of
the exhibition project abroad, entitled "Walking through History".
Started in 2017, this GAMP project displays large-scale
photographs, trying to confront visitors with an unexpected
encounter with relevant moments in the world of work that
marked the economic, social and cultural evolution of Portimão.
The proposal of street exhibitions "Walking through History"
seeks to strengthen the identity of the Portimonense community,
by valuing the city and the municipality, as a cultural and leisure
destination, while providing, in an informal way, a relaxed time
travel, among the memories and social experiences resulting
from the main activities that characterize the unique historical
history of Portimão.

In an area with a strong connection to maritime culture such as
the Portimão Museum, the municipality of Portimão itself and the
Algarve, this initiative is a form found by the artist, to express
the need to draw attention to and convey a strong message to
the need to protect the beauty and purity of the oceans, avoiding
their degradation in particular by discharges of polluting waste,
plastic packaging and by poaching. These materials represent a
real threat to the extinction of many species of fish, crustaceans,
mammals, turtles and reefs by the pollution they cause, their
paintings and sculptures, reminds us of the need not only to
think but also to act every day to save the ocean, avoiding its
contamination.

‘We are All the Colours’ by Hein Semke
Start Date: 2021-05-15 End Date: 2021-11-14
Website: https://www.museudeportimao.pt/exposicoes/e
xposicoes-temporarias/1320-exposicao-somos-todas-ascores
Contacts: Museu de Portimão, Portimão
A exhibition of great chromatic diversity showing paintings,
drawings, monotypes, sculpture and wood engravings made by
the artist between 1963 and 1976 in Portugal. The works of art
were previously selected from a collection of 1672 items and two
original pieces by Hein Semke, the result of an exceptional,
generous donation by Teresa Balté to Portimão Museum.

Quarteira
Il Divino Michelangelo & Il Genio Da Vinci

Impressive Monet & Brilliant Klimt by Ocubo

Start Date: 2021-06-04 End Date: 2021-09-30

Start Date: 2021-06-04 End Date: 2021-09-30

Website: https://www.algarve.immersivus.com/

Website: https://www.algarve.immersivus.com/

Contacts: Centro de Congressos do Algarve, Algarve

Contacts: Centro de Congressos do Algarve, Algarve

After the success of the Immersivus Gallery in Porto and in
Lisbon, the opportunity arose to create a space dedicated to
immersive experiences in the Algarve, with the aim of
diversifying the cultural offer of the capital. It is born that way in
Vilamoura to Immersivus Gallery Algarve. In this space are
exhibited diverse immersive experiences, with different themes
and artists, national and international, which through the union
of technology and art, gives the opportunity to visitors to
experience art and culture in an innovative way. The Algarve
Congress Centre will be transformed into a monumental canvas
where content will be projected at 360º, and the public will be at
the centre of the action, being immersed in the spectacle,
making also part of the story. Il Divino Michelangelo & Il Genio
Da Vinci " is an abstract voyage inspired by the artistic creation
of two great renaissance artists: Da Vinci (Leonardo di Ser Piero
da Vinci, 1452-1519) and Michelangelo (Michelangelo di Lodovico
Buonarroti Simoni, 1475-1564).

After the success of the Immersivus Gallery in Porto and in
Lisbon, the opportunity arose to create a space dedicated to
immersive experiences in the Algarve, with the aim of
diversifying the cultural offer of the capital. It is born that way in
Vilamoura to Immersivus Gallery Algarve. In this space are
exhibited diverse immersive experiences, with different themes
and artists, national and international, which through the union
of technology and art, gives the opportunity to visitors to
experience art and culture in an innovative way. The Algarve
Congress Centre will be transformed into a monumental canvas
where content will be projected at 360º, and the public will be at
the centre of the action, being immersed in the spectacle,
making also part of the story. Enter the artists ' imagination in
this impressive reinterpretation of their works, where seras
immersed by Claude Monet's impressionistic movement and the
intimacy and romantic art of Gustav Klimt, through his iconic
painting-The Kiss.
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São Brás de Alportel
Exhibition "The Art of Wood, from Past to Present"
by José Guerreiro
Start Date: 2021-07-02 End Date: 2021-09-29
Website: https://www.cm-sbras.pt/pt/agenda/11318/expo
sicao-de-trabalhos-de-madeira-de-jose-guerreiro.aspx
Contacts: Centro de Artes e Ofícios, São Brás de Alportel
Natural of St. Romão, José Guerreiro, began to work at the age of
11 as a carpenter apprentice. At a height of less work, the
employer encouraged to explore another strand of the carpentry
and started to make carts at home. Pastime that succeeded and
for which it receives orders 30 years ago. 8 years ago, he
participated in the Serra da Serra and gave wings to the
imagination and creativity, travelling through the times of
childhood to create wooden toys. Now, already restrained, the
pastime occupies its days by inspiring itself in the village and in
childhood memories.

Vila Real de Santo António
2 Margins - The Fixings
Start Date: 2021-07-06 End Date: 2021-08-08
Website: http://www.cmvrsa.pt/pt/agenda/5646/2-margens---as-conserveiras.aspx
Contacts: Centro Cultural António Aleixo, Vila Real de
Santo António
"2 MARGINS" is a multidisciplinary exhibition, which originates in
a Collective of artists from Portugal and Spain with the
designation "2 Margins of the Guadiana". The "2 MARGINS",
which is born from the will to give more visibility to the art,
culture and works of the artists of this region of the Lower
Guadiana, started in 2020, with the realization of the 1ª
Exposition in Portugal, in collaboration with the Municipality of
Vila Real de Santo António. After the first edition and due to the
interest aroused on that occasion, it returns with the theme "AS
FIXVEIRAS", with the aim of honouring both the repairing
industry, the majority female-based labour force, for the great
importance that geographical and historically has had for this
region, influencing economic entrepreneurship as the social,
highlighting the important role of women in this activity. In this
edition participate 14 artists of the visual arts, notably with
painting, sculpture and ceramics.

Azores
Angra do Heroísmo
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Iron Horses

Santa Bárbara

Start Date: 2021-07-10 End Date: 2021-10-31

Start Date: 2021-05-08 End Date: 2021-09-01

Website: https://angradoheroismo.pt/evento/cavalos-deferro-historias-breves-do-automovel/
Contacts: MAH - Museu de Angra do Heroísmo

Website: https://angradoheroismo.pt/evento/santabarbara/
Contacts: MAH - Museu de Angra do Heroísmo, Açores

This exhibition takes place with a journey through the history of
the automobile, dotted by curious narratives, some of them
unfolded locally, and illustrated by copies that make up the
Transport Management Unit of the Museum of Angra do
Heroísmo, among them is a remarkable Ford T, a famous car that
marked the beginning of the mass-production of cars, thus
making its use more democratic. In order to document the
evolution of this means of revolutionary locomotion, the
exhibition "Iron Horses" also presents a vast and varied set of
miniature models, which belong to this institution or were
temporarily transferred for this purpose by private individuals,
exquisitely and meticulously executed.

Santa Barbara, a sculpture of Malines in the Mah Building of San
Francisco. The influence of Flemish art, which was felt and
reigned in the Iberian kingdoms since the 15th century, will be
accentuated in the following century, due to the intensification of
commercial relations. To satisfy a peninsular and island market
eager to display its economic power, in the city of Malines, which
together with Brussels and Antwerp was one of the largest art
exporting centres in Flanders, established reputed sculpture
workshops that produced pieces of great artistic quality, such as
this Santa Barbara, belonging to the collector Vergílio Schneider.

Horta
Time Capsules – The Underwater Cultural Heritage
of the Azores
Start Date: 2021-05-08 End Date: 2021-08-08
Website: http://www.museuhorta.azores.gov.pt/conteudos/155/
Contacts: Casa Memória Manuel de Arriaga, Horta, Açores
The temporary exhibition “Capsules of Time, the Underwater
Cultural Heritage of the Azores” is an exhibition project, which
will be open until 8 August. It appears within the scope of the
Margullar 2 Project, with Interreg-MAC co-financing, and aims to
make known the stories of shipwrecks documented in the
Azorean seas and the geo-strategic importance of the
archipelago in the European expansion of the 15th century.
Dispersed by the waters of the Azores seas rest about a
thousand shipwrecks which, by constituting individualized
narratives of maritime disasters, represent time capsules of
times that, as if in a magical machine, allow access to past eras
that substantiate the relevant insular underwater heritage. The
exhibition, comprising a dozen panels (in roll-up format), will
feature several pieces that have never been shown before,
related to the shipwrecks discovered in recent years at Baía da
Horta.

Ilha Terceira
Blood Red Luxury

The Third Island in Times of Pest

Start Date: 2021-06-09 End Date: 2021-09-18

Start Date: 2021-04-03 End Date: 2021-10-03

Website: https://museu-angra.azores.gov.pt/exposicoestemp/2021/04-Blood-red/exposicao.html
Contacts: MAH - Museu de Angra do Heroísmo, Ilha
Terceira, Açores

Website: https://museu-angra.azores.gov.pt/exposicoestemp/2021/02-Pestes/exposicao.html
Contacts: Museu de Angra do Heroísmo, Ilha Terceira

The Museum of Angra do Heroísmo opens to the public from the
9th of June until the 18th of September 2021, in Carmina | Dimas
Simas Lopes Contemporary Art Gallery, Luís Godinho Blood Red
Luxury photography exhibition. In the Blood Red Luxury
exhibition, Luís Godinho reports the inhuman conditions in which
semi-precious stones from Ganet (Granada) are mined in the
Thatha mine located in the district of Ancuabe, Cabo Delgado
province, northern Mozambique, in the community of Mahera .
The land belongs to the Government, but exploration is illegal
and without minimum working conditions, both in terms of

This exhibition aims to make known how, on the Third Island,
from the sixteenth century to the actuality, whether it reacted to
some of the epidemics that here have docked and which
responses to them, in times of suspension of normality, mirroring
the human duel between fear and will, disease and medicine,
superstition and enlightenment, death and life.
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hygiene and safety. In addition to the environmental impact and
personal injury resulting from accidents, this situation is
reflected in social terms, causing an increase in school dropouts,
prostitution and diseases such as tuberculosis and HIV-AIDS.

Ilha da Graciosa
Body, Abstraction and Language in the Portuguese
Art

Pintura Saudade

Start Date: 2021-05-20 End Date: 2021-08-28

Website: http://www.museugraciosa.azores.gov.pt/exposicoes/
Contacts: Museu da Graciosa, Ilha da Graciosa, Açores

Website: http://www.museu-graciosa.azores.gov.pt/
Contacts: Museu da Graciosa, Ilha da Gracisoa
This exhibition brings together works from the Contemporary Art
Collection of the State (CACE) on deposit at the Serralves
Museum of Contemporary Art. This initiative is part of a program
of exhibitions and presentation of works from the Serralves
Collection specifically selected for the exhibition sites in order to
make the collection accessible to diverse audiences from all
regions of the country.

Start Date: 2021-04-17 End Date: 2021-07-31

The Saudade de Martim Cymbron painting exhibition will be on
display at the Graciosa Museum from April 17 to July 31, 2021.
Saudade de Martim Cymbron painting exhibition consists of a
series of 10 works made exclusively for MiratecArts with the aim
of celebrating the Saudade Garden , at MiratecArts Galeria
Costa, Pico Island. Saudade de Martim Cymbron premiered in
2017, in an unprecedented exhibition, at Ancoradouro, in
Madalena do Pico, before moving on to the gallery room at the
Museu dos Baleeiros. The Public Library and Regional Archive of
Horta, on the island of Faial, and the Atelier de Kaasfabriek, on
the island of São Jorge, and the Museum of Lajes das Flores, the
westernmost point in Europe, have also hosted the exhibition.

Ilha do Corvo
150 years of the House of Espírito Santo on Corvo
Island
Start Date: 2021-05-24 End Date: 2021-12-31
Website: https://www.facebook.com/museudoterritorio/
Contacts: Casa do Espírito Santo, Ilha do Corvo, Açores
The Ecomuseum of Corvo inaugurated an exhibition of
photographs commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Casa
do Espírito Santo do Corvo, which will be on display until the end
of the year at the Casa do Espírito Santo do Corvo, located in
Largo do Outeiro, in the Old Town of Vila. This exhibition,
consisting of 50 photographs belonging to the Corvo
Photographic Archive, seeks to pay homage to this centuries-old
tradition and reflect the evolution that has taken place over the
decades, in those manifestations associated with the Cult of
Espírito Santo in the smallest island of the Azores and that date
back to the beginnings of settlement.

Centro de Portugal
Batalha
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Almada Negreiros and the Monastery of Batalha
Start Date: 2020-12-20 End Date: 2021-12-21
Website: http://www.mosteirobatalha.gov.pt/pt/index.ph
p?s=noticias&noticia=315
Contacts: Capela do Fundador, Mosteiro da Batalha,
Leiria
An unprecedented exhibition of fifteen primitive paintings in a
recorder pictured, in the Founder's Chapel, at the Monastery of
the Battle. The fifteen works that make up the recorder that
Almada envisioned include several primitive paintings (from the
XV and XVI centuries), namely the iconic Paintings of S. Vicente.
Since their discovery, and over the course of the twentieth
century, these panels have generated a very intense public
interest. Almada Negons (1893-1970) also devoted herself to this
work, albeit from a completely original angle: that of geometry.

Castelo Branco
A Designed Life
Start Date: 2021-06-05 End Date:
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/fundacaomanuelcargaleiro/
http://www.fundacaomanuelcargaleiro.pt/
Contacts: Museu Cargaleiro, Castelo Branco
"A Life Drawn" is the name of the exhibition that joins Manuel
Cargaleiro's unheard works at the painter's and ceramicist's
museum in White Castle. The various paths followed within the
same graphic and artistic logic of Cargaleiro and the great
attention to the elements of nature, where one makes the
passage of the abstract to the figurative, are the main bristle
strokes of this exhibition. "A Life Drawn" can be seen from
Tuesday to Sunday at the museum of the Cargaleiro Foundation
in the centre of the Albicastrese city. The exhibition opened to
the public on June 5 and still has no date to finish.

Fátima
"The Faces of Fatima"
Start Date: 2020-11-28 End Date: 2022-10-15
Website: https://www.fatima.pt/pt/pages/exposicoestemporarias
Contacts: Basílica da Santíssima Trindade, Fátima
“The faces of Fátima: faces of a spiritual landscape” is a story of
Fátima told from the names that made it. In a time of pandemic,
the exhibition invites you to reflect on the theme of death and
life as luminous moments in the pilgrimage of the homo viator.
Monday to Sunday: 9:00 am to 12:45 pm (last check-in) and 2:00
pm to 5:45 pm (last check-in). Free entry.

Pombal
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SSSL Festival-Artistic Residency of Tutu Sousa

The force of light

Start Date: 2021-08-02 End Date: 2021-08-07

Start Date: 2021-06-17 End Date: 2021-07-28

Website: https://cultura.cm-pombal.pt/event/festival-ssslresidencia-artistica-de-tutu-sousa/
Contacts: Largo do Cardar, Pombal

Website: https://cultura.cm-pombal.pt/venue/casavarela/
Contacts: Largo do Cardal, Pombal

From the 2nd to the 7th of August, the artist Tutu Sousa will
carry out an artistic residency, where he will perform a largescale work of street art (mural). Self-taught in the field of
painting and sculpture, the Cape Verdean Tutu Sousa's path
includes individual and collective exhibitions on various islands
of Cape Verde, and in some European countries and the USA, in
addition to carrying out dozens of mural and decorative
paintings. as in Nelson Mandela International Airport in Praia and
Amílcar Cabral in Sal Island, in Fort France City in Martinique.

Casa Varela is a building where sunlight enters through the
windows during the day and where light and creativity radiates
at night. Through three different exhibitions, we invite those who
visit us to get to know and experience the painting work of Paulo
Damião, photography by Telmo Mendes and the exploration of
media art by Diogo Mendes.

Lisboa Region
Cascais
Flashback : Exhibition of Photography and Cameras
Start Date: 2021-07-10 End Date: 2021-08-19
Website: https://360.cascais.pt/pt/agenda/flashback-expo
sicao-de-fotografia-e-maquinas-fotograficas-de-fernandopenim-redondo?id=900
Contacts: Biblioteca Municipal de Cascais - São Domingos
de Rana
Fernando Penim Redondo was born in Lisbon in 1945. In 1967 he
was incorporated into the Navy and sent as a Marine Lieutenant
to Guinea until 1970. With the usual passion for photography,
the inevitable collection of old cameras emerged, feeling that
traditional photography was disappearing and that the
opportunities to practice it would not last long. In 2012 he
started with his project "Flashback", which consists in portraying
his "habitat" with 500 film roll cameras manufactured throughout
the 20th century. He has thus devoted the last ten years to
showing his country to more than five hundred chambers, whose
objectives knew only other corners of the planet. To achieve this,
it used about 1,000 rolls of film of 20 different types, some of
which ceased to be produced decades ago. Many of the
machines in your collection were born before you and in some
cases have been photographing for over 100 years. They came
from all over the world and we cannot even imagine the things
they will have seen during their lives (except for the forgotten
negatives within some of them).

Lisboa
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International Crafts Fair (FIA)

Ópera Chinesa

Start Date: 2021-09-04 End Date: 2021-09-12

Start Date: 2016-11-24 End Date: 2021-11-30

Website: https://fialisboa.fil.pt/

Website: https://www.museudooriente.pt/2732/a-operachinesa.htm#.YNR0XuhKjIU
Contacts: Museu do Oriente, Lisboa

Contacts: Feira Internacional de Lisboa (FIL)
The Lisbon International Handicraft Fair (or FIA Lisbon) is the
largest handicraft and multicultural fair in Portugal and Spain. It
is also the second largest fair of its kind in Europe, with
significant national and international projection. The FIA ??has
been held in Lisbon, since 1987, to promote among professionals
in the field and visitors the best of crafts, gastronomy and wines.
Furthermore, it promotes the music, dances, traditions, culture
and identity of Portugal and participating foreign countries. At
the International Handicraft Fair, exhibitors publicize crafts, arts,
design and typical products, as well as the culture of the regions
of the represented countries.

ARCO Lisboa

The Museum of the Orient presents The Chinese Opera, a major
exhibition from the Kwok On collection. Occupying the entire 2nd
floor of the Museum, The Chinese Opera offers a comprehensive
overview of this unique performative genre in all its diversity and
exuberance. On display, around 280 pieces such as costumes,
wigs, headdresses, make-up models, puppets, prints, paintings
and musical instruments, as well as photographs and videos.
Considered one of China's cultural treasures, traditional opera
emerged at the end of the 11th century, adding elements from
much older artistic forms. It is a synthesis of various arts, which
includes singing, music, speech, mime, dance, make-up
techniques, acrobatics and martial arts with manipulation of
props such as weapons, beards and fans.

Start Date: 2021-09-16 End Date: 2021-09-19
Website: https://www.ifema.es/pt/arco-lisboa

All I want

Contacts: Doca de Pedrouços, Avenida Brasília - Lisboa

Start Date: 2021-06-02 End Date: 2021-08-23

The prestigious contemporary Art Fair ARCO will be held
in Lisbon in September.

Website: https://gulbenkian.pt/agenda/tudo-o-que-euquero/
Contacts: Museu Calouste Gulbenkian – Galeria de
Exposições Temporárias, Lisboa

ARCO Lisbon will be attended by 70 galleries selected by the
Organising Committee, which will showcase artists, either
exclusively or as part of their programme, who could establish an
open and constructive dialogue with the Portuguese creative
scene. This international expansion project will raise the profile
of the current Portuguese art scene, whose past, present and
future are particularly dynamic and interesting.

Aquaria - Or the Illusion of a Closed Sea
Start Date: 2021-03-18 End Date: 2021-09-06
Website: https://www.maat.pt/pt/exhibition/aquaria-ouilusao-de-um-mar-fechado
Contacts: MAAT Lisboa
Aquaria – Or the Illusion of an Enclosed Sea is an exhibition that
looks at how the ocean entered our cities, our homes or our
cultural institutions, and that questions the process of
interiorization of the kingdom of the oceans. Invented in
Victorian times, the aquarium as an object materializes the
nature/culture division, and continues to represent the ocean in
a diorama, a self-contained world and a techno-natural
assemblage, housing a living collection that mirrors our own
personal marine world , but fictional. After months of
confinement in our homes, we are also, to some extent,
metaphorically floating within our own isolated technological
aquariums: our existence in the aquarium now leads to
comparisons with the artificial aquatic dimension, questioning
again our geocentric relationship with the oceanic sphere. Thus,
the aquarium – whether the domestic object or the public place –
is conceived here as the conceptual object that allows us to
expose the hierarchical mechanisms that have supported our
culture of life outside nature: how should we interfere in this
creation process of a world that arises when our vision is limited
to what we see?

Cruising Speed
Start Date: 2021-05-26 End Date: 2021-08-27
Website: http://www.bnportugal.gov.pt/index.php?option
=com_content&view=article&id=1610:exposicao-velocida

Two hundred works by 40 Portuguese artists produced between
the beginning of the 20th century and today come together in a
major exhibition, included in the Cultural Program of the
Portuguese Presidency of the Council of the European Union.
Reference names such as Maria Helena Vieira da Silva, Lourdes
Castro, Paula Rego, Ana Vieira, Salette Tavares, Helena Almeida,
Joana Vasconcelos, Maria José Oliveira, Fernanda Fragateiro,
Sónia Almeida and Grada Kilomba, among many others, are
represented in this show with painting, sculpture, drawing,
object, book, installation, film and video, offering the public a
broad image of their respective artistic universes.

Barbadinhos Steam Lift Station
Start Date: 2021-07-20 End Date: 2021-12-30
Website: https://www.epal.pt/EPAL/menu/museu-da-%C3
%A1gua/exposi%C3%A7%C3%A3o-permanente-patrim%C
3%B3nio-associado/esta%C3%A7%C3%A3oelevat%C3%B3ria-a-vapor-dos-barbadinhos
Contacts: Museu da Água, Lisboa
The lift station, built next to the final reservoir of the Alviela
Aqueduct, was in service between 1880 and 1928 and was
responsible for the expansion of home water distribution in
Lisbon. The building preserves the old steam engines, references
of the industrial historical heritage, and houses the permanent
exhibition of the Water Museum that invites visitors to know the
history, science, technology and sustainability of Water.

Cry of the High Tide
Start Date: 2021-07-14 End Date: 2021-09-18
Website:
http://www.museunacionalarqueologia.gov.pt/?cat=71
Contacts: Jardim do Museu Nacional de Arqueologia –
Mosteiro dos Jerónimos
The second installation of "Cry of the High Tide", polynuclear
exhibition of artist Cristina Rodrigues. It is a polynuclear
exhibition, composed of four installations of contemporary art,
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de-de-cruzeiro-26-maio-27-ago-21&catid=172:2021&Itemi
d=1612
Contacts: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Lisboa
Artur Manuel Rodrigues of Cruzeiro Seixas was born in 1920 and
left us less than a month away from being 100 years old.
Celebrating the centenary of his birth, BNP presents "Cruising
Speed", an exhibition that brings together close to hundred and
a half of unpublished works, most of them produced between the
40’s and 70’s, and are part of the collection that the artist
donated to the National Library. Considered the last of the
Portuguese surrealists, his fine-stroke drawings have always
been faithful to this aesthetic language, which emerged in the
early 1920s in order to transform society and free the spirit. The
man who painted, and who hated the designation "painter", was
still an illustrator and poet, with a vast and varied work, but
always unmistakable, and left an indelible mark on the cultural
panorama of his generation. In 1993, Cruzeiro Seixas donated
part of his collection to BNP, where you can find letters received,
press archive, catalogues and leaflets published by the Surrealist
Group and more than 400 drawings and collages representative
of the various plastic expressions of his work. Cruzeiro Speed,
exhibition curated by Bernardo Pinto de Almeida, is based on this
collection.

Dante Plus 700
Start Date: 2021-03-25 End Date: 2021-12-31
Website: http://museudoscoches.gov.pt/pt/9697-2/
Contacts: Museu Nacional dos Coches, Lisboa
Until December 31, 2021, the temporary exhibition Dante Plus
700 on the occasion of DANTEDÌ will take place outside the new
building of the National Coach Museum, organized by the Italian
Institute of Culture of Lisbon, in collaboration with the National
Coach Museum of Lisbon, with project by Marco Miccoli de
Bonobolabo and edited by architect Nadir Bonaccorso. The
collective exhibition Dante Plus 700 – Lisbon Edition aims to
bring together a group of very different artists who, from
illustration, comics and street art, seek to give life to a new
identity of the Sumo Poeta. The languages ??used by artists
range from painting to tempering to the use of 3D software,
passing through geometric design. Some of the works are in
augmented reality, visible through the free mobile app “ARIA the
AR Platform” and animated by the Alkanoids studio in Milan.
Images bearing the “ARIA” logo can be animated through the
app.

Expo Lego Parts

designed in tune with the exhibition place. A narrative that exalts
Man as a curious and hardworking being, capable of facing great
adversities in unknown ways. The sculptures that make up the
work - almost five dozen pieces that use iron and fishing nets as
work material, are the result of a reflection of the author on the
human odyssey. The Lisbon installation brings together 12
sculptures of boats and fishing nets, which represent Man as an
explorer who created an object capable of crossing the sea into
the unknown.

Dante's Visions. Hell according to Botticelli
Start Date: 2021-09-24 End Date: 2021-11-29
Website: https://gulbenkian.pt/museu/agenda/visoes-dedante-o-inferno-segundo-botticelli/
Contacts: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian
The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation joins the commemorations
marking the 700th anniversary of the death of Dante Alighieri by
presenting two drawings on parchment by Sandro Botticelli
alluding to the “Inferno” of the Divine Comedy and from the
Vatican Apostolic Library. The exhibition also includes rare
editions of Dante's reference work belonging to this institution
and to the National Library of Portugal. Contributing to exploring
the editorial history of the Divine Comedy as a key part of its
cultural fortune over the centuries, the exhibition aims to open a
window of reflection on more general issues: the relationship
between poetic image, artistic iconography and religious
symbology, as well as the inscription of the poetic word in
collective memory through its material transmission.

Hergé
Start Date: 2021-10-07 End Date: 2022-01-07
Website: https://gulbenkian.pt/
Contacts: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisboa
This exhibition features an important selection of documents,
original drawings and various works created by the famous
author of Tintin. An important selection of documents, original
drawings and various works created by the celebrated author of
Tintin can be seen in the Main Gallery of the Headquarters
Building in early autumn. Presented for the first time at the
Grand Palais, in Paris and organized in collaboration with the
Hergé de Louvain-la-Neuve Museum, various works from
illustration to comics, through advertising, press, fashion design
and the visual arts are shown. the multiple facets of a reference
artistic personality.

Start Date: 2021-06-01 End Date: 2021-09-12

Meet Vincent Van Gogh

Website: https://www.expopecaslego.pt/#exposicao

Start Date: 2021-04-07 End Date: 2021-07-25

Contacts: Centro de Congressos, Lisboa

Website: https://meetvincent.com/lisbon/
Contacts: Lisboa - Terreiro das Missas (Belém)

Discover a large-scale legos exhibition, Expo Peças Lego. It is an
unprecedented exhibition, impressive in size and scale, covering
more than 2,000 m2. More than 100 large and impressive
models from all over Europe. Hundreds of exhibitors for children
and adults.

I saw the Kingdom Renew
Start Date: 2021-06-25 End Date: 2021-09-26
Website: http://www.museudearteantiga.pt/exposicoes/vio-reino-renovar
Contacts: Museu de Arte Antiga, Lisboa

The world-famous Van Gogh Museum invites you to step
into Vincent van Gogh’s world and get closer to the
brilliant artist than ever before.
From the Netherlands to Paris, let Vincent guide you on a
magical and multisensory journey through the most important
moments of his extraordinary life. Immerse yourself in the Van
Gogh Museum’s official experience, on display for a limited time
only in the cultural heart of Lisbon.

The Power of the Word III
Start Date: 2021-06-24 End Date: 2022-03-31
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In the year that marks the 500th anniversary of the death of King
Manuel I, the MNAA presents the temporary exhibition «Vi o
Reino Renovar. Art in the Time of D. Manuel I», resulting from
the collaboration he established with the National Library of
Portugal and the National Archives/Torre do Tombo. Not aiming
to be a balance of artistic practices in D. Manuel's time, much
less a biographical or political approach to the king, this
exhibition aims to analyze the monarch's relationship with
artistic practice, one of the most important in all of Portuguese
history , not only in the intensity with which it promoted,
sponsored and commissioned works of architecture, lighting,
painting, sculpture or decorative arts, but also in the way it used
artistic production in its strategy of representation and real
affirmation.

Stories of an Empire
Start Date: 2021-07-02 End Date: 2022-10-02
Website: https://www.museudooriente.pt/3862/historiasde-um-imperio.htm#.YNRyp-hKjIU
Contacts: Museu do Oriente, Lisboa

Website: https://gulbenkian.pt/museu/agenda/o-poder-dapalavra-iii/
Contacts: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisboa
The third edition of the project "The Power of the Word III"
proposes an exhibition intervention at the Islamic Oriente Gallery
that seeks the voice of women in this space of the Museum.
Where do women meet in the Islamic East Gallery? And how do
they appear in this place? These seemingly simple questions,
which have never been addressed before, lead to a new feminist
reading of the Collection. By abandoning the traditional framing
of imperial categories, which has always emphasized the
dynasties of male heritage (Safavids, Mughals, Ottomans), this
project seeks to recover the voices of the women who created
these objects, or who played a role in their existence. A group of
women who express themselves in different languages ??(Arabic,
Persian, Turkish and Portuguese) have come together to
collaboratively research and tell stories, and thus create new
narratives that empower women and which are explored here:
from history from Eve and Original Sin to Herstory [Her Story],
from the Craftswoman or Woman Artist to the Body.

An unprecedented exhibition of works from the Tavarian
Collection Sequeira Pinto, which documents, with 150 pieces, the
artistic relations between Portugal and the cultures of the Asian
empire, opens on July 2 at the Museum of the East in Lisbon.
"Stories of an Empire" gives title to the exhibition, in which they
highlight works such as a Bezoar stone mounted with red coral,
from the seventeenth century, illustrating the last six centuries
of dialogue between West and East, from which they resulted in
works of art and characteristic objects.

Odivelas
Camões
Start Date: 2021-07-14 End Date: 2021-08-14
Website: https://www.cm-odivelas.pt/conhecer-odivelas/a
genda-municipal/todos-os-eventos/evento/camoesexposicao-98
Contacts: Biblioteca Municipal Dom Dinis - Sede, Odivelas
This exhibition addresses, in a very simple way, some of the
most important aspects of the life and work of one of the
greatest literary figures in the Portuguese language. Camões
does not only represent a common heritage of all countries and
areas of the world that speak it. In the greatness of its genius, it
is a World Heritage Site.

Setúbal
Far from the eyes, but close to the heart

Lithography, an art in Setúbal

Start Date: 2021-07-09 End Date: 2021-09-25

Start Date: 2021-04-10 End Date: 2021-09-26

Website: https://www.jfregazeitao.com/2021/07/16/longedos-olhos-mas-perto-do-coracao/
Contacts: Biblioteca de Azeitão

Website: https://guiaeventos.mun-setubal.pt/pt/agenda/2
704/litografia-uma-arte%20em%20setubal.aspx
Contacts: Museu Do Trabalho Michel Giacometti, Setúbal

An exhibition of cartophilia that brings together postcards from
national and foreign publishers from the Américo Ribeiro
collection, curated by Bárbara Silva and Patrícia Simões. You can
visit the exhibition at the Azeitão Library from Monday to Friday
from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm and Saturday, from September 16th,
from 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm.

Representational documentary exhibition of an existing and very
important art in Setúbal. Event held in the framework of the
release of the documents with existing history at the Museum of
Labor Michel Giacometti and inserted in the commemorations of
the 47 years of the April 25. You may know this exhibition
Tuesday to Friday, from 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM and Saturdays and
Sundays from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM.

Matilde Rosa Araújo
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Start Date: 2021-07-01 End Date: 2021-07-30
Contacts: Biblioteca Pública Municipal de Setúbal
Exhibition about the life and work of the Portuguese writer and
pedagogue specializing in children's literature, based on the
collection in the Library and the exhibition “O Destino das
Fadas”, provided by the Portuguese Society of Authors.

Sintra
The intimate side of Pedro Anjos Teixeira
Start Date: 2021-05-20 End Date: 2021-09-03
Website: https://cm-sintra.pt/atualidade/agenda/exposico
es/575-o-lado-intimista-de-pedro-anjos-teixeira-emexposicao-em-sintra
Contacts: MAT - Museu Anjos Teixeira, Sintra
MAT- Museu Anjos Teixeira has the exhibition “The intimate side
of Pedro Anjos Teixeira” on display until September 3rd. In this
exhibition, the more familiar and personal side of Pedro Anjos
Teixeira is presented, in a retrospective of his experience
through the Master's letters, manuscripts, photographs and
personal effects. This museum located in the heart of the Historic
Center of Sintra brings together works by two great
contemporary master sculptors of the 20th century, Pedro
Augusto dos Anjos Teixeira (1908-1997) and his father, Artur
Gaspar dos Anjos Teixeira (1880-1935), who may be enjoyed
throughout the year.

Vila Franca de Xira
22 Edition of the Cartoon Xira

Exhibition on emblematic shop Oculist Nunes

Start Date: 2021-06-05 End Date: 2021-08-29

Start Date: 2020-03-07 End Date: 2022-03-06

Website: https://www.cm-vfxira.pt/saber-lazer/eventos/to
dos-os-eventos/evento/22-edicao-da-cartoon-xira
Contacts: Celeiro da Patriarcal, Vila Franca de Xira

Website: https://www.cm-vfxira.pt/saber-lazer/eventos/to
dos-os-eventos/evento/exposicao-sobre-emblematica-lojaoculista-nunes
Contacts: Núcleo-sede do Museu Municipal, Vila Franca
de Xira

The Cartoon Xira is on return to the Celeiro of the Patriarchal, in
Vila Franca de Xira, to get to know the retrospearment of the
best cartoons published in the year 2020. This one that is one of
the largest and most prestigious exhibitions dedicated to
Cartoon in Portugal, features two expositive "Cartoons of the
Year 2020" and Ross Thomson's "Cartoons of the Year 2020" and
"Rosstoons". "Cartoons of the Year 2020" brings together works
by some of the greatest Portuguese cartoonists of actuality.
"Rosstoons" is the authorship of the Scottish Ross Thomson, the
international guest of this one that is already the 22 th edition of
the Cartoon Xira. Ross Thomson relies on a long and prestigious
career, his drawings full of colour and good humour promise to
stimulate critical and light thinking from whom to visit this
expositive show. In recent years it has been participating in
cartoon contests, having won more than 100 awards and
distinctions.

An exhibition that reveals to visitors the history and heritage of
the Oculist shop Nunes, iconic commercial establishment that
marked the city of Vila Franca de Xira over its several decades of
operation. The exhibition integrates some pieces of great
originality and also an interesting set of photographs that make
memory of the reality of the commercial establishments of once.
The exhibition can be visited until March 6, 2022, at the Core
Headquarters of the Municipal Museum of Vila Franca de Xira,
and includes lucid and leisure offering for children, through a set
of actions developed by the Municipal Museum Educational
Service.

Representations of the People
Start Date: 2021-04-17 End Date: 2022-04-10
Website: http://www.museudoneorealismo.pt/eventos/ev
ento/abertura-da-exposicao-representacoes-do-povo
Contacts: Museu do Neo-Realismo, Vila Franca de Xira
the Neo-Realism Museum opens to the public the exhibition of
long duration Representations of the People, which aims to
reflect as close or distinct artists of neorrealism represent the
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people, in the relationship with their different geographical and
historical contexts. It is six the artists and six the sets of works,
from Domingos António Sequeira the Moral Grace, passing by
Rafael Bordalo Pine, Augusto Gomes, Tereza Arriaga and Jorge
Pinheiro. Through them, the People erupt: refugees from the
French Third invasion, the defeated or menacing figure of the Zé
Powine, the fishermen of Matosinhos, the glazers of the Great
Navy, the "Marias" of the transmontane village of the Vieiro, the
peasants of the Alentejana agrarian reform, in the poignant
allegory to two of their dead. The Exhibition, which occupies the
floor 2 of the Museum, is the result of a joint work of six
commissioners, Carlos Silveira, Pedro Bebiano Braga, João B.
Serra, Laura Castro, Joana Baião and Raquel Henriques da Silva,
whom he assumed overall coordination of.

Madeira
Funchal
Master Angels Teixeira
Start Date: 2021-06-17 End Date: 2021-08-20
Website: https://teatro.cm-funchal.pt/
Contacts: Teatro Municipal Baltazar Dias, Funchal
Creation of a temporary space in homage to the master Sculptor,
an initiative of Galeria Anjos Teixeira, with the support of Funchal
City Hall. The exhibition project by photographer David
Francisco. This exhibition, comprising about 30 pieces, will be on
display until August 20 at the Salão Nobre of the Teatro
Municipal Baltazar Dias. David Francisco collected several
pieces, from paintings to medals, from people who shared with
the sculptor while he lived on Madeira Island.

Porto and the North
Arouca
AQUA
Start Date: 2021-07-03 End Date: 2021-09-12
Website: http://www.aroucageopark.pt/en/present/event
s/aqua-no-museu-municipal-de-arouca/
Contacts: Museu Municipal de Arouca
The biography of Arouca, UNESCO World Geopark, was shaped
by water. There are millions of years marked in the landscape, in
the rocks, in the people, which can be discovered through the
AQUA exhibition, on display at the Municipal Museum of Arouca,
until 12 September. AQUA shows the power of water and how it
was decisive in creating the identity of this territory. This
exhibition is promoted by AGA - Associação Geoparque Arouca,
in partnership with the Municipality of Arouca and co-financed by
the Norte 2020 programme, under the Geonatura project –
Qualification, promotion and enhancement of the natural
heritage of the Arouca Geopark.

Barcelos
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Olaria

The Marvellous World of Barcelos Rooster

Start Date: 2014-05-17 End Date: 2022-12-31

Start Date: 2021-07-16 End Date: 2021-09-05

Website: https://www.museuolaria.pt/?ai1ec_event=olari
a-norte-de-portugal
Contacts: Museu de Olaria, Barcelos

Website: https://www.facebook.com/MunicipioBarcelos/p
hotos/pcb.4687368501295852/4687365414629494
Contacts: Torre Medieval e Posto de Turismo de Barcelos

This exhibition is made up of utilitarian ceramic pieces belonging
to the most important pottery centers in northern Portugal. This
type of crockery was used in pottery for the most common
household uses and responded to family needs. Here, therefore,
you can find pieces of black china, matte red china and glazed
china from Parada de Gatim, Barcelos, Guimarães, Bisalhães,
Vilar de Nantes, Selhariz, Pinela, Felgar and Gondar. Once used
in all Portuguese houses, utilitarian tableware began to fall into
disuse in the seventies of the last century, to the detriment of
plastic and metal utensils.

The exhibition “The Marvellous World of Barcelos Rooster” is a
categorical statement of artistic excellence of the Barcelos
craftsmen that embodythis curious figure associated to the
Legend of the Rooster, a legendary medieval episode associated
to the Saint James Way. Over time the Rooster phenomenon has
attractedthe curiosity of many artists, considered the greatest
piece of popular art and currently also a relevantsymbol of
comporary portuguese art. In Barcelos, the Rooster’s figure, wich
started outas a simple clay figureused used forchildren’s games
(usually with a whistle placed in its base) has evolved and
became a highly valueddecorative piece in nacional identity,
transcending borders, which, yesterday as today, it is an
undeniable curiosity for those visitingPortugal and a feature of
this country in the world.

Braga
Encontros da Imagem
Date to be announced.
Website: http://www.encontrosdaimagem.com,
http://www.cm-braga.pt
Contacts: Braga
The Encontros da imagem photography festival, is held in
Braga, and constitutes a leading visual arts event at the
national and international level.
Involving wide-ranging participation by Portuguese and foreign
artists, the Encontros da imagem festival shows works in various
areas of photography – including historical, documentary and
conceptual photography.
The exhibitions are coordinated by the Museum of the Image
and are held in various venues in the city, including the Casa dos
Crivos, the Castle Keep, the Biscainhos Museum and the
Monastery of Tibães.

Bragança
Concerns

Magdalena Kleszynska

Start Date: 2021-07-30 End Date: 2022-01-23

Start Date: 2021-07-10 End Date: 2021-10-23

Website: https://centroartegracamorais.cmbraganca.pt/pages/157?event_id=249
Contacts: Centro de Arte Contemporânea Graça Morais,
Bragança

Website: https://centroartegracamorais.cmbraganca.pt/pages/154?event_id=244
Contacts: Centro de Arte Contemporânea Graça Morais,
Bragança

As an emotional state resulting from the consciousness of
physical or psychological threat, whether real, hypothetical or
imaginary, fear has been a topic addressed by Moral Grace at
various times of its artistic production. The most recent work
continues to explore this issue, taking as its starting point
several international events, such as the tragic death of Georges
Floyd, an episode that has rekindled the history of police
violence against black Americans, the increasing drama of
refugees and migrants trying to reach the borders of Europe or
the US in the expectation of a better life, or the uncertainties of
the causes and consequences of a global pandemic. These
external dramas are associated with other concerns, more

As a theatre of memories, which is unveiled to the visitor under
the appearance of lost fragments, the work of Magdalena
Kleszynska (Szczecinek, Poland, 1985) materialises from multiple
forms and has deep relationships with history and time.
Compositions and objects come out of the oxidised aluminium
sheets that she cuts, folds, drills or intertwines and these seem
to have been salvaged from oblivion by a meticulous
archaeological process. Between visible and invisible, past and
present, the real and symbolic, her works evoke, as mediators, a
historical past, real, while proposing a new connection or even
an interchange with contemporary history. Conceived and
produced specifically for this exhibition, by an artistic residency,
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personal and even intimate. The protagonists of the drawings
and paintings that are now presented, most unpublished, are
inspired by images broadcast on television and in the press,
intersecting with research around the biblical characters that
populate the iconic fresco paintings that Michelangelo painted on
the walls of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican, particularly some
scenes inspired by the book of Genesis. Dense and disturbing,
these works are the result of a reflection on the human condition
and the fear that invades us before the cruelty, the unknown, the
injustice, the incomprehensible.

each object carries a life story, just as each human being carries
a fragment of humanity.

Gondomar
The Face, Timeless Mask
Start Date: 2021-07-24 End Date: 2021-09-20
Website: https://www.cm-gondomar.pt/eventos/o-rostomascara-intemporal/
Contacts: Auditório Municipal de Gondomar
Exhibition by Balbina Mendes, open to the public until September
20. Curated by Agostinho Santos. Balbina Mendes was born in
1955, in Malhadas, Miranda do Douro. Lives and works in Vila
Nova de Gaia. Master in Painting, Faculty of Fine Arts, University
of Porto (FBAUP). He has held dozens of solo exhibitions in
Portugal, Spain, USA, Belgium, Austria, Australia and India. She
has participated in numerous group exhibitions. She is
represented in several public and private collections, in Portugal
and abroad.

Matosinhos
Look at the Wind II
Start Date: 2021-05-10 End Date: 2021-08-30
Website: http://www.windowmuseum.com/
Contacts: Window Museum, Matosinhos
Window Museum is an alternative and archival space, created in
these uncertain times and designed to maintain our safety at this
time of pandemic. We were able to observe art through a
window. Looking at the wind II is the continuation of a video art
exhibition cycle curated by Beatriz Albuquerque.

Ponte de Lima
International Garden Festival
Start Date: 2021-05-28 End Date: 2021-10-31
Website: http://www.festivaldejardins.cmpontedelima.pt, http://www.facebook.com/pages/FestivalInternacional-de-Jardins-Ponte-deLima/211073538904931
Contacts: Ponte de Lima
Visit the International Garden Festival and prepare to be amazed
by the exquisite spaces crated within the framework of this
original initiative.
This event is held between May and October and fosters
enjoyment and expertise in the field of gardens and gardening,
in profound connection to preservation of heritage values and
defence of the environment.
Dedicated to a different topic every year, a wide array of
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national and international projects apply to this festival and 12
are selected and then installed in Ponte de Lima. During a
5-month period, these ephemeral gardens may be visited and
appreciated by the general public, thereby offering the
opportunity to discover new approaches in the conception of
green spaces and different creative trends.

Porto
Ai Weiwei: Interweave

Depositorium… 1

Start Date: 2021-07-23 End Date: 2022-07-09

Start Date: 2021-05-15 End Date: 2021-08-31

Website: https://www.serralves.pt/ciclo-serralves/2107-aiweiwei-entrelacar/
Contacts: Museu Serralves e Parque de Serralves, Porto

Website: http://www.patrimoniocultural.gov.pt/pt/agend
a/exhibitions/depositorium-1/
Contacts: Museu Nacional de Soares dos Reis, Porto

Ai Weiwei (Beijing, 1957) is an artist, thinker and activist whose
artistic practice addresses pressing issues of our time. He is one
of the most outstanding cultural figures of his generation and a
symbol of freedom of expression, both in China and
internationally. In Serralves, Ai Weiwei presents a body of work
that reflects his concern with environmental issues and, more
specifically, with the deforestation of the Brazilian Atlantic
Forest. Ai’s sculptures represent what remains of these once
green giants and are an expression of the current consequences
of the greedy devastation of the natural environment. Preserving
these rapidly disappearing resources is a key issue for the future
of human beings. In Serralves Park will be presented for the very
first time Pequi Tree [Pequi vinagreiro], a 32-metre-high cast iron
tree. Molded in Brazil, produced in China and now installed in
Serralves Park, this work witnesses the disappearance of the
harmonious coexistence between nature and human beings,
passing from wood to metal and from mortal to eternal, as
evidence and as a monument. Designed for the Serralves Park
and the Museum’s central room, "Ai Weiwei: Interweave" was
curated by Philippe Vergne and Paula Fernandes, with the
support of the artist’s studio, Lisson and neugerriemschneider
gallery, Berlin.

It is patent, between 15 May and 31 August, in the National
Museum Soares dos Reis, in Porto, a exposição Depositarium... 1,
the first of a cycle that seeks to remove from the shadows the
collection stored in the museum reserves that rarely saw the
light of day. The selection of the first 16 works, among pieces of
ceramics, sculpture, jewellery, painting and textiles, was carried
out by the MNSR workers themselves. You can see this exhibition
from Tuesday to Sunday.

Exhibition - Today Was Yesterday
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/térmita/toda
y-was-yesterday/2961396420811858/
Contacts: Térmita (Largo de Mompilher, 5) Porto
In his creative practice, A. Bran combines different techniques,
ranging between object and illustration and the video and
animation. The work of the artist balances social commentary
and intimate, personal situations that question social stigmas
and our role as an individual in contemporary society. Exhibition
on continuous days, repeated numbers, facing something new, a
bad haircut, corners, hot tar, drinking a glass with imaginary
friends, to smell the breeze, chasing a bird, to do nothing, to do
something, to make a salad, to wait, to open the window, to
hopefully open the daylight, to ignore the light of the day, to
watch a kid to do karate, apple honey, portable in the belly, the
mother's forehand, hope, tetra pack, cement shoes, teleporic
shoes, motivation videos, ink with ink, the hunger.

Las Palmas present Apofenia
Start Date: 2021-05-22 End Date: 2021-09-05
Website: https://www.culturgest.pt/pt/programacao/laspalmas-apofenia/
Contacts: Culturgest Porto

Jorge Molder
Start Date: 2021-04-05 End Date: 2021-10-03
Website: https://www.serralves.pt/ciclo-serralves/2104-jo
rge-molder-obras-da-colecao-de-serralves/
Contacts: Biblioteca de Serralves, Porto
This exhibition, presented on the mezzanine of the Serralves
Library, brings together a selection of works by Jorge Molder
(Lisbon, 1947) based on a broader set of works from the
Serralves collection. Photographs of the series "T. V." (1995), "La
Reine vous salue" (2001), "Tangram" (2004/08), "Call for Papers"
(2013) and also "Zizi" (2013) are presented. The work of Molder
is known mainly for his black and white photographs, in which
the artist self-writes (only the face, whole body or hands)
wearing usually dark suit and white shirt, an idea that is
contradicted by the two most recent series. References from
literature, cinema, music or the history of art, as well as
everyday life and its uncertain and unpredictable nature, are
fundamental in his work, in that they can constitute the point
from which one can derive and build something. The show is
complemented with a set of bibliographic references important
to the artist available for consultation and with the presentation
of some of his books and exhibition catalogues.

Living City Exhibition
Start Date: 2021-07-22 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: http://www.livingcityporto.org/
Contacts: Sociedade Cooperativa De Ramalde, Porto
This exhibition will feature works of all elements of this
collective, already presented and to present, and also new
versions and other contents created during the joint work
process. This meeting of the various materials, a work in
progress since October 2020, will seek to reveal another image
of the city, from personal views and variable scale. The
exhibition can be visited between July 21 and August 7, from
Wednesday to Saturday, from 16:00 to 19:30, at the Ramalde
Cooperative in Porto.

Magical Garden Porto
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Culturgest presents the Apofenia exhibition, by the collective Las
Palmas, curated by Bruno Marchand, at Culturgest Porto. From
May 22nd to September 5th, 2021, more than 30 works by more
than 20 national and international artists are presented.
Admission is free. Apophenia is the scientific term for a
phenomenon we've all experienced at some point: the ability to
recognize pictures, patterns, or connections in random data. It
happens whenever we recognize the shape of an animal in a
cloud, the profile of a face in the cut of a mountain, or the shape
of a continent on the surface of a piece of toast. We know that
none of these figures are the result of a prior intention. They
result from our brain's ability to group random data into groups
that make sense, from its irrepressible impulse to turn an
abstraction into something recognizable and concrete, from its
vocation to facilitate the emergence of entities that are born by
force of the solidary interaction of its parts .

Louise Bourgeois
Start Date: 2020-12-04 End Date: 2021-09-19
Website: https://www.serralves.pt/cicloserralves/2012-louise-bourgeois-deslacar-um-tormento/
Contacts: Museu de Serralves, Porto
Until September 19th, the Serralves Museum hosts the exhibition
dedicated to the work of the French artist Louise Bourgeois (Paris
- 1911, New York - 2010), covering a seven-decade time span, in
a revisit to works carried out between the late 1940s and 2010.

Revolution of 24 August 1820: Prelude to
Liberalism in Portugal
Start Date: 2020-10-01 End Date: 2021-08-01
Website: https://1820.porto.pt/
Contacts: Museu Militar do Porto
Opens at the Military Museum of Porto, the exhibition "Revolution
of 24 August 1820: Prelude to Liberalism in Portugal", curated by
Fernando Gonçalves. Open to the public for ten months, the
exhibition brings to life the bravery of a group of notable citizens
of Porto, who took the first step towards the end of English
influence and the resulting liberal monarchy 200 years ago. The
North demanded the return of the King, a Constitution, justice
and prosperity. The seeds of progress and modernity in Portugal
were sown and there are documents and historical pieces that
prove it.

Start Date: 2021-06-24 End Date: 2021-10-03
Website: https://www.magicalgarden.pt/
Contacts: Jardim Botânico Porto
After 70 thousand people have visited in Lisbon, the Magical
Garden now arrives in Porto. When the sun goes down, the Porto
Botanical Garden becomes a magical world. Find special places
and travel “around the world” along a route of 17 luminous
experiences. You'll be amazed by dazzling flashlights, light
design in nature, soundscapes, video mapping and interactive
experiences that light up the garden like never before. You can
live this experience from Wednesday to Sunday at 21:00.

Serralves In Light
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-10-17
Website: https://www.serralves.pt/cicloserralves/2107-serralves-em-luz/
Contacts: Museu Serralves, Porto
The "Serralves In Light" transforms for the first time the entire
Serralves Park into an impactful light exposure, providing the
nightly enjoyment of this magnificent space through an amazing
experience. With light design by Nuno Maya in conjunction with
the team at Serralves Park, this great outdoor exhibition
presents an enormous dynamic of light and color, creating a
magical atmosphere that extends to the entire Serralves Park,
giving to discover breathtaking new perspectives around this
remarkable natural and architectural heritage. Using various
light sources, such as LED, halogen, hmi, laser or video,
ambitious visual and sensory experiences are created that
transport the visitor in different perceptions between the real
and the imaginary, building up static or moving dialogues,
through 24 facilities along a 3km route that crosses the entire
Park. The introduction of color, sound and innovative visual
effects allow the public to experience the Park in a very different
way from its usual state. The luminous installations transform
the space into immersive environments that transport us to the
different seasons, which allow the connection with various
natural elements of the Park. The surprising illumination route is
conceived in a unique sense format, passing through several
points of interest of the Park and offering the public a very varied
and complete sensory journey.

Ver do Bago, a toast between God and Men
Start Date: 2021-05-13 End Date: 2021-09-12
Website: https://www.rotadoromanico.com/pt/atualidade/
eventos/ver-do-bago-nos-mosteiros/
Contacts: Mosteiro de Santo André de Ancede
The first of the three exhibitions of the "Ver do Bago" cycle,
called "Ver do Bago in the Mosteiros", will be inaugurated next
May 13, Thursday, at 3:30 pm, and invites us, from the Santo
André Monastery de Ancede, in Baião, to celebrate a real toast
between God and Men around the dialogue between sculpture,
painting and archeology, proposing to everyone an interpretive
script that highlights the importance that the culture of the
vineyard and the consumption of wine had in everyone the
moments in the lives of the people of Sousa, Douro and Tâmega.
The exhibition, free of charge from Wednesday to Sunday,
includes some immersive experiences.
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Vila Nova de Famalicão
Textile Industry of Guimarães: from the Ancient
System to the Advent of Machines
Start Date: 2021-09-30 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: https://www.cm-vnfamalicao.pt/industria-textilde-guimaraes-do-sistema-antigo-ao-advento-dasmaquinas&mop=1361
Contacts: Museu da Indústria Têxtil da Bacia do Ave, Vila
Nova de Famalicão
The Textile Industry Exhibition of Guimarães: from the old
system to the advent of the machines has as a starting point the
documentary collection of the Castanheiro Factory (1885-2013)
and develops a reading around the main events, personalities
and textile factories that have been at the centre of a
transformative industrial movement of the nineteenth centuryFactory of the Castanheiro, Factory of the Hole Mill, Fiery
Company, and Guimarães's Tecidos. Documents, objects and
images make up the narrative of a belated industrialization that
aroused with mechanization and electrification, defining the
industrial profile of Guimarães. Tuesday to Friday: 10h00-17h30 |
Fim-of-week 14h30-17h30. Ends on Mondays and holidays

Vila do Conde
Julio and the memory of popular art

Nature Entretected

Start Date: 2021-04-06 End Date: 2021-09-26

Start Date: 2021-06-19 End Date: 2021-09-30

Website: https://www.cmviladoconde.pt/pages/657?event_id=2657
Contacts: Galeria Julio | Centro de Memória de Vila do
Conde, Vila do Conde

Website: https://www.cmviladoconde.pt/pages/657?event_id=2798
Contacts: Centro de Memória de Vila do Conde, Vila do
Conde

The exhibition integrates a set of oils, drawings and ceramic
pieces from the collection of the City Hall of Vila do Conde, from
the authorship of Julio and donated by their son, Eng. José
Alberto Reis Pereira, unknown to the majority of the large public
and also a set of pieces of figuration in Estremoz clay,-since
December 2017 classified by UNESCO as Cultural Heritage Site
of Humanity-belonging to the vast collection of 375 dolls,
brought together by Julio over more than 30 years, and which,
since the 70, belong to the Municipal Museum of that city. This
expositive proposal will certainly contribute to make it aware of a
facet to many unknown of Julio: its enormous interest in popular
art and collector's activity. Thus, in this exhibition, it will be
possible for the visitor to get to know ceramic works that the one
himself performed and which he also collected, which will allow
to explore the relationships between his plastic work and the rich
folk tradition of ceramics in Portugal.

The exhibition "Nature Entretecida" brings together a selection of
works developed over the last editions of the Bilros Desfile, but
also a few pieces created specifically for this exhibition with
curatorship of Paula Parente Pinto. In the senda of all its work
deeply imbued in the need to respect the ecosystem in which we
live, it presents the collection of various exemplars of insects
executed according to the technique of the bile lace, intending to
warn and conscientiate to the importance that insects assume in
sustaining biodiversity. Beyond that theme, seeking to keep alive
the tradition of the gents vilacondenses of striking with flowers
the streets of the historic centre expressing their devotion to the
Body of God, designer Eugony Cunha dislinda a symbiotic
relationship between the floral motifs used in the carpets and the
floral motifs used in the decorative grammar of the rents of
bilros, creating, in partnership with the renditions, new "textile"
patterns of leaves and flowers, with highlighting for the
magnificent carpet of flowers drawn up based on the drawing of
a billion-dollar lace, of the authorship of António José Carmo.

With a risk if it makes a boat
Start Date: 2021-04-06 End Date: 2021-12-30
Website: https://www.cmviladoconde.pt/pages/657?event_id=1765
Contacts: Loja Interativa de Turismo / Casa do Barco, Vila
do Conde
The exhibition that inserts itself into the project "Vila do Conde-a
port for the World" aims to show the techniques and processes
associated with the shipbuilding of wood. From among its
contents it stands out the process of the risk room, art of
transforming the design of a vessel into a detailed design at the
real scale, the purpose of which consists in the conceiving of the
breath of its constituent parts.
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Vinhais
"Women" by Mercedes Vasquez Saavedra
Start Date: 2021-05-14 End Date: 2021-09-26
Website: https://www.cmvinhais.pt/pages/200?event_id=528
Contacts: Centro Cultural Solar dos Condes, Vinhais
In this project "Women", the artist has deepened and
investigated the women of the rural world, especially women
from the lanes and community villages, with which she
established a strong bond, which led her to study her ways of
life, customs and traditions, and later photographing them. Says
Mercedes Saavedra: " The women of the raia are very, very
hardworking women, who were fathers and mothers, when the
men marched, they took care of the cattle and the farm, the
houses and the children, participated in the typical border
crossing. The women of Pitões and de Tourém speak of the
galegals and the galegals, as if they were the same people:
"they are like us", which is correct. The older women, the ones
who were about 100, told that their mothers helped the
escapees, after the "war of the Spanish" and even some of these
women when they were young, watched over when their
mothers carried the galegals by the mound. That help was by
humanity, they didn't know about politics. "

Fairs
Alentejo
Golegã
National Horse Fair
Start Date: 2021-11-05 End Date: 2021-11-14
Website: http://fnc.cm-golega.pt
Contacts: Golegã
Witness the National Horse Fair in November in Golegã, a region
where the equestrian tradition is deeply rooted.
This is one of the country's most typical fairs, attracting
thousands of people to the various events featuring the
magnificent Lusitanian thoroughbred horse.

Centro de Portugal
Águeda
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Lambarices Fair
Start Date: 2021-09-03 End Date: 2021-09-12
Website: https://www.facebook.com/Feira-dasLambarices-101593062141952/
Contacts: Ginásio Clube de Águeda (GICA)
The Lambarices Fair is scheduled for September and aims to be
an exhibition of sweets and culture, and a reinforcement of the
union between the village of Vale Domingos and Águeda.
Provided for in the initial proposal to take place in the village for
3 days, it moved to downtown and will take place for 10 days, it
is expected to take place between the 3rd and 12th of
September. The Lambarices Fair will take place simultaneously
with the Leitão Festival (organized by the Águeda Commercial
Association, which is now also a partner of this initiative) and
includes a display of traditional sweets from various regions of
the country (in the pavilion of the Ginásio Clube de Águeda), a
food court and a concert area. The fair already has a cultural
poster, with nationally renowned artists.

Torres Vedras
Torres Vedras Rural Fair
Start Date: 2021-06-05 End Date: 2021-10-02
Website: https://feirarural-tvedras.pt/
Contacts: Praça Dr. Alberto Manuel Avelino, Torres
Vedras
The Torres Vedras Rural Fair, which takes place at Praça Dr.
Alberto Manuel Avelino and Parque do Choupal, will feature
several stalls where you can purchase vegetables, fruit, certified
products of biological agriculture, flowers, aromatic plants,
regional products, sweets, bread, cheeses, wines, liquors,
handicrafts, antiques, antiques and much more. The Torres
Vedras Rural Fair takes place on the first Saturday of each
month, from June to October, except in August, between 8:00 am
and 4:00 pm.

Lisboa Region
Lisboa
Lisboa Games Week
Start Date: 2021-11-25 End Date: 2021-11-28
Website: https://www.lisboagamesweek.pt/
Contacts: FIL, Lisboa
Lisbon Games Week, the largest national video game event, has
date scheduled for the days from 25 a to November 28, 2021.
The LGW, partners and sponsors are already preparing the 7ª
edition, keeping the whole ambition of the model projected for
2020 and following with particular attention the new trends and
dynamics of the market, with the aim of bringing all the novelties
and the best content to its target audience in 2021.

Madeira
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Fair of the Book
Start Date: 2021-11-13 End Date: 2021-11-21
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/feiradolivrodofunchal
Contacts: Praça do Município, Funchal
The Funchal Book Fair is a certame that takes place annually,
since 1974, in the town of Funchal in Madeira, Portugal. Your
organization is the responsibility of the Funchal Town Hall.
During the period in which it stems from the fair, which lasts
little more than a week, various activities are carried out,
ranging from animation, conferences, book releases, concerts
and exhibitions.

Porto and the North
Guimarães
XXIII Handicraft Fair of Guimarães
Start Date: 2021-07-23 End Date: 2021-08-02
Website: https://www.aoficina.pt/detail-eventos/2021.05.
03-xxiii-feira-de-artesanato-de-guimaraes---preinscricoes/
Contacts: Jardim da Alameda de São Dâmaso, Guimarães
The Guimarães Craft Fair is a cultural event whose mission, in
addition to the dissemination and preservation of Portuguese
arts and crafts, is to privilege the interaction between artisan(o)s
and visitors, fundamental in events of this nature, perpetuating
the cultural heritage associated with the priceless heritage that
has passed through generations, fruit of perseverance, down the
centuries. The inauguration of the XXIII Handicraft Fair of
Guimarães is scheduled for 17:00 on July 23, and can be visited
and traveled free until August 2, from 15:00 to 21:00, offering to
its visitors the opportunity of a direct contact with ancient
techniques, handed down from generation to generation over
many centuries, constituting a valuable intangible patrimony
that is safeguarded by people, from various Portuguese
geographies, who dedicate their lives to it, accompanied by a
constant creative talent.

Food and Wines
Madeira
Ilha da Madeira
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Madeira Wine Fest
Start Date: 2021-10-08 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: http://www.visitmadeira.pt
Contacts: Funchal, Estreito de Câmara de Lobos
Take part in September in the festival that's dedicated to
one of the most famous products from Madeira island.
The Madeira Wine Harvest Festival is always the perfect excuse
to visit Madeira. In Funchal, the allegorical light, sound and
music shows are the high points of the celebrations that take
place at other points on the island.
For a start, in the Estreito de Câmara de Lobos parish, 12 km
from Funchal, the live wine harvests are an excellent opportunity
to take part in one of the oldest local traditions, whether picking
grapes or following the grape harvester groups.

Music
UB40 | Feat Ali& Astro
Start Date: 2022-08-06 End Date: 2022-08-06
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/5699562835
55941/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A[
%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%7D]%7D
Contacts: Centro de Congressos do Arade
The two members were founders of Birmingham's iconic triple
REGGAE, which hit the UK's TOP on three occasions and sold
over 70 million copies. The original UB40 lineup with Ali and
Astro enjoyed huge success over a 40-year period from 1979 to
2019, including numerous #1 and several gold and platinum TOP
10's, as well as four Grammy nominations. Only with Ali
Campbell, the legendary voice of the UB40, reunited with Astro.
Audiences can experience the sound of the original UB40 lineup.
All hits will be played. A unique opportunity to watch the sound
of REGGAE live, in a show to remember.

Alentejo
Alcácer do Sal
Festival "Alcácer do Jazz"
Start Date: 2021-08-06 End Date: 2021-08-15
Website: http://www.cm-alcacerdosal.pt/pt/municipio/atu
alidade/agenda/festival-alcacer-do-jazz/
Contacts: Alcácer do Sal e Comporta
Alcácer do Sal and the Comporta will be the stage of the "Alcácer
do Jazz" festival, taking inspiration from the various cultures that
have come across and cross into the county, recognizing the
richness of their diversity and celebrating the common heritage,
showing, simultaneously, what today is done in this area.
PROGRAMME: -August 6 | 9:00 PM | Stage River Sado-Square
Pedro Nunes, Alcácer of the Sal | Mário Laginha Trio; -August 7 |
9:00 PM | Stage River Sado-Square Pedro Nunes, Alcácer do Sal |
Carlos Martins Quintet, Always; -August 8 | 9:00 PM | Stage
Village of the Comporta-Rua das Amoreiras, Comporta | Marta
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Hugon; -August 10 | 7:00 PM | The Varanda of the Municipal
Library of Alcácer do Sal | Find Music and Mediterranean Culture;
-August 11 | 7:00 PM | Varanda of the Alcácer Municipal Library
of the Sal | Mathematical Gathering and Jazz; -August 12 | 9:00
PM | Stage River Sado-Square Pedro Nunes, Alcácer of the Sal |
Beatriz Nunes Quintet; -August 13 | 9:00 PM | Stage River SadoSquare Pedro Nunes, Alcácer of the Sal | Maria João, Ogre
Electric; -August 14 | 9:00 PM | Stage River Sado-Square Pedro
Nunes, Alcácer do Sal | Salvador Sobral, BPM; -August 15 | 8:00
PM | Stage River Sado-Square Pedro Nunes, Alcácer do Sal |
Barradas Toscano Pereira Trio; -August 15 | 9:30 PM | Stage River
Sado-Square Pedro Nunes, Alcácer do Sal | Jazz in the
Philharmonics, with elements of the "Calceeding" and "Pazôa"
and José Soares Trio

Alter do Chão
“Terras sem Sombra” Festival
Start Date: 2021-06-19 End Date: 2021-09-19
Website: https://terrassemsombra.pt/
Contacts: Barrancos, Alter do Chão, Arraiolos, Santiago
do Cacém, Castelo de Vide, Beja, Sines, Ferreira do
Alentejo, Viana do Alentejo, Vila Nova de Milfontes
Come and enjoy the best of sacred music being played at
some of the most beautiful monuments in the Alentejo,
while delving into the region’s traditions and historical
roots.
Besides providing a showcase for the talent of internationally
recognised composers, musicians and performers, the “Terras
sem Sombra” Festival is one of the most important sacred
music festival in Portugal, and also offers visitors a chance to
get to know some of the churches that form part of the
Alentejo’s monumental heritage.
With music as its central theme, the festival also includes
thematic lectures and conferences, guided tours, and activities
designed to promote the arts and culture, as well as a series of
parallel activities, such as nature conservation and the
protection of biodiversity. The festival takes place in several
locations according to the following schedule:
19 and 20 june - Barrancos
26 and 27 june - Alter do Chão
3 and 4 july - Arraiolos
17 and 18 july - Santiago do Cacém
31 july and 1 august - Castelo de Vide
7 and 8 august - Beja
21 and 22 august - Sines
4 and 5 september - Ferreira do Alentejo
12 and 13 de september - Viana do Alentejo
18 and 19 september - Vila Nova de Milfontes

Évora
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Festival 7 Quintas

Janelas Entre Abertas

Start Date: 2021-07-22 End Date: 2021-09-02

Start Date: 2021-07-28 End Date: 2021-07-28

Website: https://www.cmevora.pt/eventos/festival-7-quintas/
Contacts: Casa de Burgos, Évora

Website: https://www.cm-evora.pt/eventos/janelas-entreabertas/
Contacts: Jardim Público de Évora

The Festival 7 Quintas takes place every Thursday, from July 22
to September 2, from 21 :30h to 22 :30h, at the House of Burgos
in Évora. Born last year, this festival takes place on the same
moulds that so much success achieved in the 1ª. edition.
Through the songs that have always joined us, new and old and
that will thus continue to do so, even if times do not want to. See
the poster at: https://www.cmevora.pt/eventos/festival-7-quintas/

‘Janelas Entre Abertas’ deals with a repertoire of original themes
played by three guitars and sung by three voices belonging to
three musicians who are not originating in the region. They have,
however, crossed into each other their lives and these with that
of the Alentejo. In these themes debibe how much the region
south of the Tejo has moved them and influenced as musicians.
But that influence went far beyond that.

XXI Concert Cycle “Music and other Arts in the
Cloisters”
Start Date: 2021-07-04 End Date: 2021-08-01
Website: https://www.cm-evora.pt/eventos/xxi-ciclo-deconcertos-musica-e-outras-artes-nos-claustros/
Contacts: Convento dos Remédios - Centro Interpretativo
- Megalíthica Ebora
In July, the Eborae Mvsica Association organizes the XXI Concert
Cycle “Music and other Arts in the Cloisters, an activity marked
by originality as its objective is to articulate music with different
forms of artistic expression, with artistic quality and cultural
relevance. The Cycle starts on the 4th of July and ends on the 1st
of August.

Marvão
Marvão International Music Festival
Start Date: 2021-07-23 End Date: 2021-08-08
Website: http://marvaomusic.com
Contacts: Marvão
In July the magic of classical music invades the dreamlike setting of Marvão, in Alentejo.
With a focus on quality, through a carefully constructed
programme and the selection of peerless musicians from
various parts of the world, the Marvão International Music
Festival has been making its mark on the European itineraries of
summer festivals of classical music.
At the same time, this event aims to open up to a new audience
and new experiences as it harmoniously links together various
musical styles and other forms of artistic expression, such as the
visual arts and dance, thus becoming an excellent stage for
creativity.

Zambujeira do Mar
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MEO Sudoeste Festival
Start Date: 2022-08-02 End Date: 2022-08-06
Website: http://sudoeste.meo.pt
Contacts: Herdade da Casa Branca - Zambujeira do Mar
The Sudoeste (Southwest) Festival is the biggest summer festival
in Portugal. It takes place in August in Zambujeira do Mar, a
fishing town on the Alentejo coast famous for its beautiful
beaches and mild temperatures.
For five days there are performances by bands of various types.
The show carries on through the early hours and onwards with
electronic music, but to know all that will happen, take a look at
its official website.
As always, the party takes place at Zambujeira do Mar, a fishing
town on the Alentejo coast famous for its beautiful beaches and
mild temperatures. Those who acquire the festival pass have
access to free camping, which means a vacation week for a very
nice price!

Algarve
Albufeira
Concert of Harpa - FHA 2021
Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-01
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/igreja-matriz
-de-paderne/concerto-de-harpa-albufeirafha-2021/172276831052587/
Contacts: Igreja Matriz de Paderne, Albufeira
Within the framework of its musical productions plan for 2021,
the Ideas of the Levant-Cultural Association of Lagoa (Algarve),
in partnership with the Municipality of Albufeira, features a Harpa
Concerto, inserted into the programming of the first edition of
the Harpa Festival of the Algarve, with the harpist Helena
Madeira, on the October 1, 2021. The harpiste will play several
popular and religious ones from Alfonso X (1221-1284), D. Dinis
(1291-1325), John Newton (1725-1807), Teodoro Cottrau
(1827-1879), among others.

Faro
Alexandra, the Voice of Fado

Film Soundtracks

Start Date: 2021-08-07 End Date: 2021-08-07

Start Date: 2021-08-14 End Date: 2021-08-14

Website: https://www.teatrodasfiguras.pt/pt/agenda/554
68/alexandra-a-voz-do-fado.aspx
Contacts: Rampa do Teatro das Figuras, Faro

Website: https://www.teatrodasfiguras.pt/pt/agenda/554
69/musica-de-filmes.aspx
Contacts: Rampa do Teatro das Figuras, Faro

The brilliant fadist who, among many other projects became
known to the great audience as the protagonist of the musical
'Amalia', is the special guest at this concert. Accompanied by its
musicians and the Southern Classical Orchestra, Alexandra will
dazzle in a unique spectacle, in which Fado and Erudita Music
walk hand in hand in a perfect symbiosis.

Whatever the style of cinema that appreciates-epic, suspanse,
adventure, thriller, romance or comedy-this show has a little bit
of everything for all tastes. Don't miss this good opportunity to
listen to the music of some of the greatest films played by a live
orchestra. Concert on the ramp of the Theatre of Figures

Lagos
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Lagos Night Out - Cais Nights

Rocío Márquez

Start Date: 2021-09-03 End Date: 2021-09-05

Start Date: 2021-08-07 End Date: 2021-08-07

Website: https://www.cm-lagos.pt/municipio/eventos/901
3-lagos-nights-out-noites-no-cais-9013
Contacts: Cais das Descobertas (Jardim da Constituição)

Website: https://www.locomotivaazul.pt/rocio-marquez-adiva-do-flamenco-em-concerto-no-funchal-e-em-lagos/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Lagos, Algarve

Having the walls and the starry sky of Lagos as the setting, the
Lagos Nights Out - Cais Nights proposes a singular evening in a
special and uncontracted environment. The historical scenery of
the Cais of the Discoveries intertwine with the modernity of the
spectacles in a unique experience where all the security
conditions are gathered so that these cultural evenings are
memorable. 03/09 - Jazzie Trio 04/09 - Marta Alves with Nuno
Feist and Guilherme Banza 05/09 - Almatrix

One of the most prestigious voices of contemporary flamenco,
Rocío Márquez, returns to Portugal to present his latest and multiaward winning album 'Visto en El Jueves'. Rocío Márquez, a
Spanish singer acclaimed by the specialized press as “the voice
of the new generation of flamenco singing”, returns to Portugal
for two concerts to present her latest album Visto en El Jueves.
Márquez will perform on the 29th of July at the Teatro Municipal
Baltazar Dias, in Funchal, and on the 7th of August at the Centro
Cultural de Lagos.

Loulé
Loulé Jazz 2021
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-08-01
Website: https://www.cm-loule.pt/pt/agenda/21462/loulejazz-2021.aspx
Contacts: Cerca do Convento em Loulé
The Loulé Jazz returns this year with a very special poster. In its
26ª edition, the festival celebrates national jazz with musicians
from all over the country. Ensembles of Zé Eduardo, Joao Frade
with Jorge Pardo, Maria João and Carlos Bica, Eduardo Cardinho,
Bernardo Moreira or the Jazz Trio of Loulé are some of the names
that shine in the centre of the city of Loulé, between the days
July 29 and August 1. Four days of meeting with the public, with
artistic direction of Mário Laginha, on an initiative of the House of
Culture and Municipality of Loulé with the support of RDP Antena
1.

Portimão
Electric Daisy Festival

João Leote - Reencontro

Start Date: 2022-06-17 End Date: 2022-06-19

Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-07-31

Website: https://portugal.electricdaisycarnival.com/

Website: https://www.teatromunicipaldeportimao.pt/com
ponent/jevents/detalhesevento/286/32/joao-leotereencontro?Itemid=1
Contacts: TEMPO - Teatro Municipal de Portimão, Grande
Auditório

Contacts: Praia da Rocha, Portimão
The EDC - Electric Daisy Festival is considered one of the largest
electronic music festivals in the world, and is customarily
resident in Las Vegas, counting already with extensions in
Orlando, Mexico, Japan, China and England. The event was
remarked for 17, 18 and June 19, 2022, on the Beach of the
Rock. This will be the second presence of this festival in Europe,
after the first edition in 2014, in Milton Keynes, England, and the
first one in Portuguese territory. It is expected, therefore, an
unforgettable weekend, stuffed with music and good energy.

João Leote presents, live, his first record 'reunion', in which he
revisits some themes and authors in which he inspires, seeking
to sing stories that inspire also who listens to them.

Vila Real de Santo António
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Recital of Piano by Vasco Dantas
Start Date: 2021-08-09 End Date: 2021-08-09
Website: http://www.cm-vrsa.pt/pt/agenda/5682/classicaem-cacela.aspx
Contacts: Antigo Cemitério de Cancela Velha, Vila Real de
Santo António
Pianist Vasco Dantas, who in 2019 debuted in solo recital at
Carnegie Hall in New York and in 2017 in the Great Hall of the
Tchaikovksy Conservatory of Moscow with the Chamber
Orchestra Kremlin, will present at Cacela Old works by Debussy,
among other composers, with the sea and the Ria Formosa as a
backdrop. His discography includes 4 albums: Promenade
(2015), Golden Liszt (2016), White Freitas (2019) and Poetic
Scenes (2020).

Azores
Ilha de São Miguel
MEO Monte Verde

Tremor Festival

Start Date: 2021-08-05 End Date: 2021-08-07

Start Date: 2021-09-07 End Date: 2021-09-11

Website: http://monteverdefestival.com/

Website: http://www.tremor-pdl.com/pt/

Contacts: Ribeira Grande - Ilha de São Miguel

Contacts: Ilha de São Miguel, Açores

A festival "from another world" is how the MEO Monte
Verde is presented on the Island of São Miguel, in
August.

Tremor Festival 2021 is back on the island of São Miguel, in the
Azores, from the 7th to the 11th of September, for its 7th edition.
Tremor Festival 2021 will be different in format, but faithful to its
mission as a catalyst for experiences. Tremor will maintain the
same space for concerts, discovery of the territory, inclusive
artistic creation, dialogue with Azorean memory and traditions,
the unexpected, the surprising and discovery. The Tremor
Festival promotes the experience around music, territory and the
crossover between the arts.

With an extremely diverse line-up featuring a mixture of reggae,
rock, hip-hop and electronic music, and other genres, the festival
takes place on the Praia de Monte Verde in Ribeira Grande.
In addition to the daily tickets, there are general passes with or
without camping, a cheaper way of not missing out on this
festival.

Ilha do Faial
16th Azores International Festival
Start Date: 2021-09-07 End Date: 2021-09-14
Website: https://www.festivalazores.com/
Contacts: Teatro Faialense e a Casa Memória Manuel de
Arriaga, Ilha do Faial, Açores
From the 7th to the 14th of September, the city of Horta, in Faial,
receives the 16th edition of the International Festival of the
Azores. The island of Faial, one of the most sought after Atlantic
islands for its natural beauty and diversity, will thus be the
epicenter of the 16th edition, which will not end in its musical
dimension. The archipelago's natural and cultural heritage will
assume particular prominence in the scenarios chosen for the
scheduled concerts, as well as in a set of experiences that will
allow a privileged contact with the island's experience. Teatro
Faialense and Casa Memória Manuel de Arriaga will be the main
stages of the concerts, and a musical moment is also scheduled
on Pico Island.
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Ponta Delgada
Carolina Deslandes
Start Date: 2022-04-02 End Date: 2022-04-02
Website: https://www.teatromicaelense.pt/agenda/202204-02/carolina-deslandes/
Contacts: Teatro Micaelense, Ponta Delgada, Açores
Carolina Deslandes is one of the greatest artists of the current
generation of Portuguese singers and composers. With millions
of views on Youtube it has followed a meteoric path since its
debut, affirming itself as one of the greatest references not only
in the digital universe but in contemporary national music.
"Casa", his third album of originals, was edited on April 20 and
entered directly to the 1st place of the National Top Sales.

Centro de Portugal
Águeda
The Legendary Wheat Man

Tiago Bettencourt

Start Date: 2021-09-16 End Date: 2021-09-16

Start Date: 2021-12-11 End Date: 2021-12-11

Website: https://www.cm-agueda.pt/viver/espaco-inform
ativo/eventos-agueda/evento/o-lendario-homem-do-trigociclo-quinta-as-7-69
Contacts: CAA Centro de Artes de Águeda

Website: https://radiocomercial.iol.pt/artigo/tiagobettencourt-rumo-ao-eclipse-tour
Contacts: CAA Centro de Artes de Águeda

The Legendary Homem do Trigo is an original and innovative
musical project, the result of Hugo Correia's permanently
innovative and irreverent attitude. In the role of O Lendário
Homem do Trigo, Hugo Correia appears as a "one man show"
and multi-instrumentalist in a live concert format / musical
concept that always involves sound improvisation without
aesthetic limits and the recreation of its soundtracks, with the
support of a Programmed Virtual Symphony Orchestra and
Looping in real time, using a palette with various influences,
from Academic Music to Folklore through Urban Popular Music
and Jazz, making a fusion with ambient and electronic music,
with various traditional and electric instruments which are then
used in conjunction with synthesizers and samplers to create
sonic textures that gradually overlap until they form a single,
cohesive sound. All this in favor of a very unique atmosphere
that, in general, has as much of the countryside as of space.

Author of several reference compositions of the new Portuguese
music, and always in Portuguese, it was more than fifteen years
ago that embarked on that which would be his first studio
adventure, with the Toranja, scoring forever the Portuguese
musical panorama. The richness of the simplicity of its poems
and melodies quickly captured the attention of the public with
the albums "Esquissos" and "Second". Unforgettable themes
such as "Letter" and "Laths" are inseparable from their striking
voice. The sixth album of original Tiago Bettencourt, "2019
Towards Eclipse" edited this past October will be presented live,
with a national tour. The tour will pass through Viana do Castelo,
Loulé, Albergaria-a-Old, Vila Nova de Famalicão, Beja, Torres
New, Coimbra, Aveiro, Alcanena, Braga, Leiria, Ovar, Estarreja,
Évora and Águeda.

Tim
Start Date: 2021-09-24 End Date: 2021-09-24
Website: https://www.cm-agueda.pt/viver/espacoinformativo/eventos-agueda/evento/tim
Contacts: CAA Centro de Artes de Águeda
“Three twenty was a brand of unfiltered tobacco, one of the
cheapest, brown paper packaging, which had written on the
package, the definition of the product: 20 cigarettes, 20 grams,
20 cents. 20-20-20. Simple and straightforward. I decided to take
this concept of simplicity and apply it to my music: a musical
theme, a topic of conversation or a feeling, an arrangement and
that's it. To help me musically, I have Moz Carrapa on guitar,
Nuno Espírito Santo on bass and my two sons, Vicente and
Sebastião Santos, on keys and drums, respectively. I challenged
this training to work in several places, as the themes, although
simple, were diverse and could have different developments,
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some more bucolic, others more active, others more intimate.
Possibly the sites could contribute to this differentiation." Tim

Alcobaça
Alcobaça Summer Concerts

Cistermusic - Alcobaça Music Festival

Start Date: 2021-06-05 End Date: 2021-08-22

Start Date: 2021-06-25 End Date: 2021-08-01

Website: https://www.cm-alcobaca.pt/pt/pt/noticias/2719
7/9-razoes-para-celebrar-o-verao-2021-no-concelho-dealcobaca.aspx
Contacts: Estádio Municipal de Alcobaça

Website: https://www.cistermusica.com/pt

This summer, the Municipality of Alcobaça will provide nine
moments of celebration of the festival season, always with
respect for hygiene and safety rules. There will be nine "Summer
Concerts" held in the main football fields in the county, with
limited capacity to allow for proper distance. Tickets for all other
“Summer Concerts” will be available 15 days before each show
and can be picked up at the Treasury of Paços do Concelho and
at the respective ticket offices of Cine-Teatro de Alcobaça João
D'Oliva Monteiro and Centro Cultural Gonçalves Sapinho , in
Benedicta.

Contacts: Mosteiro de Alcobaça, Alcobaça
The Alcobaça Music Festival is on the return, with programming
that privileges the singular stage that is Monastery of Alcobaça,
and which promises a musical voyage that takes advantage of
the Iberian relationship and evokes circumnavigation, new
worlds and new times. "A classic for all" that comes back to rely
on the High Sponsorship of the Presidency of the Republic and
the mecenact of the BPI Bank / Foundation "la Caixa". Schedule
and points of sale, soon.

Gravissimo Festival
Start Date: 2021-08-23 End Date: 2021-08-27
Website: https://www.gravissimofestival.com/pt#inicio
Contacts: Alcobaça
Gravíssimo is a Low Brass International Academy and Festival
under the artistic direction of musicians Sérgio Carolino (tuba)
and Hugo Assunção (trombone), which aims to show its
participants and the general public the versatility of these
instruments, working various styles of music. Held annually in
Alcobaça, in the last week of August, the festival brings together
a significant number of participants, national and international,
from the most diverse cultural and artistic backgrounds.
Throughout this week, learning is promoted through the sharing
of experiences among all and with invited artists and teachers of
recognized international value.

Aveiro
Irma
Start Date: 2021-08-21 End Date: 2021-08-21
Website: https://www.cm-aveiro.pt/visitantes/agendaaveiro/evento/irma-aqui-verao
Contacts: Largo do Edifício Fernando Távora, Aveiro
To close the summer cycle, on 21 August, Irma will be present at
a live concert at the Largo do Edifício Fernando Távora, in Aveiro.
The singer brings the themes of her debut album, "Primavera",
which has shown her great musical versatility.

Caldas da Rainha
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Caldas Nice Jazz International Festival
Start Date: 2021-10-29 End Date: 2021-11-06
Website: www.caldasnicejazz.pt
Contacts: Caldas da Rainha
The Caldas Nice Jazz International Festival is back at the CCC Centro Cultural e de Congressos das Caldas da Rainha -for
another edition full of live performances and concerts, with
musicians recognized internationally for their high musical
quality.

Coimbra
Adolfo Luxurious Canibal and Marta Abreu

Bloom, JP Simões

Start Date: 2021-09-16 End Date: 2021-09-16

Start Date: 2021-10-23 End Date: 2021-10-23

Website: https://tagv.pt/agenda/adolfo-luxuria-canibalmarta-abreu-2/
Contacts: Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, Coimbra

Website: https://tagv.pt/agenda/bloom-jp-simoes-draftymoon/
Contacts: Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, Coimbra

Adolfo Luxúria Canibal and Marta Abreu have known each other
for a long time. But they had never thought of working together.
Confined, with all the time in the world to their advantage and
with nothing to do, they decided to have fun and amuse their
friends with the few means they had at home: books, an iPad
and an old electric piano. That’s how they started, filming with a
mobile phone, Adolfo Luxúria Canibal reading poems of his or of
poets of his election; and Marta Abreu creating sound
environments for these readings. And that’s how they were then
invited to participate in various online events. After the
confinement they were invited to live performances, having
premiered in September at the Café-Concerto Avenida, in Aveiro.
In July, they entered the studio to record an album "Goela
Hiante" which was edited by Cobra Discos in December 2020.
That’s the record they’re performing live now.

The Phantom of Liberty. "Drafty Moon" is a combat, shadow
dissipation, enlightenment and detoxification disc. Far from the
dormant bucolism of "Tremble Like a Flower", Bloom’s
discographic debut, this second breath brings a more assertive
attitude, sometimes close to punk (but only spiritually), with
whistles of energy sometimes overflowing, sometimes tense and
restrained as an outburst. Although eclectic in the variety of
styles it manages to conjure, the album is traversed by a
constant tension between shadow and light, firmly anchored in
the lyrics and voice of JP Simões and finely woven into the
narrative architecture of the arrangements, Exemplary marriage
between acoustic and electronic elements, and in the lead
Miguel Nicolau exuberant. With its restlessness and its dramas of
deception and disagreement, in the unhealthy galloping of the
great human machine that corrodes freedom and nature with a
commercial smile, "Drafty Moon" manages to be a full record of a
subtle and salutary good humor: as if, on the verge of sinking
into treacherous quicksand, our American hero could still say
with an unbearable smile: "One day we will laugh at all this".

Fado Pintado, Fado Sentido
Start Date: 2021-09-10 End Date: 2021-09-11
Contacts: Largo da Sé Nova, Coimbra
Fado Pintado, Fado Sentido is a project that unites the Fados of
Coimbra and Lisbon. On the 10th and 11th of September 2021,
watch the unmissable concerts by Cordis and Mariza, with the
backdrop of the incredible Sé Nova façade.

The Legendary Tigerman
Start Date: 2021-12-17 End Date: 2021-12-17
Website: https://tagv.pt/agenda/the-legendary-tigermannovo-disco/
Contacts: Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, Coimbra
The Legendary Tigerman is the alter-ego of Paulo Furtado.
Inspired by the old one-man-band format born on the banks of
the Mississippi Delta, it is a concept adapted and lived in the
21st century, with a very particular aesthetic, the traditional
analogue format (bass drum, shock plate, guitar) join,
shamelessly, electronic solutions and the renowned saxophonist
Cabrita. But, this is not only a musical project, here, the image,
through (above all) cinema and photography are as important as
music. The legendary Tigerman lives mainly on stage and
regularly tours in various countries, such as Portugal, Spain,
France, Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, England, USA, Japan,
Brazil, Mexico and China. The year 2020 began with a national
tour in this minimalist format, back to the origins, which lasted
for 2021, while preparing a new long duration.

Covilhã
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Ananda Festival Of Bliss
Start Date: 2021-09-02 End Date: 2021-09-02
Website: https://anandafestival.pt/
Contacts: Ananda Valley - Master Unit
A festival for those who believe and act to make the world a
better place. An adventure of art and nature, a dive for activists
and dreamers, young people and families, lovers of ecology and
peace warriors. An opportunity to put creativity into practice and
be in contact with a healthier lifestyle, discover new
opportunities for social and ecological activism, dance or simply
relax in the middle of nature. An action-packed program with live
music and concerts, dance, art and ecology workshops, delicious
vegan/vegetarian food and moments of yoga and meditation. A
unique space in the context of summer festivals, with incentives
for the non-use of drugs and without the sale of alcoholic
beverages. The Ananda Festival of Bliss will take place at Ananda
Valley, a socio-ecological development center located along a
beautiful ecological corridor, in the Serra da Estrela nature
reserve.

Estarreja
Bárbara Tinoco
Start Date: 2021-09-24 End Date: 2021-09-24
Website:
https://www.cineteatroestarreja.com/evento.php?id=1740
Contacts: Cine-Teatro de Estarreja
Barbbara Tinoco is a singer and songwriter born in Lisbon in
1998. Autodidact on guitar and singing, studied Music Sciences
at the New Faculty of Socias and Humans. In 2018 he gave that
speaking in his very brief passage through the casting phase of
the show The Voice Portugal, where although not having been
selected, he had the opportunity to show an original theme. It's
that theme "Before Her Say Yes"-which it launched in 2019 as its
debut single, which already accounts for more than 5 million
views on youtube. The second single "Sei There" was released in
December of that year. In 2020 won the 2º place in the grand
finale of the RTP Festival of the Song, playing a song by the
authorship of Tiago Nacarato, Passe-Partout. In September it
rose to the stage of the Sala Suggia of the House of Music, in
Porto, in four sold-out concerts. As yet in 2020, it presented two
more singles: 'The Escape from Being' was released in July,
followed by 'Other Languages' in October

Figueira da Foz
RFM SOMNII
Start Date: 2022-07-08 End Date: 2022-07-10
Website: https://rfmsomnii.com/
Contacts: Praia do Relógio - Figueira da Foz
In July, come and be part of the RFM SOMNII in Figueira
da Foz, an unmissable event that promises to be the best
sunset party ever.
For three days, the RFM SOMNII will be bringing the huge beach
of Praia do Relógio in Figueira da Foz to life, with the sounds of
the best DJs in the world. Sun, beach and plenty of electronic
music in a wonderful natural setting are the ingredients of this
festival, a unique experience that attracts a bigger and bigger
audience year by year.
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Idanha-a-Nova
Boom Festival 2022
Start Date: 2022-07-22 End Date: 2022-07-29
Website: http://www.boomfestival.org
Contacts: Herdade do Torrão - Idanha-a-Nova
Attend the Boom Festival and celebrate art, freedom and nature
along the banks of the Idanha-a-Nova dam.
This biannual festival, held during full moon in August, is a
singular event dedicated to independent and artistic culture. It
includes performing arts, music, multimedia, painting, bio
construction, theatre, cinema, conferences, workshops and
installations. The festival’s organisers also have a strong
ecological awareness and are pursuing projects in the area of
sustainability - in particular the treatment of waste residues and
water.
The Boom Festival has an extremely beautiful setting, which
offers unique views over the historic village of Monsanto and is
integrated within Geoparque Naturtejo - a zone which has been
classified by UNESCO, due to its geological riches and valuable
natural, historical and cultural heritage.

Leiria
Tiago Bettencourt
Start Date: 2021-09-18 End Date: 2021-09-18
Website: https://radiocomercial.iol.pt/artigo/tiagobettencourt-rumo-ao-eclipse-tour
Contacts: Teatro José Lúcio da Silva, Leiria
Author of several reference compositions of the new Portuguese
music, and always in Portuguese, it was more than fifteen years
ago that embarked on that which would be his first studio
adventure, with the Toranja, scoring forever the Portuguese
musical panorama. The richness of the simplicity of its poems
and melodies quickly captured the attention of the public with
the albums "Esquissos" and "Second". Unforgettable themes
such as "Letter" and "Laths" are inseparable from their striking
voice. The sixth album of original Tiago Bettencourt, "2019
Towards Eclipse" edited this past October will be presented live,
with a national tour. The tour will pass through Viana do Castelo,
Loulé, Albergaria-a-Old, Vila Nova de Famalicão, Beja, Torres
New, Coimbra, Aveiro, Alcanena, Braga, Leiria, Ovar, Estarreja,
Évora and Águeda.

Tomar
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Festival Bons Sons
Start Date: 2022-08-12 End Date: 2022-08-15
Website: http://www.bonssons.com
Contacts: Cem Soldos (Tomar)
In mid-August in the village of Cem Soldos near Tomar,
the Bons Sons Festival spotlights the best of Portuguese
music, embracing all genres and open to all generations.
More than a festival, Bons Sons is a unique experience since the
festival venue is the actual village, which accommodates eight
stages, perfectly incorporated into its streets, squares, churches,
and other local facilities, each with a different programming line.
The integration in the village environment does not stop here,
since the villagers themselves are involved in staging the
festival, welcoming and supporting visitors in a special exchange
between host and visitor that provides an unparalleled
experience of a musical event.

Vagos
Vacant Metal Fest 2021
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-07-31
Website: https://vagosmetalfest.com/historia/
Contacts: Quinta do Ega, Vila de Vagos
Vagos, The National Metal Capital If you are a concert fan and a
lifelong member of metal culture, going to Vagos Metal Fest is
already a certainty in your summer festivals itinerary. If not, you
should! Music, mosh, outdoor vacations, socializing and partying
late into the night are just some of the offers included in the
Vagos Metal Fest 3-Day Pass or Daily Ticket, which you can now
buy at Festicket, BOL and usual places.

Viseu
Dino D’Santiago
Start Date: 2021-09-16 End Date: 2021-09-16
Website: https://www.teatroviriato.com/pt/calendario/din
o-d-santiago/
Contacts: Teatro Viriato, Viseu
The long-promised concert arrives on stage to fulfill the promise
of a memorable night. Dino D'Santiago presents himself in a
concert that combines African sounds with electronic music
influences, and a warm voice close to R&B territories, in a
combination of tradition and contemporaneity. The repertoire of
this show includes themes by Kriola, his most recent album,
Mundu Nôbu, an album released in 2018, and Sotavento, an EP
that reached the public in 2019. The artist also brings an
unprecedented theme to present to the public in Viseu.

Lisboa Region
Barreiro
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GNR - 40 Years
Start Date: 2021-09-25 End Date: 2021-09-25
Website: https://www.cm-barreiro.pt/conhecer/agenda-d
e-eventos/evento/adiado-25-setembro-gnr-concerto-amac
Contacts: Auditório Municipal Augusto Cabrita, Barreiro
GNR (Grupo Novo Rock), are an unavoidable band in Portuguese
Music. In 2021 they celebrate 40 years of a unique career built
on successful songs and moments that are part of our culture
and Portuguese music. His and our history include songs such as
“Dunas”, “Effectively” or “Pronúncia do Norte”, among many
others. A new show, in an anniversary year, but where the
classics will never be forgotten.

Cascais
EDP CoolJazz

Music in the Park

Start Date: 2022-07-02 End Date: 2022-07-31

Start Date: 2021-08-19 End Date: 2021-08-28

Website: https://www.edpcooljazz.com/

Website: http://www.musicanoparque.pt/index.html

Contacts: Hipódromo Manuel Possolo - Cascais

Contacts: Hipódromo Manuel Possolo, Cascais

Do summer nights, beautiful gardens and excellent music sound
like the perfect combination to you?

Music in the Park is an event dedicated exclusively to Portuguese
music, aiming to support and promote the culture, on the
summer evenings of August, in Cascais. The festival runs from
19 a to August 28. From the poster of the festival, which runs at
the Hipódromo Manuel Possolo and is organized by the Chamber
of Cascais and the promoter Live Experiences, they are part also
names such as Dino D' Santiago, Carminho, Fernando Daniel, Os
Quatro e Meia, Pedro Mafama or the spectacle Deixem o Pimpa
em Paz

High quality and high mix is the motto of the Cool Jazz Festival
that presents leading contemporary singers and instrumentalists
in unique locations close to Lisbon. The performances will be
held in stunning open-air locations.
Before or after the shows, take the opportunity to learn more
about this region. In bygone days, this zone served as the
pleasure grounds for kings and nobleman. There is no shortage
of attractions - beautiful palaces and museums, busy and quiet
beaches, fine restaurants and plenty of amusements. You won’t
want to leave!

Costa de Caparica
O Sol da Caparica
Start Date: 2022-08-11 End Date: 2022-08-14
Contacts: Parque Urbano - Costa da Caparica
Don't miss the Sol da Caparica which in August brings the
best of Portuguese music to Costa da Caparica, with lots
of surfing and beach in the mix, too.
This festival is held in the Parque Urbano (Urban Garden) of
Costa da Caparica in Almada. You will find some great names
from the music of Portugal, Africa and Brazil, places where
Portuguese is spoken, in a true blast of a party that lasts four
days. From hip hop to rock and fado, from samba to kizomba,
there will be more than 11 hours of music every day in a huge
sound range.
Alongside this, the Sol da Caparica makes room for new values
and for other arts such as dance, artistic expressions, graffiti and
animation cinema. The more active festival-goers will have also
plenty of options where adrenaline is guaranteed such as
skateboarding, stand up paddle, surfing, windsurfing and
bodyboarding.
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Ericeira
Sumol Summer Fest
Start Date: 2022-07-01 End Date: 2022-07-02
Website: http://www.sumolsummerfest.com
Contacts: Ericeira
In June Ericeira is invaded by the good vibes of the Sumol
Summer Fest.
Apart from the bands that thousands of lovers of good music
and beaches will be able to hear over these two days, this
festival also has the ingredients of summer, heat, holidays and
the sea, in an area well known to surfers who find the best waves
in the country here.
And there's no worries when it comes to finding somewhere to
stay, since on getting a two-day pass, festival goers can choose
the option of camping and stay at the Ericeira Camping site with
a rare view over the Ribeira de Ilhas sea.

Estoril
ID No Limits
Start Date: 2022-02-25 End Date: 2022-02-26
Website: https://id-nolimits.com/index.html
Contacts: Centro de Congressos do Estoril, Cascais
In February 2022, ID No Limits takes over the Estoril Congress
Center again. ID No Limits focuses on the actuality of electronic
and urban music, as well as the connection to contemporary arts
and trends. The festival code was revealed in 2019, showing the
diversity of contemporary music.

Lisboa
Future Islands

Pedro Joia

Start Date: 2022-03-10 End Date: 2022-03-10

Start Date: 2021-09-18 End Date: 2021-09-18

Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/future-islands/

Website: https://www.uguru.net/artista/pedro-joia/

Contacts: Campo Pequeno, Lisboa

Contacts: Culturgest, Lisboa

The band from Baltimore, one of the biggest names in the
current North American alternative scene, arrives at Campo
Pequeno on March 10, 2022. Future Islands is a band whose
brilliance has always been hidden from view. 'Seasons (Waiting
On You)' is the song that may have catapulted them to
worldwide recognition, but the band just did what they always
did – music created with the body and soul, with a mission to
spread love and hope through art . Always on the way out and
with no prediction of arrival, in a horizon where the destination is
never reached, this is where the new album, “As Long As You
Are” comes in, released in October of last year, with songs like
'Moonlight', ' For Sure' or 'Thrills'.

Pedro Joia is today one of the most priceless treasures of
Portuguese music and live will present his latest work, Zeca,
edited by Sony Music and which remained at the top of the
Portuguese Top for several weeks. In addition to these themes,
Joia offers guitar versions of a repertoire based on some of the
best music produced in the Portuguese 20th century, which
explains all of his technique and musical sensibility. At his side,
on stage, will be the percussionist José Salgueiro.

Aerosmith
Start Date: 2022-06-01 End Date: 2022-06-01
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa

Portuguese Chamber Orchestra
Start Date: 2021-08-08 End Date: 2021-08-08
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/orquestra-de-camaraportuguesa-2/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
«“Scelsi is a composer that never existed”, he said. This non-

Aerosmith, the four Grammy Awards winning band will be
present in Portugal on June 1, 2022. The unique and amazing
Aerosmith, formed by Steven Tyler (vocals), Joe Perry (guitar),
Brad Whitford (guitar), Tom Hamilton ( bass) and Joey Kramer
(drums) are a living piece in the history of American music. With
over 150 million albums sold worldwide, numerous awards, and a
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composer called himself “postman”. A messenger between two
worlds. Scelsi began his series of extraordinary musical
meditations in a second creative period, after World War II and at
a time of deep depression. Thus was born this mysterious
composition, Ohoi – Les principes créatifs, a clear and eternal rite
of passage.

Agnes
Start Date: 2021-10-02 End Date: 2021-10-02
Website: https://www.timeoutmarket.com/lisboa/estudio/
agnes-nunes/
Contacts: Time Out Market Lisboa
Agnes emerged in 2019 on the internet as one of the biggest
musical revelations of the moment. While still a teenager, he
started publishing home videos, with voice and keyboards, and
caught the attention of important names in music, such as Dj
Alok, among others. In February it had around 600,000 followers,
a significant number for an artist at the beginning of her career
and, as if that wasn't enough, within 6 months after launching
the project “Elas por Elas” with the rapper Xamã, she saw this
number rise to more than 2 million fans, being then selected for
the disputed line up of the Rock in Rio Festival. This year the
Brazilian singer and songwriter presented Portuguese fans with
the advancement of the single “Lisboa”, a tribute to the capital,
where she was recording at the early this year, just before
quarantine. In 2021, he performs his first international shows,
passing through Portugal.

Alice Phoebe Lou
Start Date: 2021-10-29 End Date: 2021-10-29
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/270/alicephoebe-lou
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa
Alice Phoebe Lou is back in Portugal on October 29, 2021 at
Capitólio, Lisbon and on October 30 at Centro Cultural Vila Flor,
in Guimarães to present her new album, scheduled for release in
the spring of next year. Soul, blues and jazz sounds mixed with
Alice Phoebe Lou's fierce and captivating approach have
captured the attention of music lovers around the world. After
the success of Paper Castles (2019), the young South African
decides to break the lack of music caused by the pandemic and
presents a new theme, “Witches”. Accompanying this debut,
Alice Phoebe Lou shares the documentary directed by Julian
Culverhouse that shows the entire creative and production
process of her latest studio album.

Amália Rodrigues - "Amalia, who gave you the fate
that yours already was"
Start Date: 2021-10-28 End Date: 2021-10-28
Website: http://centenarioamaliarodrigues.pt/tag/musica/
Contacts: Museu do Fado, Lisboa
Universal artist, Amália Rodrigues (1920-1999) is one of the most
important personalities in the history of 20th century music. His
international career was one of the longest and most global of
the entire 20th century. In the 21st century, its legacy remains
alive, modern and timeless. The celebration of the Centenary of
her Birth, in 2020 and 2021 will be a unique occasion for us to
gain a clearer and more grounded awareness of the importance
of Amália Rodrigues in the contemporary cultural scene. The
year 2020 marked the centenary of its birth through a vast
program. "AMÁLIA, WHO GAVE YOU THE FATE THAT YOURS
ALREADY WAS" is one of the concerts in homage to Amália

presence in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, there's not much this
band hasn't achieved in the five decades since its formation.

Alceu Valença
Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-10-31
Website: https://www.timeoutmarket.com/lisboa/estudio/
alceu-valenca-2/
Contacts: Time Out Market Lisboa
On his international tour in 2020, Brazilian singer Alceu Valença
returns to Portugal and to the stage of Estúdio Time Out. With a
45-year career, Alceu assumes his northeastern identity,
bringing to the stage styles such as forró, frevo, baião, the xote
and the embolada, as well as successes that mark several
generations such as “Annunciation”, “Belle de Jour”, “Tropicana”,
“Silly Heart”, “Como Dois Animals”, “Sunflower”, “Táxi Lunar”,
among others Alceu's successes. The concert will also present
themes by Luiz Gonzaga (“Pagode Russo”, “Baião”, “Vem
Morena”) and Jackson do Pandeiro (“O Canto da Ema”).

Amalia Rodrigues - "100 Musicians for Amalia"
Start Date: 2021-10-29 End Date: 2021-10-29
Website: http://centenarioamaliarodrigues.pt/tag/comem
oracoes-do-centenario/
Contacts: Museu do Fado, Lisboa
Universal artist, Amália Rodrigues (1920-1999) is one of the most
important personalities in the history of 20th century music. His
international career was one of the longest and most global of
the entire 20th century. In the 21st century, its legacy remains
alive, modern and timeless. The celebration of the Centenary of
her Birth, in 2020 and 2021 will be a unique occasion for us to
gain a clearer and more grounded awareness of the importance
of Amália Rodrigues in the contemporary cultural scene. The
year 2020 marked the centenary of its birth through a vast
program. "100 MÚSICOS PARA AMÁLIA" is a concert where 100
musicians, from different musical areas – from classical music to
jazz, from fado to flamenco, from French and Italian songs to
bossa nova and folklore, interpret the legacy of Amália Rodrigues
.

Ana Carolina
Start Date: 2021-11-20 End Date: 2021-11-22
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/ana-carolina-lisboa/
Contacts: Cinema City Campo Pequeno, Lisboa. Super
Bock Arena, Porto. Convento São Francisco, Coimbra
In the year that commemorates 20 years of career, Ana Carolina
returns to the road and gives the start to the Fogueira digression
in Alto Mar, the 12 th of her career. In addition to presenting the
songs of new homonymous album, the singer, regarded as one
of the greatest Brazilian interpreters and composers of the
actuality, promises on the November 20 at the Small Field in
Lisbon, September 21 at the Super Bock Arena in Porto and 22
from in the Convent San Francisco in Coimbra, a spectacle full of
surprises and a retro-spearful for his career, full of several hits.

Armandinho Acústico
Start Date: 2022-05-14 End Date: 2022-05-14
Website: https://www.timeoutmarket.com/lisboa/estudio/
armandinho-acustico/
Contacts: Time Out Market Lisboa
2019 was a year of renewal in the career of Brazilian singer
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Rodrigues with Fabrizio Romano (piano, arrangements and
musical direction), Luís Guerreiro (Portuguese guitar) and Daniel
Pinto (bass guitar).

André Rieu and his Johann Strauss Orchestra
Start Date: 2021-12-02 End Date: 2021-12-03
Website: https://www.andrerieu.com/pt/tour/lisbondecember-3rd-2021-portugal
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
This time the conductor, together with his 60-person orchestra,
the Johann Strauss Orkest and many soloists, will be performing
grandly with his new show. On December 2nd and 3rd, wait for a
colorful concert, full of magnificent music, many surprises,
balloons, The Platin Tenors tenors and the beautiful sopranos.
Let yourself be carried away by the most romantic melodies or
step back along with one of the infectious waltzes. An evening
full of humour, emotion and recognition. Experience the magic of
André Rieu during a festive and unforgettable night.

Avishai Cohen
Start Date: 2021-11-15 End Date: 2021-11-15
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/avishai-cohen/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
In the year he completes 5 decades of life, Israeli bassist,
vocalist and composer Avishai Cohen embarks on a very special
project which he called 50:50:50 – 50 concerts in 50 countries
around the world. The musician who is now seen as a true
ambassador for his country is also a committed humanist who
believes that music can transform minds, unite hearts and cross
any barrier or border. This is also the symbolic meaning of this
trip through 50 nations of the world, as if his music were an
Esperanto capable of being understood anywhere. Able to start
with jazz and pop, explore Arab or Israeli nuances and go even to
classical music, Avishai is a powerful creator who wants to invite
us to celebrate the most positive unifying spirit of music on this
special tour that goes also pass through our country, 50:50:50.

Black Country, New Road
Start Date: 2021-11-01 End Date: 2021-11-01
Website: https://zedosbois.org/programa/black-countrynew-road/
Contacts: Galeria Zé dois Bois, Lisboa
In times of unpredictability in the most diverse sectors, with
shattered routines, an uncertain future and altered normality, it
becomes relatively urgent to stage disconcerting, challenging
and label-free music. Black Country, New Road is a serious case
of uncompromised rock, from studio freedom to electrifying
stage performance, from punk ferocity to jazz imposition, but not
only, making the London septet one of the most unexpected
revelations of 2020.

Armandinho, who was divided between the release of an
acoustic album with the biggest hits of his career, sold out
concerts in Europe and Oceania, in parallel with the preparation
of his first original album since 2013 , who already presented the
single “Amor Vem Cá”. Live, Armandinho presents his biggest
hits, such as “Desenho de Deus”, “Rosa Norte”, “Semente” and
“Outra Vida” bringing, as in his entire career, messages of love
and protection for the environment, in a true celebration full of
good vibes. Now back to Portugal for a mini-tour of acoustic
concerts that will pass by Studio Time Out.

Black Coffee - Sbcncsly - Lisbon
Start Date: 2021-12-01 End Date: 2021-12-01
Website: http://www.campopequeno.com/espetaculoseev
entos/agenda/black-coffee-nova-data
Contacts: Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
The world tour of the new Black Coffee album brings the South
African icon to Lisbon. On the 1st of December, the mythical
room of Campo Pequeno will become the biggest Portuguese
stage of electronic music.

Black Lips
Start Date: 2021-11-22 End Date: 2021-11-22
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/lav-lisboa-aovivo/the-black-lips-lisboa-ao-vivo-lisboaportugal/489052575481716/
Contacts: LAV, Lisboa
The American Black Lips will return to Portugal this year. The
band from Atlanta, Georgia, has concerts scheduled for the next
22nd and 23rd of November, at LAV, in Lisbon, and at Hard Club,
in Porto, respectively. Sing… In a World That's Falling Apart, the
group's latest album, is the motto for the Black Lips' return to
Portugal.

Boy Pablo
Start Date: 2021-09-10 End Date: 2021-09-10
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/264/boypablo
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa
Boy Pablo's concert at Capitólio, in Lisbon, is rescheduled for
September 10, 2021. Norwegian musician Boy Pablo proved the
power of the internet when, from the rainy city of Bergen, he
became a sensation with witty pop videos that I did it with the
help of friends. Soy Pablo's chill pop won critical critics as quickly
as the songs "Losing You" and "Sick Feeling" reached millions of
views in the first days they were shared on YouTube. Boy Pablo's
energy is back with the latest singles "honey" and "JD's song"
released in July this year.

Bárbara Tinoco
Start Date: 2021-11-13 End Date: 2021-11-13

Bon Iver
Start Date: 2022-11-11 End Date: 2022-11-11
Website: https://arena.altice.pt/agenda/bon-iver_pt/4626
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
Bon Iver, the American folk band, led and founded by Justin
Vernon, features the new album "i,i" at Altice Arena. When Bon
Iver released "For Emma, Forever Ago" in early 2008, he
introduced Justin Vernon as one of the most talented songwriters

Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=85967
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
Bárbara Tinoco is a singer and songwriter born in Lisbon. Selftaught guitar and singing, he had to talk about his very brief
passage through the casting phase of The Voice Portugal
program where, not having turned any of the mentors' chairs, he
had the opportunity to show an original theme. It was this theme
"Antes Dela Dizer Que Sim" that he released as his debut single,
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of his generation and revealed a distinctive sound. His successor,
the self-titled "Bon Iver, Bon Iver" brought something more
frenetic. In 2016 with the third album "22, A Million", Vernon
returned to see something different and this represented a huge
milestone, with a clear stylistic change, where acoustic guitars
are replaced by keyboards and synthesizers, abandoning all folk
essence. The band’s fourth album "i,i" and these 13 new songs
complete a cycle: since the winter of "For Emma, Forever Ago"
reached the frantic spring of "Bon Iver, Bon Iver" and the
uncontrolled summer of "22,A Million". Now, fall comes early with
an "i,i". There’s a magic in every Bon Iver show.

Bárbara Bandeira
Start Date: 2021-11-06 End Date: 2021-11-06
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/barbara-bandeira/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
Due to the current pandemic situation that Portugal is
experiencing, the show by Bárbara Bandeira, scheduled for
March 20, 2021, has been postponed to November 6, 2021 at
Coliseu dos Recreios. The concert follows the release of his debut
album “P'ra Ficar” and will serve as the basis for the Coliseu
show, but there will also be numerous hits such as “A Última
Carta”, “Nem Sequer Doeu”, “E Se Me”, “Friendzone” or “Like
Me”.

Caetano Veloso
Start Date: 2021-09-01 End Date: 2021-09-05
Website: http://www.caetanoveloso.com.br/agenda/?fbcli
d=IwAR1FYNJ2gXLEFQ3T6sZYST5cTSyh4Cc7Gv31rC0hqrp
ObKEpHJ0Xg9mgy-g
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Teatro Municipal
de Guarda
Caetano Veloso is back on the stages in one of the public's
favourite formats: voice and guitar. Their return to Portugal is
scheduled for September with a concert on 1 and September 2,
at the Coliseum of the Recreios, Lisbon and on day 5 at the
Municipal Guard Theatre. The Brazilian musician rose for the first
time to the stage of the Coliseum of the Recreians in September
1981. Singer, songwriter, guitarist, The artist has conquered a
unique career that has transformed Brazilian music forever and
marked the world panorama with dozens of edited discs.

Classic Summer Festival
Start Date: 2021-08-01 End Date: 2021-08-10
Website: https://www.veraoclassico.com/
Contacts: Museu Nacional dos Coches, Lisboa+
The Classic Summer Festival 2021 will present daily concerts,
between 1 and August 10, 2021, in Lisbon, including major works
from the musical repertoire of the eighteenth to the XXI. The
Festival will present four MasterFest concerts, with the
participation of great musicians, international references of their
instruments, as well as six TalentFest concerts, in which they will
present themselves young musicians participating in the
Masterclasses, already laureates nationwide and / or
internationally. In the 2021 edition, the Festival will also present
world-reputation musicians such as pianists Elisabeth Leonskaja
and Marianna Shirinyan, the violinists Mihaela Martin and
Stephan Picard, the violetist Miguel da Silva, the cellists Gary
Hoffman and Frans Helmerson, the contravener Gunars
Upatnieks, the flautist Silvia Careddu, the oboist Ramón Ortega I
want, the clarinetist Pascal Moraguès, the singer Anna Samuil
and the pianist Filipe Pinto-Ribeiro, artistic director of the

recorded by Ricardo Ferreira, João Só and Nuno Simões. The
Portuguese singer makes her debut, in November, at Coliseu dos
Recreios.

Candlelight Sunset
Start Date: 2021-06-06 End Date: 2021-10-29
Website: https://feverup.com/lisboa/candlelight
Contacts: Sintra, Cascais e Lisboa
After the success of the first concerts, there’s a new wave of
Candlelight Sunset events. These intimate candlelight concerts
take place this summer in Sintra, Cascais and Lisbon, with
different days and times. A must-see experience, where you will
have on stage some of the best jazz chords, bossa nova and
soundtracks, among others, in the format of classical music.
Monsantos Open Air June 6 - Candlelight: Candle Light Magic
Soundtracks at 19:30 June 30 - Candlelight: Bossa Nova by
candlelight at 19:30 July 14 - Candlelight: Candlelight
soundtracks at 19:30 July 28 - Candlelight: French music by
candlelight at 19:30 August 11 - Candlelight: Candlelight
soundtracks at 19:30 August 24 - Candlelight: Summertime Jazz
by candlelight at 19:30 August 25 - Candlelight: Bossa Nova by
candlelight at 19:30 September 1 - Candlelight: Best of Crooners
by candlelight at 19:30 September 15 - Candlelight Jazz:
Candlelight soundtracks at 19:30 September 29 - Candlelight:
The best of Daft Punk by candlelight at 19:30 Altis Grand Hotel
July 23 and August 6 - Candlelight: Candlelight anime
soundtracks at 19:30 and 21:30 September 18 - Candlelight:
Morricone soundtracks and more by candlelight at 19:30 and
21:15 October 7 - Candlelight: The best of candlelight pop music
at 19:30 and 21:15 Onyria Quinta da Marinha Hotel in Cascais
July 29 - Candlelight Open Air: Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake at 21:30
July 31 - Candlelight: Vivaldi, The Four Candlelight Stations at
21:30 Sala Coroa do Penha Longa Resort, in Sintra July 22 Candlelight: The best of Daft Punk by candlelight at 9:30 pm July
29 - Candlelight Ballet: The Candlelight Nutcracker at 19:30 and
21:30 July 30 - Candlelight: The best candlelight magic
soundtracks at 19:30 and 21:30 Stables Garden at the Pestana
Palace Lisboa Hotel August 5 - Candlelight Open Air: Vivaldi’s
best candlelit works at 21:30 August 28 - Candlelight Open Air:
Beethoven’s best by candlelight at 21:30 Estufa Fria August 27 Candlelight Ballet: The Candlelight Nutcracker at 19:30 and
21:30 Cloisters of the Monastery of São Vicente de Fora August
20 - Candlelight Open Air: The best of Mozart by candlelight at
21:30 August 28 - Candlelight Open Air: Vivaldi, the Four
Candlelight Stations at 21:30 September 11 - Candlelight Open
Air: Manueline Soundtrack with Isabel Stilwell at 9:00 pm Jardim
das Adens (Penha Longa Resort) September 1 - Candlelight Open
Air: Mozart’s best candlelit works at 21:30 Bensaúde Park
(entrance through Francisco Baía Street) September 8 Candlelight Open Air: Beethoven’s best candlelit works at 21:30
September 9 - Candlelight Open Air: Mozart’s best candlelit
works at 21:30 Quinta da Alfarrobeira September 16 Candlelight Open Air: Tchaikovsky Swan Lake by candlelight at
21:30 Palace of Xabregas September 2 - Candlelight: Candlelight
movie soundtracks September 17 - Candlelight: Soundtracks,
with piano and trumpet by candlelight at 19:30 and 21:15
September 16 - Candlelight: from Bach to the Beatles by
candlelight at 19:30 and 21:30 September 23 - Candlelight:
Magical candlelight soundtracks at 19:30 and 21:30 October 16 Candlelight: Daft Punk Candlelight Tribute at 19:30 and 21:30
October 22 - Candlelight: Chopin & Debussy by candlelight at
19:30 and 21:30 October 29 - Candlelight: The best candlelight
anime at 19:30 and 21:30

Clutch
Start Date: 2021-08-03 End Date: 2021-08-03
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Festival.

Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/248/clutch
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa

Cock Robin
Start Date: 2021-09-09 End Date: 2021-09-10
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=81185
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Coliseu do Porto
Ageas
The band Cock Robin led by singer / songwriter and multi
instrumentalist Peter Kingsbery, Anna Lacazio, Clive Wright and
Lou Molino III, became an international musical phenomenon in
the late 80, coinciding with the birth of MTV and a whole new era
that revolutionized the 80. The popularity of the band continued
to grow in particular with the European public, in which subjects
such as "When Your Heart Is Weak", "The Promise You Made" or
"I Thought You Were On My Side", such as the homonymous
album "Cock Robin", reach multiple galarms and an
unprecedented success. In 2021 The Cock Robin return to
Portuguese palcos on the September 9 at 9:00 PM at the
Coliseum of the Recreios in Lisbon and day 10 at 10:00 PM at the
Porto Ageas Coliseum, this one made with the return of Peter
Kingsbery to the bass guitar in the presentation of a brand-new
original album entitled Homo Alien with a more pop/rock
sonority.

With a prominent place in the pantheon of heavy music, a dozen
universally applauded albums, and in a state of grace since they
released Earth Rocker, the Americans Clutch will finally show
their ravishing strength for the first time in Portugal on the day
August 3, 2021, with a concert at the Capitólio Cineteatro.

Cut Copy
Start Date: 2021-10-29 End Date: 2021-10-29
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/cut-copy-lisboa/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
The Cut Copy concert at the Lisbon Coliseum was rescheduled
for 29 October. Australians bring to Portugal the sixth album
"Freeze, Melt", which was released on 21 August this year, which
includes the singles already released "Like Breaking Glass",
"Love is All We Share" and "Cold Water". " Like Breaking Glass"
evokes in a particular way the group’s music of excellence,
emerging from it the high quality sounds and the unmistakable
vocal skills of vocalist, Dan Whitford. Cut Copy are, without a
shadow of a doubt, the perfect match between the electro-pop
aesthetic, with the sensibility of an indie rock band, and that’s
what makes them unique.

Dancing In The Rain Show
Start Date: 2021-10-28 End Date: 2021-10-28

Devin Townsend

Website: https://restartevents.pt/dancingintherain/

Start Date: 2022-04-29 End Date: 2022-04-29

Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa

Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa

“Dancing in the Rain” brought together more than 3 million
viewers in Russia, Northeast Europe and Germany, in an
unforgettable experience! A show with several styles! Composed
of classical ballet, contemporary, folk, modern jazz, hip-hop,
breakdance, acrobatics and a good touch of humor in the
interpretation will surprise you during the two hours of the show.

Devin Townsend, one of the most brilliant and multifaceted
artists of progressive weight, returns to Lisbon on April 29, 2022,
and brings a new album in his luggage. It is one of the most
productive creative forces in memory on the spectrum of heavy
and progressive music in recent decades. The return is made
with a new album and a subsequent promotional tour, which
includes a stop in Portugal, for a unique concert at the Cineteatro
Capitólio, in Lisbon.

Diogo Piçarra
Start Date: 2022-10-01 End Date: 2022-10-01
Website: https://arena.altice.pt/agenda/diogopicarra_pt/4628
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa

Dua Lipa
Start Date: 2022-06-06 End Date: 2022-06-06
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/dua-lipa-lisboa/
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa

Diogo Piçarra's South Side Boy Tour debuts at the largest concert
hall in the country, the Altice Arena. This will be the first time
that the artist will give a concert in his own name in this room,
and it will also be the first time that he will present the songs
from the new album “South Side Boy” live. Diogo Piçarra arrives
at Altice Arena after a break of more than a year from the
country's great stages, having, during 2019, performed a very
successful acoustic tour in the main national auditoriums, with
more than 30 sold out concerts.

EVANESCENCE
Start Date: 2022-04-18 End Date: 2022-04-18
Website:
https://arena.altice.pt/agenda/evanescence_pt/5202/
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
EVANESCENCE announced the rescheduling of the tour "The
Bitter Truth", which adds to the presentation of the new album of
the same name, the celebration of 25 years of a career full of
successes. The concert is scheduled for April 18, 2022 in Lisbon.

Dua Lipa brings the Future Nostalgia Tour to the biggest venues
in the country. Considered this year by Time as one of the most
influential artists for the future, it is getting ready to take the
stage at the Altice Arena on June 6, 2022.

Fado is Love | A Homage to Carlos do Carmo
Start Date: 2021-12-21 End Date: 2021-09-21
Website: https://arena.altice.pt/agenda/fado-e-amor-umahomenagem-a-carlos-do-carmo_pt/5614
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
2021 was marked by the disappearance of one of the greatest
figures in the History of Fado and Portuguese Culture: Carlos do
Carmo. The immense legacy he left us, recently increased with
the edition of his posthumous album. Thus came the idea of
??bringing together, on his birthday, some of the biggest names
in Portuguese Music, artists from different generations and
different musical styles, with whom the fado singer has crossed
paths during his long and historic career, and to provide him with
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Festival ao Largo
Start Date: 2021-07-09 End Date: 2021-07-28
Website: http://www.festivalaolargo.pt
Contacts: Largo de São Carlos - Lisboa

best tribute that could be paid to him. António Serrano, Agir,
Camané, Carminho, Dino d'Santiago, Jorge Palma, Mariza, Marco
Rodrigues, Pedro Abrunhosa, Ricardo Ribeiro and Sara Tavares
thus embody a unique and unforgettable show. Because with
Carlos do Carmo, and especially with him, Fado has always been
love.

In July you can watch some high-quality performances at Largo
de São Carlos in Lisbon.

Força Suprema

The "Festival ao Largo" (Festival in the square) brings erudite art
into the street - offering free performances including symphony
music, ballet and theatre, with participation by the Portuguese
Symphony Orchestra, the Choir of the São Carlos National
Theatre, the National Ballet Company and the D. Maria II
National Theatre, amongst many other prestigious artistic
groups.

Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=84609
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa

Frog Leap
Start Date: 2021-10-17 End Date: 2021-10-17
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/265/frogleap
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa
The debut in Portugal of FROGLEAP is now confirmed for the 17th
of October 2021, at the Cineteatro Capitólio, in Lisbon. Eight
years ago, the concept of touring was virtually unthinkable for
the talented Leo Moracchioli. A multi-instrumentalist, Leo kept
his small recording studio, but what he did was just a hobby –
during the day, the musician was a teacher. Little did I know that
it was on the verge of becoming a serious social media success
story, with more than 3.5 million followers on YouTube and, by
extension, setting the stage for a new career – all thanks to its
contagious versions heavy metal from pop hits.

Start Date: 2021-11-11 End Date: 2021-11-11

Forca Suprema reschedule their visit to Lisbon Coliseu for
December 11, 2021. Tickets already purchased remain valid for
the new date, just keep them until the date of the show and
present them on the day. From the Sintra Line to the world, there
will be no lack of songs that 2020 did not let them sing with fans
and guests that you won't want to miss.

Ghostemane
Start Date: 2021-11-13 End Date: 2021-11-13
Website:
https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/260/ghostemane
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa
Ghostemane returns to Portugal for a concert at Capitólio, in
Lisbon, on November 13, 2021. The rapper, whose name is Eric
Whitney, started his musical career as a guitarist and drummer
for hardcore punk and doom metal bands, but it was as a solo
rapper who gained prominence. HUMAN ERROR, in collaboration
with Parv0, is his latest work, released in June 2019.

God Save The Queen - DSR | World Tour 2021

Glenn Miller Orchestra
Start Date: 2021-10-28 End Date: 2021-10-28
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/glenn-millerorchestra-2/2021-10-28/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Founded in 1937 by Glenn Miller, this famous big band takes us
back to the contagious swing times of the American dance floors
of the thirties, continuing to enchant with the great hits
“Moonlight Serenade”, “In The Mood”, “Tuxedo Junction ” or
“Chattanooga Choo Choo”. Ray McVay directs the approximately
20 talented musicians and singers who always sell out the rooms
they pass through. Concert rescheduled for October 28, 2021 at
the CCB.

Guns N' Roses
Start Date: 2022-06-04 End Date: 2022-06-04
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/guns-nroses/
Contacts: Passeio Marítimo de Algés, Lisboa
Guns N' Roses concert, at Passeio Marítimo de Algés, is
rescheduled for June 4, 2022. Since the beginning of the “Not In
This Lifetime” tour in 2016, Guns N' Roses played the biggest
hits in 160 concerts to more than 5.5 million fans in stadiums,
arenas and festivals around the world, making the tour with the
third highest grossing of all time. Going back in time, it should be
noted that after the group's formation in 1985, Guns N'Roses
injected an incomparable and unstoppable attitude into the
growing Los Angeles rock scene. The group captivated the world
with the release of 1987's “Appetite for Destruction”, the best-

Start Date: 2021-11-05 End Date: 2021-11-06
Website: http://www.campopequeno.com/espetaculoseev
entos/agenda/god-save-the-queen-nova-data
Contacts: Cinema City Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
God Save The Queen, the best tribute band in the world, returns
to Portugal on November 5th at Campo Pequeno, Lisbon and on
November 6th at Multiusos, Gondomar. With more than 7 million
viewers worldwide, they are the ones who Queen and 20th
Century Fox chose to promote the biopic “Bohemian Rhapsody”.
The band returns to Portugal on their 2021 World Tour.

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
Start Date: 2021-11-20 End Date: 2021-11-20
Website: https://lemon.pt/a-lemon-apresenta-harrypotter-em-concerto/
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
The concert films of the Harry Potter saga return to the Altice
Arena with the concert “Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix”, the fifth film in the series. The Orquestra Filarmonia
das Beiras will perform live the magical soundtrack of “Harry
Potter and the Order of the Fénix”, while the film is projected
simultaneously, in its entirety, on a screen 20m wide by 8m high,
in high definition.

Inês de Vasconcellos | There is Fado at the Pier
Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-07-31
Website: https://www.museudofado.pt/evento/ines-de-
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selling US debut ever, with 30 million copies worldwide. As early
as 1991, the seven-time platinum albums "Use Your Illusion I"
and "Use Your Illusion II" occupied the top two spots on the
Billboard Top 200 after their release. With six studio albums,
Guns N'Roses are one of the most important and influential
bands in the history of music and continue to be a unique
reference in live performances.

IDLES
Start Date: 2022-03-11 End Date: 2022-03-11
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/idles-2022/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
The concert of the British IDLES at Coliseu dos Recreios has a
new date set for the 11th of March 2022. The Punk Rock band
from Bristol, comes to present their new and third album “Ultra
Mono” which will be released on the 25th of June 2021, having
already shared with fans some singles such as “Grounds” and
“Mr.Motivator”.

vasconcellos-ha-fado-no-cais-2
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Amplexo, debut album by Inês de Vasconcellos, is an edition of
the label Museu do Fado Discos. After the release last May, in an
intimate concert at the Fado Museum, it now arrives at the Small
Auditorium of the Centro Cultural de Belém. This concert,
integrated in the cycle Há Fado no Cais, will be based primarily
on the themes of Amplexo, as well as on some classics from the
repertoire of Fado to which Inês de Vasconcellos lends her very
particular “style”. On the CCB stage, Inês will be accompanied by
the brilliant Pedro Viana (Portuguese guitar), Bernardo Viana
(fado guitar) and Ricardo Cruz (bass).

Jazz in August
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-08-08
Website: http://www.musica.gulbenkian.pt/jazz/
Contacts: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian - Lisboa
Attend open-air jazz concerts during Jazz in August, held at the
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian in Lisbon.

Jacob Collier
Start Date: 2022-03-06 End Date: 2022-03-07
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/jacob-collier-lisboa/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Hard Club, Porto
Jacob Collier will give two concerts in Portugal, on the 6th and
7th of March, 2022, as part of his world tour "Djesse". The
concerts will be at Coliseu dos Recreios and Hard Club. The world
tour “Djesse”, with 67 dates, will be in Portugal on the 6th and
7th of March (Coliseu dos Recreios, in Lisbon, and at Hard Club,
in Porto, respectively). Jacob Collier, a 26-year-old multiinstrumentalist, has edited four albums – “In My Room”, “Djsese
Vol.1”, “Djesse Vol.2” and “Djesse Vol.3” and five Grammys in
the Best Arrangement category , Instrumental and Voice.

Jonas & Lander
Start Date: 2021-09-02 End Date: 2021-09-03
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/bate-fado-jonaslander/2021-09-03/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa

Jazz in August shows the multiple identities of jazz, a more
unusual programme than what is offered at the main
international festivals.

Jota Quest
Start Date: 2021-10-16 End Date: 2021-10-16
Website: http://www.campopequeno.com/espetaculoseev
entos/agenda/jota-quest-25-anos
Contacts: Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
The Brazilians Jota Quest return to Portugal in 2021 with the tour
25 years. Currently, the band is one of the most acclaimed of
Brazilian pop-rock with many followers in Portugal, already with
two Latin Grammys and almost three million records sold.
Concert scheduled for October 16 at Campo Pequeno, Lisbon.

Kaleo Fight or Flight Tour
Start Date: 2022-01-08 End Date: 2022-01-08
Website: https://ritmoseblues.pt/kaleo/

Jonas & Lander’s new creation is entitled "Bate Fado", a hybrid
show between dance and music concert designed for nine
performers: four dancers, four musicians and one fado singer
(dancer). Like most urban musical currents, such as Samba or
Flamenco, Fado also had its own dances. In Lisbon, the most
expressive dance was Fado Batido, a dance based on an
energetic and virtuoso tap. Here, Jonas & Lander propose to
reinterpret the act of hitting (tap) Fado, where the dance
emanates the quality of percussion instrument in dialogue with
the voice and guitars. "Bate Fado" is revealed as the first step
towards the rescue of the dance that Fado lost.

João Cabrita
Start Date: 2021-08-14 End Date: 2021-08-14

Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
KALEO are back on the road in 2022 and chose Lisbon for their
reunion with the public, on the 8th of January at Sala Tejo at
Altice Arena. Since the release of the A/B album in 2016, the
music of the Icelandic rock band has become a phenomenon.
The singles No Good, All Pretty Girls and the double-platinum
Way Down We Go ensured the band a prominent place in the
world charts.

London Community Gospel Choir One Night The
Beatles
Start Date: 2021-11-05 End Date: 2021-11-05

Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa

Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/london-communitygospel-choir-presents/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa

João Cabrita is a name that, although it may go unnoticed by the
general public, has certainly been heard by many of those
unfamiliar ears. It lives in a considerable amount of technical
files that already exist in Portuguese music discography of the
last 30 years. There are more than 30 years of collaborations on

In 2021, after the success of the innovative show in honor of
Prince, the London Community Gospel Choir (LCGC) promise to
raise the bar with a very special and exclusive performance for
our country: LCGC Presents: One Night with The Beatles!
commissioned by Incubadora D'Artes to the LCGC, where they

Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/cabrita/
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records and presence on stage accompanying the biggest names
in the universe of Portuguese music, from the most varied
genres ranging from jazz to rock or electronics, crossing the
pop/rock universe. In the year 2020, he celebrated 30 years of
career with the release of his first solo album, where longtime
companions meet again or start new partnerships, which he now
presents live. For the 14th of August, he will perform at the CCB
with the special participation of the artist STEREOSSAURO in a
show that will certainly be special.

will interpret some of the best known fab four successes, along
with themes from the LCGC's repertoire.

Lisb-On 2022

The Canadian trio is back in Portugal to present their latest
album, Atlas Vending. METZ will pass through Portugal on the
17th and 18th of April 2022, with performances at the Hard Club,
in Porto and at the LAV, in Lisbon, respectively. Music created by
Alex Edkins, Hayden Menzies and Chris Slorach has never been
easy to define. The first recordings exude the explosive energy
of early '90s DIY hardcore, but there was never a time when
METZ's themes sounded like an homage to the musical legends
of their youth. With Atlas Vending, METZ's music continues to
transport us into new territories of sonic dynamics, imperfect
melodies and sweat-laden rhythms, but without failing to explore
themes of growth and maturation in a format typically
suspended in youth.

Start Date: 2022-09-02 End Date: 2022-09-04
Website: http://lisb-on.pt/en/about
Contacts: Parque Eduardo VII, Lisboa
The 2022 edition of the Lisb-On is going to be held in Lisbon in
the Edward VII Park on 2, 3 and September 4. An open sound
garden of the 14h00 à 00h00 in a special recanto of the Edward
VII Park. An experience to awakening the senses. A combination
of heritage and music, tourism and culture, leisure and
enjoyment in a single concept, a day party in a garden we
consider our own. LISB-ON #Jardim Sonoro is this. More than
that. The most detached party in the capital. A brand that stands
out for exclusivity. A special sulcus to be observed, heard and
felt.

Luís Severo
Start Date: 2021-08-21 End Date: 2021-08-21
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/luis-severo/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
With only two released LPs – the independent and well-received
Cara d'Anjo (2015, Gentle Records) and the acclaimed Luís
Severo (2017, Cuca Monga/Sony Music), Luís Severo is already
one of the most consensual singers of his career. generation.
Since the release of the homonymous album, in the spring of
2017, he traveled alone in Portugal until the summer of 2018, in
which he went through the main festivals in band format. In May
2019, he released O Sol Voltau in its entirety and without any
notice, again by Cuca Monga in partnership with Sony Music. The
third album arrived with the concordant clash between the
acoustic and the electronic, conciliating lyrical disputes and full
of imagetic contrasts, making Luís Severo move away from what
was already done without ever losing the center that
distinguishes him. Luís Severo brings together the band,
Bernardo Álvares, Catarina Branco and Diogo Rodrigues, to bring
their music to the stage of the CCB with a texture as refined as
that produced in the studio.

Marco Oliveira
Start Date: 2021-12-05 End Date: 2021-12-05
Website: https://www.teatrosaoluiz.pt/espetaculo/marcooliveira-2/
Contacts: Teatro São Luiz, Lisboa
The fado singer and singer Marco Oliveira presents at Teatro São
Luiz his third album, Ruas e Memórias, recorded in November
2019 and the last musical production in the studio by José Mário
Branco, also author of the arrangements and musical direction. A
re-encounter with urban popular culture, especially with the
great emblematic figures of fado, continuing a long work of
collecting popular artistic manifestations and oral tradition for
the next generations, with the purpose of valuing and sharing
the heritage of poets and Portuguese composers and, at the
same time, to continue a song that still breathes in the streets.

METZ
Start Date: 2022-04-17 End Date: 2022-04-18
Website: https://lisboaaovivo.com/
https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/
Contacts: LAV, Lisboa ao Vivo e Hard Club, Porto

Melanie C
Start Date: 2022-01-21 End Date: 2022-01-21
Website:
https://www.sonsemtransito.com/pt/noticias/361/melaniec
Contacts: Cineteatro Capitólio - Teatro Raúl Solnado,
Lisboa
Melanie C's concert was rescheduled for Jde 21, 2022. Due to the
evolution of the pandemic, the date in Portugal that marked the
start of the European tour for the presentation of the
homonymous album, was postponed to the beginning of next
year. With Melanie C, the latest solo album by the eternal sporty
Spice, a new chapter in Girl Power's history is being written.

Michael Kiwanuka
Start Date: 2022-09-24 End Date: 2021-09-24
Website: https://www.musicanocoracao.pt/ptpt/evento/michael-kiwanuka
Contacts: Cinema City Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
After the magnificent concert at the Super Bock Festival in Stock,
Michael Kiwanuka has already scheduled his return to Portugal
for next year. The British musician performs on the 24th of
September 2022, at Campo Pequeno, in Lisbon and on the 23rd
of September 2022 at the Super Bock Arena, Pavilhão Rosa
Mota, in Porto. In his luggage he brings the new album,
“Kiwanuka”, considered by the public and critics as one of the
best albums of the year 2019, having received the highest
quotation from publications such as The Guardian, NME, Q or the
Daily Telegraph. The Guardian highlights the musician's “warm
and sincere” vocals, in a register that is at the same time
“timeless and contemporary”; the Daily Telegraph points to the
“hypnotizing and charged” character of a spirit that finds relief in
the music it makes.

Morad
Start Date: 2022-02-25 End Date: 2022-02-25
Contacts: LAV, Lisboa ao Vivo
The Rapper, born in Barcelona, ??was born in 1999 and it was in
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Metronomy
Start Date: 2022-03-01 End Date: 2022-03-02
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=80780 https://houseoffun.pt/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Hard Club, Porto

2019 that he launched his first songs. A few months after launch,
it became a real phenomenon. Every single the artist releases
reaches millions of views and has become probably the most
listened to Iberian artist in recent months. Morad is preparing the
release of his first album and will make his presentation in
Portugal on February 25th, 2022 at LAV, Lisbon and February
26th at Hard Club, Porto.

The British Metronomy return to Portugal in March 2022. The
promoter House of Fun announced today that the band's visit to
Lisbon is scheduled for March 2, 2022. The concert will take
place at Coliseu dos Recreios. In addition to rescheduling the
date for Lisbon, an extra date for Porto was announced.
Metronomy will take the stage at Hard Club on March 1, 2022.

Nelson Freitas

Missing Brazil in Portugal

Nelson Freitas presents “Dpos d'Quarentena” in concert Nelson
Freitas is back on stage to present his new album “Dpos
d'Quarentena” where he embraces the diversity of Cape Verdean
music styles, combining it with other musical genres that bring
new energy. In this concert we can find musical flavors that
come from Nigeria, Ghana or South Africa. The album features
the gold single “Dpos d'Quarantena” with over 9 million views on
YouTube and with very special guest appearances by Mr Eazi,
Dino D'Santiago, Rony Fuego, Julinho KSD, Mikas Cabral, June
Freedom and Neyna. A concert that brings together new music,
new energies and big surprises.

Start Date: 2021-08-20 End Date: 2021-08-20
Website: https://feverup.com/m/101029
Contacts: Casa-Museu Amália Rodrigues, Lisboa
On the 20th of August, at 19:00, Fado, Samba and Poesia have
an appointment at the Jardim da Casa de Amália. Longing for
Brazil in Portugal is an event that aims to greet a country that
has always received Amália so well. Inspired by the work of
Vinícius de Moraes for Amália Rodrigues, this is the late
afternoon outdoors that unites Brazil and Portugal through its
popular expressions - Fado, Samba and Poetry. Saudades do
Brasil in Portugal has the participation of Nani Medeiros (Samba)
and Ana Sofia Varela (Fado).

Nancy Vieira
Start Date: 2021-11-14 End Date: 2021-11-14
Website: https://www.museudooriente.pt/4067/nancyvieira--manha-florida-.htm#.YNR2hOhKjIU
Contacts: Museu do Oriente, Lisboa
Concert by Nancy Vieira rescheduled for November 14, 2021 at
Museu do Oriente, Lisbon. Nancy Vieira is one of the most
reputable artists currently exploring the immense musical
heritage of Cape Verde which, in the specific case of the morna,
was even recently distinguished by Unesco as an Intangible
Heritage of Humanity. And on stage, Nancy is one of the great
defenders of this heritage, being used to presenting it all over
the world.

New Love
Start Date: 2022-04-21 End Date: 2022-04-22
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/novo-amor-porto/
Contacts: Aula Magna, Lisboa e Hard Club, Porto
The musician from Wales, after having sold out the LAV - Lisboa
ao Vivo, in May 2019, Novo Amor is preparing to return to
Portugal in 2022. Ali Lacey, the artist who gives voice to the
project, will take the stage da Aula Magna, in Lisbon, on the 21st
of April and the following day, the 22nd of April, he performs at
the Hard Club, in Porto. "The producer, multi-instrumentalist,
singer and songwriter from Cardiff, returns to the stage on a tour
that brings him to Portugal and takes him to major European and
UK cities, with a new album in his bag".

Our Lisbon

Start Date: 2021-10-22 End Date: 2021-10-22
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/282/nelsonfreitas
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa

OperaFest Lisboa
Start Date: 2021-08-20 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: http://www.operafestlisboa.com/, https://www.b
ol.pt/Comprar/Pesquisa?q=operafest+lisboa&dist=0&e=0
Contacts: Lisboa - Jardim do Museu Nacional de Arte
Antiga
From great opera classics to Vanguardism opera,
embracing all audiences, in varied formats, mainly
presented in the open air, OPERAFEST LISBOA, will bring
the emotion of opera to everyone!
With a diversified program, OperaFest meeting all kinds of
audiences, from Puccini’s Madame Butterfly to contemporary
opera or spanning "Operatic Rave”and much more.
OPERAFEST wants to bring opera up close to the audience of
today, with new commissions, new challenges, new composers
and mostly new operas inspired by today’s world.

PZ
Start Date: 2021-09-25 End Date: 2021-09-25
Website: https://www.luxfragil.com/artist/2431
Contacts: Lux Frágil, Lisboa
The mystical pyjamaism invades the stage of slippers with PZ
and the Banda Pijama. A spectacle of electronic music that leads
us to a parallel reality, sung in Portuguese, and populated by
sounds from the beyond that come from synthesizers, drum
boxes, bass, guitar, everything serves to shape an out of the
ordinary experience. In the luggage PZ brings 6 albums edited to
date and this year edited "Selfie-Destruction" which will be
presented for the first time live. Classics like "Croquettes",
"Chewbacca’s Face" or "Neura" are not left out on this journey
through a singular musicality marked by an irony that makes us
think and laugh at our own human condition.

Start Date: 2021-09-10 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: https://festivalnossalisboa.pt/

Pedro Mafama
Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-07-30
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Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
In September, a new Music Festival is born, with a poster made
up exclusively by artists residing in Greater Lisbon. Two nights
with eighteen concerts on three stages: Arena, Sala Tejo and
Escadaria. The Rhythms of the City that belongs to everyone, the
rhythms of OurLisbon. With the support of Lisbon City Hall, this
new Festival aims to represent the union, the brotherhood, the
rhythms, the color, the joy and the sharing of customs of all
races through music, starting from the strong connection of all
these Portuguese-speaking communities residing in Greater
Lisbon. Fado, mornas and coladeiras, funaná, kizomba and
semba, marrabenta, samba and Nova Música do Brasil. These
are the rhythms of the city that belongs to everyone.

Pablo Milanês
Start Date: 2021-12-02 End Date: 2021-12-02
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/pablo-milanes/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa

Website: https://www.luxfragil.com/artist/2419
https://www.luxfragil.com/artist/2419
Contacts: Lux Frágil, Lisboa
The consistent mix of various references from electronic and
urban to traditional Portuguese music, serve as a musical bed to
contemporary texts and songs, vivid and perceptible, of stories
of today from any Portuguese street today. Mafama presents
itself as a kind of speaker and a product of the collection of
Giacometti, bringing this legacy to the present and future.

Russ
Start Date: 2022-09-29 End Date: 2022-09-29
Website: https://houseoffun.pt/sobre https://arena.altice.
pt/agenda/russ-theres-really-a-wolf-in-europetour_pt/3415
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa

The conductor of the «trova nova», Pablo Milanés, one of the
greatest treasures of the author's song in Spanish, comes to
Portugal to present Esencia, his latest show. Accompanied by
Ivonne Téllez on piano and Caridad R. Varona on cello, the Cuban
artist proposes a recital that will travel throughout his broad
career that spans six decades.

RUSS – SHAKE THE GLOBE TOUR Rapper Russ is back in Portugal
after having had a triumphant debut in the country in 2018.
According to the artist, that same concert - which sold out in just
over 30 hours - was really "the best night of his life". On
September 29, 2022, Russ will be back at Altice Arena and
Portuguese fans will be able to live (or relive) the magic of the
North American phenomenon's stage. The concert is part of the
Shake The Globe Tour.

Rock in Rio Lisboa 2022

Salvador Sobral | BPM

Start Date: 2022-06-18 End Date: 2022-06-26
Website: http://rockinriolisboa.sapo.pt
Contacts: Parque da Bela Vista - Lisboa
Rock in Rio-Lisbon will be back as one of 2022’s biggest
events. Bela Vista Park in Lisbon will host one of the
world’s biggest music and entertainment festival.
During a 4-day emotion-packed event, Bela Vista Park will be
transformed into a veritable “city of rock”, including over 12
hours of performances per day on the various stages. The “World
Stage” will host leading names from international music. The
“Electronic Tent” will stage sets by leading national and
international DJ’s and VJ’s while the “Hot Stage” will hold
alternative concerts by top artists and successful, upcoming
bands.
In addition to the concerts, families are invited to spend a
pleasant day relaxing in the garden areas and enjoying the
entertainment activities , including the “Radical Space” - where
more adventurous festival-goers can go snowboarding on the
real snow track - and the Kids Space offering many children’s
activities.
Dates: 18, 19, 25 and 26 June 2022

SYRO
Start Date: 2021-12-03 End Date: 2021-12-03
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/272/syro
Contacts: Capitólio, Lisboa

Start Date: 2021-06-25 End Date: 2021-09-04
Website: https://www.fproducao.pt/espectaculos/salvado
r-sobral_117
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Salvador Sobral presents live on his most recent studio album on
the June 25, 2021 and June 25, 2021. BPM points out the first
time Salvador Sobral ventures into the editing of a disc
composed entirely by originals of his authorship, in partnership
with Leo Aldrey, who also signs the production of the disc. blood
from my blood, the first single extracted from a set of 14
unreleased songs, already wheel on the radios and digital
platforms.

Selma Uamusse
Start Date: 2021-08-07 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/selma-uamusse/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Selma Uamusse is much more than a collage of her artistic
adventures. His music is a manifesto for the harmony of our
surroundings, a positive look at the world. A form of struggle and
hope for a freer society, with more love. Selma Uamusse's
powerful vocal instrument and performative genius led her to
shine in the most different musical genres, from projects such as
WrayGunn, Cacique'97, Gospel Collective or Rodrigo Leão, and
her versatility is also recognized in theater, cinema and visual
arts. .

Sónar Festival

After several award-winning hits such as “Perto de Mim”,
“Acordar” or “Casa”, SYRO finally performs in a live concert in
his own name, in Capitólio (Lisbon) on December 3rd. With the
guarantee of a show never seen before in Portugal, SYRO brings
us its long-awaited debut album with very special guests.

Start Date: 2022-04-08 End Date: 2022-04-10
Website: https://www.facebook.com/SonarFestival/
Contacts: Hub Criativo do Beato, Lisboa
The Sónar music, art and technology festival, which started in
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Santa Casa Alfama
Start Date: 2021-09-24 End Date: 2021-09-25
Website: https://santacasaalfama.com/
Contacts: Alfama, Lisboa
With each edition, the Santa Casa Alfama Festival celebrates
Fado in the heart of Alfama. It was born in 2013, from the
challenge of creating the first great Festival of music that
transports identity and the Lusa soul, Fado. And it is with this
same challenge in mind that the Santa Casa Alfama returns in
2021, for its 9th edition, in a tribute to Portuguese culture with
the greatest interpreters of Fado, but also the emerging names
that point out the paths of the future. Santa Casa Alfama is
performing this year, with a program that will honor a great
name of Fado and Portuguese music: Carlos do Carmo. In this
edition dedicated to Carlos do Carmo, many surprises are
expected. One of these moments will be the great concert of
Homage, starring voices that are heirs of the immense legacy of
the Fado singer. The Santa Casa Alfama takes place in the oldest
neighborhood of Lisbon. Full of magnificent architecture, this
reflects well the music on offer. The event takes place in a wide
variety of spaces and it is this variety that gives visitors a unique
artistic range, worthy of being appreciated. The evenings of 24
and 25 September 2021 will continue, therefore, in the memory
of all who attend the concerts that will fill this year’s poster.
Event spaces on 24 and 25 September Palco Santa Casa
Ermelinda Freitas Stage | Rooftop of the Lisbon Cruise Terminal
Amália Stage | Abreu Advogados Auditorium Santa Maria Maior
stage | Largo do Chafariz de Dentro Stage Bogani | Sportivo
Adicense Group Church of São Miguel Fado à Janela | Largo de
São Miguel Sociedade Boa União Centro Cultural Dr. Magalhães
Lima Church of Saint Stephen

Skunk Anansie
Start Date: 2022-03-18 End Date: 2022-03-19
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/skunk-anansie-2-2/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Coliseu Porto
Ageas, Porto
The British band will take the stage at Coliseu do Porto on March
18th and at Coliseu de Lisboa on March 19th, 2022. The two
performances are part of the tour celebrating the group's 25th
anniversary.

The Legendary Tigerman
Start Date: 2021-08-28 End Date: 2021-08-28
Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/the-legendary-tigerman/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Who doesn't recognize you? Among guitar distortions, riffs and
melodies with the rock'n'roll brand, The Legendary Tigerman is
one of the constant presences in festivals and concerts in the
country, with the unmistakable stamp of his compositions and
irreverent image.

Tindersticks with Orchestra and Guests
Start Date: 2022-05-13 End Date: 2022-05-14
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=96252
https://www.coliseu.pt/evento/20220514-tindersticks
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa e Coliseu Porto
AGEAS, Porto
Tindersticks announce special concerts in the coliseums with
orchestra and guests, on May 13, 2022 at Coliseu dos Recreios,
Lisbon and on May 14, 2022 at Coliseu Porto AGEAS, Porto. The
British Tindersticks return to Portugal in 2022 for two special
concerts at the Coliseums of Lisbon and Porto, integrated in the
tour of their 30-year career. Accompanying the band will be an
orchestra and several guests, to be announced in due course.
Tickets are already on sale at the usual places.

Ute Lemper
Start Date: 2022-03-06 End Date: 2022-03-06

Tash Sultana
Start Date: 2022-03-15 End Date: 2022-03-15
Website:
https://www.sonsemtransito.com/en/news/265/tashsultana
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
Tash Sultana presents himself for the first time in a concert on
his own behalf in our country. The only 23-year-old Australian
singer, who has participated last year at NOS Alive, has been
presenting the EP Notion, of which they are part of the singles
Jungle and Flow State. An artist to get to know in March 2022, at
the Coliseum of the Recreios.

The Weeknd
Start Date: 2022-10-25 End Date: 2022-10-26
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/the-weeknd/
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa

Barcelona, ??will arrive in Lisbon in 2022. The first edition of the
event, which invests heavily in electronic and dance music, will
take place “on the 8th, 9th and 10th of April 2022. festival
should receive around 25 thousand people a day, for three days,
and will occupy several places in the city. During the day it will
occupy the fringes of the city, to the east, from Factory, at Hub
Criativo do Beat, to a Sónar Village that will be located in the old
terminal of Santos, by the river. At night, the program will
occupy emblematic rooms in Lisbon: Coliseu dos Recreios, Rio
Pavilion, former Congress Center and Carlos Lopes pavilion.
Sónar Lisboa will be the place of intersection between artists,
designers, scientists, technologists, anthropologists and many
others.

Website: https://www.ccb.pt/evento/ute-lemper/
Contacts: Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisboa
Rendezvous With Marlene is a show based on a three-hour
telephone conversation between the legendary Marlene Dietrich
and international star Ute Lemper in 1988 in Paris. After
receiving the Moliére Award for her performance at Cabaret in
Paris, Ute sent a postcard to Marlene, apologizing for all the
media attention, which compared her to Marlene Dietrich.
Lemper was at the beginning of his career, in theater and music,
while Dietrich already had a long and fulfilled life of films, music,
incredible collaborations, love stories and stardom. In this
performance, Ute Lemper shares Marlene's story, singing
fabulous songs from every chapter of her life, from her cabaret
years in Berlin to her fabulous collaborations with Burt
Bacharach. Songs include Where Have All the Flowers Gone, I’ve
Grown Accustomed to Her Face, Blowin’ in the Wind, and Just a
Gigolo. A memorable and unmissable show.

Wolf Alice
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The Weeknd, the multi-platinum singer, holder of the world tops
returns to the stages with 104 spectacles. The digression of The
Weeknd, After Hours, will pass through Lisbon in October 2022.
The world-renowned star of pop and R&B will be at Altice Arena
with its repertoire of success and with a spectacle without equal.

Tricky
Start Date: 2021-12-01 End Date: 2021-12-01
Contacts: LAV - Lisboa ao Vivo
The reference artist of English trip-hop returns to Portugal for
two concerts: November 30th in Porto (Hard Club) and December
1st in Lisbon (LAV). Talking about the 90's trip-hop scene and not
talking about Tricky is practically impossible. In these concerts,
the artist will present his 14th album - Fall to Pieces -, released
last September, after having released it in March the EP 20 20.
His most recent work, which essentially addresses the artist's
self-reflections and explores his views on certain topics, was
recorded in Berlin and has the collaboration of Marta Z?akowska
on voice, a singer who Tricky met during one of her songs.
European tours after running out of vocals on opening day.

Viva o Samba
Start Date: 2021-09-12 End Date: 2021-09-12
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=89080
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
Lisbon's most famous samba circle now on the Coliseu dos
Recreios Stage Special guest: Djodje, Teresinha Landeiro and
Camila Masiso. The project "Viva o Samba" was born five years
ago by musicians Cícero and Humberto Mateus and has always
aimed to promote Brazilian musical culture of excellence in
Portuguese lands. Join a grand concert, which brings together 13
musicians on the same stage, from voice, percussion, viola,
banjo, mandolin, cavaquinho, violin and harmonica that unites
through the contagious joy of Samba, with the power of inclusion
and solidarity. Samba, as an intangible cultural heritage of
humanity by Unesco, is culturally rich and joyful that captivates
and ennobles. Its aim is to reserve and spread the Samba
tradition in Portugal.

Start Date: 2022-03-03 End Date: 2022-03-03
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/wolf-alice-lisboa/
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa
The English band, formed in 2010 by Ellie Rowsell, Joff Oddie,
Theo Ellis and Joel Amey, returns to the road with the brand new
“Blue Weekend“. After the success of the award-winning “Visions
Of A Life” – which took them to tour countless months -, Wolf
Alice needed to put the brakes on and settle on an Airbnb in
Somerset, to reconfigure themselves and discover who they are
without the hustle and bustle of life on the road. It is the first
time, since 2018, that Wolf Alice returns to perform in their own
name – the year they were also at Coliseu dos Recreios for the
last time. The long-awaited return of Wolf Alice to Portugal is
then scheduled for March 3, 2022, at Coliseu dos Recreios.

YES
Start Date: 2022-05-12 End Date: 2022-05-12
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/yes-lisboa/
Contacts: Cinema City Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
YES, one of the best known progressive rock bands considered
true legends, announce a new date on May 12, 2022 in Campo
Pequeno. The Album Series 2020 Tour features the 1974 album
“Relayer” in its entirety, along with a selection of other classics.
This tour follows "YES 50 Anniversary 2018" and again features
Steve Howe (guitars), Alan White (drums), Geoff Downes
(keyboards), Billy Sherwood (bass and vocals), Jon Davison
(vocals) and Jay Schellen (drums) . The concert will consist of two
sets of the band, the first with classic tracks from the extensive
YES catalog and the second will focus on “Relayer”, the seventh
studio album and one of the band's most distinguished.

Xutos & Pontapés
Start Date: 2021-10-16 End Date: 2021-10-16
Website: https://arena.altice.pt/agenda/xutos-pontapescom-orq-filarmonica-portuguesa_pt/4671
Contacts: Altice Arena, Lisboa
The mythical Portuguese rock band returns to the Altice Arena
with a concert where all the greatest hits from 40 years of
history will not be missing. This time, the Xutos challenged
conductor Osvaldo Ferreira and the Portuguese Philharmonic
Orchestra to take the stage with the band. The show features
more than 70 musicians and classical instruments, and the songs
are arranged by Mário Laginha, Ricardo Cândido, Saunders Choi
and Nicolas Mazmanian.

YUNGBLUD | Life On Mars
Start Date: 2022-04-30 End Date: 2022-04-30
Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/yungblud/
Contacts: Cinema City Campo Pequeno, Lisboa
English multi-instrumentalist YUNGBLUD sets foot on national soil
for the first time on 30 April 2022, in Campo Pequeno. Coming
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from Yorkshire, England, it finds in its irreverence and fusion of
genres the strength to carry forward a growing world movement
that encourages us to be ourselves and, at the same time, to be
proud of it. Combining its live energy with the social criticism
that is characteristic of its songs, YUNGBLUD creates an
energetic mix that has already earned it sold out tours around
the world and performances at the biggest festivals on the
planet. Also known for breaking the barriers between the public
and the artist, he leads each performance an army of fans with a
single goal: to unite and inspire hope in a world consumed by
gratuitous hatred.

Mafra
Mafra International Carillon Festival 2021
Start Date: 2021-07-11 End Date: 2021-08-29
Website: https://www.cm-mafra.pt/p/festival_internacion
al_carrilhao?fbclid=IwAR3Xyi0wuLUn76kOnrPRD24_gx17B
FGjOlTomtz_aCdWA2iD4LOxKB0IlUY
Contacts: Terreiro D. João V, Mafra
From the 11th of July to the 29th of August, some of the most
important names in carillon music will meet in Mafra for the
second edition of the Mafra International Carillon Festival. With
the artistic direction of Abel Chaves, this festival, which includes
7 concerts, on Sundays at 4 pm, aims to promote the rich
cultural heritage of the Municipality of Mafra, namely the two
chimes of the Royal Building of Mafra, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Watch in person, at Terreiro D. João V, in Mafra, or digitally,
from the Facebook page of the Municipality of Mafra.

Oeiras
NOS Alive
Start Date: 2022-07-06 End Date: 2022-07-09
Website: http://www.nosalive.com
Contacts: Passeio Marítimo de Algés
In July don't miss NOS Alive and the chance to see
performances by some of the top current bands, in an
event that combines music and art.
Further than music, NOS Alive Includes the distinctive feature of
a space dedicated to urban art, where new fine artists create
works using recycled materials.
Against the backdrop of the Algés Maritime Promenade, very
close to Lisbon in front of the River Tagus, the NOS Alive has a
prime location for those who want to enjoy all night through,
since it is also next to the train station that connects Algés
directly to the bar and discos areas of Lisbon and Estoril coast.

Sesimbra
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David Fonseca

Samuel Úria

Start Date: 2021-10-30 End Date: 2021-10-30

Start Date: 2021-10-23 End Date: 2021-10-23

Contacts: Cineteatro Municipal João Mota, Sesimbra

Website: https://www.sesimbra.pt/agendaonline/evento/samuel-uria-9
Contacts: Cineteatro Municipal João Mota, Sesimbra

It is difficult to catalog David Fonseca, one of the most prolific
and diverse musicians and composers in the history of
Portuguese music. It started with Silence 4, an immediate and
overwhelming success that took its songs to millions at once. His
solo career has produced numerous successful singles and his
albums are always balanced between experimentalism and
impossible to resist choruses, whether in English or Portuguese.
David Fonseca is known for his shows and his outstanding
performance, never knowing exactly what might happen next.
For this year, he prepared something he's wanted to do for a
long time and which he called “Radio Gemini_Closer”: the
intersection of cinema and images with his music in a unique
show that aims to take the audience on an intimate journey
through its peculiar imagery. A unique opportunity to discover
many of the secret paths that this artist takes through his
compositions and his eyes, an interactive real-time film to
accompany along with his live performance.

Post-War Songs was the title Samuel Úria chose for his most
recent album. Once again, Samuel Úria forces us to look inside.
Not in an egocentric exercise but rather as part of a path of
necessary sharing. Indeed, the repertoire of this new work from
which stand out the singles published to date "O Muro" and "Fica
Aquém". But this concert, although marked by Post-War Songs,
still has the purpose of leading the audience on a journey to the
creativity of Samuel Úria, on a path that will have a foothold in
his previous works and in which themes that make the
“troubadour das patilhas” the most interesting singer-songwriter
of the 21st century-Lenço Enxuto.

Super Bock Super Rock
Start Date: 2022-07-14 End Date: 2022-07-16
Website: http://www.superbocksuperrock.pt
Contacts: Herdade do Cabeço da Flauta - Meco, Sesimbra

The Super Bock Super Rock is, like Rock, a
non-conformist! This next race promises to
be surprising, as it has been for 25 years.
This Festival, which many have called “chameleon” for the way it
reinvents itself year after year, takes place in Meco, Sesimbra,
near the beach, in a spacious enclosure that includes a campsite
and a large parking area. Direct transportation is also provided
between the Super Bock Super Rock grounds and the city of
Lisbon.
Super Bock Super Rock will ensure, as always, a programme
packed with the most extraordinary international and Portuguese
artists.

Setúbal
Dino D’Santiago

Discover Noronha

Start Date: 2021-09-20 End Date: 2021-09-21

Start Date: 2021-11-11 End Date: 2021-11-11

Website: https://www.forumluisatodi.pt/espetaculo/dinodsantiago/2021-09-21/
Contacts: Fórum Municipal Luísa Todi, Setúbal

Website: https://www.forumluisatodi.pt/espetaculo/desco
brir-noronha/
Contacts: Fórum Municipal Luísa Todi, Setúbal

The debut of Dino d'Santiago at the Municipal Forum Luísa Todi
is at the invitation of the Youth Division of the City Hall, under
the program m@rço.28, Youth Month in Setúbal. The distinctions
for "Best Album", "Best Solo Artist" and "Critical Award", of the
Play Prémio da Música Portuguesa, are indicators that Dino
d'Santiago is a name established in the national music scene
today. Born in Portugal, raised in Quarteira, he is the author of
themes such as "Nós Funaná", "Como Seria" and "Nova Lisboa",
the latter, a production by Branko and Pedro.

In 2020, the bicentenary of the birth of the Portuguese composer
Francisco de Sá Noronha (1820-1881) was completed. In 2021
the project Musicamera presents in Setúbal a concert entirely
dedicated to the composer. Creator of numerous operettas,
some of them very much to the taste of Brazil, where he lived
intermittently about thirty years, Francisco de Sá Noronha was
also one of the most important violinists of the nineteenth
century. The operas "Beatrice di Portogallo" and "L'arco di
Sant'Anna", based on works by Almeida Garrett, are considered
some of the composer’s most notable works. This recital
promotes the friendly confrontation of the work of Noronha with
that of other violinists his contemporaries and Portuguese works

Eurovision Live Concert
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Start Date: 2021-08-27 End Date: 2021-08-28
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/eurovisionliveconcert/
Contacts: Auditório José Afonso, Setúbal
Concert that revives the successes of the Eurovision Song
Contest, with performances by musicians from various countries
that marked the festival's history. On the 27th, at 9:30 pm, there
is a reception for artists at the Artes Café of the Casa da Cultura.

Passione

for violin of all times. "Discover Noronha" also crosses the
adventurous life of the composer born in Viana do Castelo with
the agitation of Liberalism, period in which Portugal discovers
new directions. On stage, Luís Pacheco Cunha, on the violin, and
Taíssa Poliakova, on the piano.

João Espadinha Trio
Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-07-31
Website: http://www.casadaculturasetubal.pt/programacao/joao-espadinha-trio/
Contacts: Casa da Cultura. Setúbal

Start Date: 2021-10-15 End Date: 2021-10-15
Website:
https://www.forumluisatodi.pt/espetaculo/passione/
Contacts: Fórum Municipal Luísa Todi, Setúbal

The Street Jazz Circle cycle holds a concert with the trio led by
João Espadinha, which features a repertoire of original songs and
the North American songbook. Watch the concert of João
Espadinha on July 31 at Casa da Cultura, Setúbal at 9:00 pm.

Created by João Mendonza and Carlos Barreto Xavier, Passione is
a pop/lyrical project. Inspired by universal themes, acclaimed by
the general public, the show consists of a rigorous selection of
great national and international hits, in a universe that covers
such distinguished performers as Andrea Bocelli, Il Divo, Luciano
Pavarotti, Amália Rodrigues, Tony de Matos and Zeca Afonso.
Accompanied by a string ensemble, Passione reinvents the
passion of classical songs in different musical areas, creating an
emotional and surprising dialogue with different audiences.

Sintra
Sintra Jazz 2021
Start Date: 2021-09-17 End Date: 2021-09-19
Website: https://cm-sintra.pt/atualidade/noticias-instituci
onal/sintra-recebe-festival-de-jazz-no-final-de-abril
Contacts: Centro Cultural Olga Cadaval, Sintra
Sintra Jazz 2021 is a Festival whose main objectives are to
disseminate this musical expression in the Municipality, as well
as to make known to the local public (and not only) part of the
musicians and the excellent Jazz Music that is currently made in
Portugal. It also intends, in these particularly difficult times for
the arts and for music in particular, to participate in the
dynamization of the sector and its stakeholders. The 5 Sintra Jazz
2021 concerts will take place for 3 consecutive days, will include
the performance of different groups and types of training in
order to provide the public with a stylistic range full of quality
and diversity: Mário Laginha, Emsemble Coreto, Maria João and
Carlos Bica , João Paulo Esteves da Silva and the Hot Clube de
Portugal Jazz Orchestra with Julian Arguëlles.

Madeira
Funchal
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Rocío Márquez

Summer Opening

Start Date: 2021-07-29 End Date: 2021-07-29

Start Date: 2022-09-15 End Date: 2022-09-23

Website: https://www.locomotivaazul.pt/rocio-marquez-adiva-do-flamenco-em-concerto-no-funchal-e-em-lagos/
Contacts: Teatro Municipal Baltazar Dias, Funchal

Website: https://summeropening.pt/

One of the most prestigious voices of contemporary flamenco,
Rocío Márquez, returns to Portugal to present his latest and multiaward winning album 'Visto en El Jueves'. Rocío Márquez, a
Spanish singer acclaimed by the specialized press as “the voice
of the new generation of flamenco singing”, returns to Portugal
for two concerts to present her latest album Visto en El Jueves.
Márquez will perform on the 29th of July at the Teatro Municipal
Baltazar Dias, in Funchal, and on the 7th of August at the Centro
Cultural de Lagos.

Contacts: Funchal - Parque de Santa Catarina
In a unique natural setting with the Atlantic Ocean and
Funchal as a backdrop, Summer Opening is a true feast, a
tribute to the sun and positive energy.
This urban festival takes place in the amphitheatre of the Parque
de Santa Catarina where, for two days, you can hear good
vibrations punctuated by Hip-Hop, Reggae, Funk and Soul. A
wide range of artists have already featured in previous years,
including Skye and Ross from Morcheeba, Buraka Som Sistema,
Richie Campbell, Natiruts, Dengaz, Gabriel o Pensador,
Jazzanova, Da Chick, Orelha Negra, and many others.
To enable you to fully enjoy the festival and the best island
destination in the world there are two-day passes, to which you
can add 4-item packs that offer experiences like paragliding, surf
trips, downhill mountain bike rides, jeep or catamaran whalewatching trips.

Porto and the North
Braga
Agnes

Os Quatro e Meia

Start Date: 2021-09-23 End Date: 2021-09-23

Start Date: 2021-12-23 End Date: 2021-12-23

Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/espa%C3%A7
o-vita/agnes-espa%C3%A7o-vitabraga/411988023446635/
Contacts: Espaço Vita, Braga

Website: https://www.forumbraga.com/Shedule/Quatro-emeia
Contacts: Altice Forum Braga

Agnes emerged in 2019 on the internet as one of the biggest
musical revelations of the moment. While still a teenager, he
started publishing home videos, with voice and keyboards, and
caught the attention of important names in music, such as Dj
Alok, among others. In February it had around 600,000 followers,
a significant number for an artist at the beginning of her career
and, as if that wasn't enough, within 6 months after launching
the project “Elas por Elas” with the rapper Xamã, she saw this
number rise to more than 2 million fans, being then selected for
the disputed line up of the Rock in Rio Festival. This year the
Brazilian singer and songwriter presented Portuguese fans with
the advancement of the single “Lisboa”, a tribute to the capital,
where she was recording at the early this year, just before
quarantine. In 2021, he performs his first international shows,
passing through Portugal.

The Christmas season is full of gatherings and celebrations.
Family and friends get together and celebrate the most complicit
days of the year. So why not bring together the best of the block,
bringing family and friends together for the holiday season
around the world's most ethereal gift, music? Quatro e Meia
perform at the Altice Forum in Braga, on December 23, 2021, for
a concert with hot cocoa flavor and children and take a little
helper from Santa Claus.

Caminha
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EDP Vilar de Mouros Festival
Start Date: 2022-08-25 End Date: 2022-08-27
Website: http://www.edpvilardemouros.com
Contacts: Vilar de Mouros - Caminha
Vilar de Mouros is the oldest festival in Portugal. For three days
in August it attracts an older public, as well as the younger
people who usually flock to the summer festivals. The bill
features national rock bands and established international ones.
Besides the quality music, you will discover some amazing
countryside and the hospitality of the residents of the friendly
village of Vilar de Mouros.

Chaves
Festival N2 Chaves
Start Date: 2021-08-05 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: https://festivaln2.pt/
Contacts: Museu de Arte Contemporânea Nadir Afonso,
Chaves e Forte de S. Neutel, Chaves
After the interruption of 2020, the N2 Festival returns to the city
of Chaves, on August 5, 6 and 7, 2021 with free admission. An
edition that will be marked by profound changes, forced by the
limitations that will come into force in the realization of outdoor
events by the COVID-19 pandemic, but that will strengthen the
nomadic spirit of the festival. Removing the focus of the public
garden, the festival gains new paths through the city Flaviense,
with various stages, schedules and new dynamics that will allow
avoid risks and ensure the safety of all. Taking place this year, in
the outer area of the Museum of Contemporary Art Nadir Afonso,
in Chaves, and in Forte de S. Neutel, in Chaves.

Gondomar
José Cid & Quinteto
Start Date: 2021-09-04 End Date: 2021-09-04
Website: https://palmasaopalco.pt/
Contacts: Multiusos de Gondomar
Responsible for some of the greatest successes in Portuguese
music and recently awarded a Latin Grammy for Musical
Excellence, José Cid continues to cross generations with his usual
successes. José Cid & Quinteto presents their most recent album,
“FADOS, FANDANGOS, MALHÕES… and a VALSINHA”, on a night
in which José Cid's lyrics, melodies and charisma, together with
the quality of the musicians who accompany him, are the perfect
ingredients for an excellent show. José Cid is not only one of the
great interpreters and composers of Portuguese music in recent
decades, but he is also at the origin of what pop and rock music
is in Portugal. This show has a social aspect. Palmas ao Palco,
promoter of the event, will donate 10% of the ticket price to EU
SOU EU - Association for the Social Inclusion of Children and
Youth.

Guimarães
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Alice Phoebe Lou

António Zambujo

Start Date: 2021-10-30 End Date: 2021-10-30

Start Date: 2021-11-12 End Date: 2021-11-12

Website: https://www.ccvf.pt/

Website: https://www.sonsemtransito.com/pt/agenda

Contacts: Centro Cultural Vila Flor, em Guimarães

Contacts: Multiusos de Guimarães

Alice Phoebe Lou is back in Portugal on October 29, 2021 at
Capitólio, Lisbon and on October 30 at Centro Cultural Vila Flor,
in Guimarães to present her new album, scheduled for release in
the spring of next year. Soul, blues and jazz sounds mixed with
Alice Phoebe Lou's fierce and captivating approach have
captured the attention of music lovers around the world. After
the success of Paper Castles (2019), the young South African
decides to break the lack of music caused by the pandemic and
presents a new theme, “Witches”. Accompanying this debut,
Alice Phoebe Lou shares the documentary directed by Julian
Culverhouse that shows the entire creative and production
process of her latest studio album.

António Zambujo presents “António Zambujo Voz e Violão”, in
commemoration of 20 Years of Multiusos de Guimarães. In his
most recent record work, the musician is inspired by the name of
one of the albums of his (and our) life, 'João Voz e Violão', an
album by João Gilberto published in 1999, and goes back,
nothing accidentally, to the essential . There are many worlds
within António Zambujo's world and, live, whether he performs
only accompanied by his guitar or is surrounded by his
musicians, there is the certainty that he is an excellent singer
and musician with a unique ability to captivate the audience.

Guimarães Jazz
Start Date: 2021-11-11 End Date: 2021-11-20
Website: www.guimaraesjazz.pt, www.ccvf.pt
Contacts: Guimarães
If you're a jazz fan, don't miss this festival! The very first festival
in 1992 was considered by critics to be the best of the year and,
every year since then, in the first weeks of November, the
Guimarães Jazz Festival has revealed a whole host of new
talents.
It is now regarded as a showcase for new musical directions and
budding musicians, giving the audience the chance to appreciate
some of the latest and most original trends in jazz.

Matosinhos
New Age Beach Party
Start Date: 2021-09-10 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: https://www.radionovaera.pt/nova-era-beachparty-2021-novas-datas/
Contacts: Praia do Aterro Norte, Matosinhos
The organization of the New Era Beach Party decided to
reschedule the biggest Beach Party in Europe for September
10th and 11th, 2021, when all the current indicators give us
confidence to be able to carry it out within what is essential for
all audiences, artists and employees: safety and well-being. The
lineup already announced for the 2020 dates initially scheduled,
remains with Martin Garrix, Armin van Buuren, Oliver Heldens,
W&W, Vintage Culture, Mariana Bo, Hatter, Bassjackers, D-Block
& S-te-fan and other news to be announced soon on Radio Nova
Era.

Paredes de Coura
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Vodafone Paredes de Coura Festival
Start Date: 2022-08-17 End Date: 2022-08-20
Website: http://www.paredesdecoura.com
Contacts: Praia do Tabuão - Paredes de Coura
Don't miss the four-day Paredes de Coura Festival in August.
Bands, playing mainly alternative rock, perform in a natural
amphitheatre at the river beach of Tabuão, near the town of
Paredes de Coura in the region of Porto e Norte, offering always
a party atmosphere in this beautiful landscape.
For those who want to make the most of nature contact and live
fully the festival spirit, the best option is to buy the four-day pass
that offers free camping. Visit the festival web site and get all
the information about it.

Peso da Régua
Douro Rock 2021
Start Date: 2021-08-05 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: https://www.facebook.com/dourorock/
Contacts: Juncal de Baixo, Porto
The Douro Rock festival returns from the 5th to the 7th of August
2021. The GNR celebrates 40 years of their career in Régua.
Created in 2016, Douro Rock immediately assumed the
commitment to bring the best Portuguese music to Peso da
Régua. Over the course of four years, the greatest national
artists, from different generations, performed on the festival
stage with new records, some with guests, even providing
unprecedented moments. With one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the world as a backdrop, the Douro Rock was
installed next to the river, between the bridges, providing a full
experience. More than a music festival, Douro Rock promotes the
best that this demarcated region has to offer: World Heritage by
UNESCO, the Douro has established itself as an alternative to
festivals in Portugal, inviting the public to discover the region to
the sound of the best national music.

Porto
Kings of Convenience

SYRO

Start Date: 2022-05-16 End Date: 2022-05-16

Start Date: 2021-11-27 End Date: 2021-11-27

Website: https://houseoffun.pt/

Website:
https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/syro-2021/
Contacts: Hard Club, porto

Contacts: Coliseu Porto Ageas, Porto
Twelve years later, Kings of Convenience are back with a new
album. Peace or Love is the new work of the band that, in 2022,
returns to the Portuguese stages with a concert scheduled for
May 16 at Coliseu Porto Ageas. Peace or Love presents itself as
the soundtrack of two old friends, who explore the last years of
their life together. Recorded over five years and in five different
cities, the album arrives fresh and summery vibes. There are 11
themes about life and love, with the beauty, purity and
emotional clarity that are expected from Kings of Convenience.

After several award-winning hits such as “Near me”, “Acordar” or
“Home”, SYRO finally performs live and in his own name. On
November 27th, in Sala 1, with the guarantee of a show never
seen before in Portugal, SYRO brings us his long-awaited debut
album with very special guests.

Agnes
Start Date: 2021-09-24 End Date: 2021-09-24

Start Date: 2022-06-21 End Date: 2022-06-22

Website:
https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/agnes-2021/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto

Website: https://everythingisnew.pt/simple-minds-2/
https://everythingisnew.pt/simple-minds-lisboa-2/
Contacts: Coliseu Porto Ageas, Porto e Campo Pequeno,

Agnes emerged in 2019 on the internet as one of the biggest
musical revelations of the moment. While still a teenager, he

Simple Minds
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Lisboa
Simple Minds announces a world tour, passing through Portugal
on June 21 at the Coliseu do Porto AGEAS and June 22 at Campo
Pequeno, in Lisbon. The reason for this return to the road could
not be greater: the celebration of his 40th birthday with his fans.
The iconic band, heavily influenced by the chameleon rock of
David Bowie and electronic dance star Donna Summer, returns
to Portugal after an unforgettable acoustic concert, given in
Lisbon and Porto in May 2016. History promises to repeat itself,
but now the pretext is stronger: four decades, 21 edited works
and millions of fans around the world.

Amplifest

started publishing home videos, with voice and keyboards, and
caught the attention of important names in music, such as Dj
Alok, among others. In February it had around 600,000 followers,
a significant number for an artist at the beginning of her career
and, as if that wasn't enough, within 6 months after launching
the project “Elas por Elas” with the rapper Xamã, she saw this
number rise to more than 2 million fans, being then selected for
the disputed line up of the Rock in Rio Festival. This year the
Brazilian singer and songwriter presented Portuguese fans with
the advancement of the single “Lisboa”, a tribute to the capital,
where she was recording at the early this year, just before
quarantine. In 2021, he performs his first international shows,
passing through Portugal.

Start Date: 2022-10-08 End Date: 2022-10-15

Basilda

Website: https://amplificasom.com/amplifest/2022/

Start Date: 2021-10-08 End Date: 2021-10-11

Contacts: Hard Club, Porto

Website: https://www.som-direto.com/l/basilda-anunciamestreia-em-disco-e-concertos-ao-vivo-em-porto-e-lisboa/
Contacts: Círculo Católico Dos Operários Do Porto

In 2022, Amplifest will once again make the Hard Club in Porto
the meeting point for music lovers from all over the world. The
festival, which since 2011 has been an experience of discovering
the darkest spaces and transgressors of contemporary music,
will take place on 2 weekends in October 2022. Confirmations
include: Cult of Luna, Caspian, Amenra , Godspeed You! Black
Emperor, Holy Fawn, among many others.

Beatriz Felício
Start Date: 2021-09-28 End Date: 2021-09-28
Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/agenda/2021/set
embro/28-beatriz-felicio/2021/?lang=pt#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto

With a warm rhythm and contagious joy, Basildas' music is
sparkling on disco. On October 8th at CCOP, in Porto, and on
October 11th at Teatro Maria Matos, in Lisbon, Basilda present
the 11 songs from their first album, “Keep On Dancing”, live,
saving space for surprises and promising to spice up the music.
show with projections and video mapping by Grandpa's Lab.
Uniting themes such as the new single, 'Real Close', or 'Me &
You', which emerged spontaneously when the band already had
the album almost closed and which reflects its enormous desire
for human interaction, is the pleasure in making the most
hedonistic electronics a place to meet and share.

Black Lips
Beatriz Felício fell in love with fado when she heard Amália
Rodrigues on television, she was 7 years old. He received
teachings from his elders, in fado houses, and chose his great
references: Amália, Fernanda Maria, Teresa Tarouca, Lucília do
Carmo, Ana Moura and Carminho. He participated in television
programs such as Uma Canção Para Ti, Grande Premio do Fado
and The Voice Portugal, and also in Festival da Canção RTP in
2017. At 22, he sings with the freshness of a young voice with a
foot in tradition.

Bárbara Tinoco

Start Date: 2021-11-23 End Date: 2021-11-23
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/hard-club/theblack-lips-hard-club-porto-portugal/817759682188362/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
The American Black Lips will return to Portugal this year. The
band from Atlanta, Georgia, has concerts scheduled for the next
22nd and 23rd of November, at LAV, in Lisbon, and at Hard Club,
in Porto, respectively. Sing… In a World That's Falling Apart, the
group's latest album, is the motto for the Black Lips' return to
Portugal.

Start Date: 2021-11-20 End Date: 2021-11-20
Website:
https://www.coliseu.pt/evento/20211120-barbara-tinoco
Contacts: Coliseu Porto Ageas
Bárbara Tinoco is a singer and songwriter born in Lisbon. Selftaught guitar and singing, he had to talk about his very brief
passage through the casting phase of The Voice Portugal
program where, not having turned any of the mentors' chairs, he
had the opportunity to show an original theme. It was this song
"Antes Dela Dizer Que Sim" that he released as his debut single,
recorded by Ricardo Ferreira, João Só and Nuno Simões. The
Portuguese singer takes the stage at Coliseu Porto Ageas on 20
November 2021.

Esmae Big Band
Start Date: 2021-12-07 End Date: 2021-12-07
Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021/
dezembro/07-esmae-big-band/?lang=pt#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto

CALEMA
Start Date: 2022-01-08 End Date: 2022-01-14
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=85680 https://www.facebook.com/even
ts/coliseu/calema-coliseu-portoageas-8-janeiro-2022/409008803398567/
Contacts: Coliseu Porto Ageas e Coliseu dos Recreios
Lisboa
Earlier this year, CALEMA released a new album on the market:
"Yellow", which also gives its name to the 2021 Tour. CALEMA
announce the live presentation of this new album on January 8th
at Coliseu Ageas, in Porto and January 14 at Coliseu dos
Recreios, Lisbon. Two concerts promise to be a positive
reinforcement for all those who listen to them, not only for the
joyful and contagious sound but also for the positive message
that is implicit in every beat, in every second of this new work.
The themes already known to the general public and the new
songs, such as: "Te amo", "Allez", "Amar 24/24", "Abraços" or
"Yellow" single that gives name to this new work, take on new
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In the logic of a comprehensive and diverse training, students of
the ESMAE Jazz course are stimulated to develop competencies
in the areas of performance, improvisation, theory, composition
and arrangements. Thus, the ESMAE Big Band is an orchestra
composed of students who attend the Jazz course and, in a
tradition that dates back to the great leaders of the past-Duke
Ellington, Thad Jones or Bob Brookmeyer.

Força Suprema
Start Date: 2021-12-18 End Date: 2021-12-18
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/forcasuprema-2020/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
Força Suprema reschedule their visit to Hard Club for December
18, 2021. Tickets already purchased remain valid for the new
date, just keep them until the date of the show and present them
on the day. From the Sintra Line to the world, there will be no
lack of songs that 2020 did not let them sing with fans and
guests that you won't want to miss.

sounds with influences from afro culture, being part of a musical
lineup of two concerts that mark the start of the Yellow Tour.

Fernando Daniel
Start Date: 2021-10-16 End Date: 2021-10-30
Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=86203 https://www.coliseu.pt/evento/
20211016-fernando-daniel-tour-presente
Contacts: Coliseu Ageas Porto e Coliseu de Lisboa
On October 16th at Coliseu do Porto and October 30th at Coliseu
de Lisboa, Fernando Daniel presents "Tour Presente". "Presente"
went directly to the first place in the national top of sales in its
first week of edition, continuing to remain in the top positions.
"Presente" includes the singles "Nada a Perder", "Recomeçar",
"Cair", "Se Eu" (Platinum Single), "Melodia da Saudade" (Golden
Single) and "Tal Como Sou" (Single Platinum). All these themes
will be part of the concerts at the Coliseums, which promise to
be memorable.

Freddy And The Phantoms

John Black Wolf & The Bandits

Start Date: 2021-11-12 End Date: 2021-11-12

Start Date: 2021-09-18 End Date: 2021-09-18
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
John Black Wolf, is Diogo Lima, musician from Porto, debuted his
first album as John Black Wolf in 2019. The album received
numerous positive reviews in the foreign market. In July 2021, he
consolidates his work with the successor album “Until the dark is
gone”, distributed by Farol Música. John Black Wolf & The Bandits
take us on a journey filled with sound elements into Rock,
Americana, Heartland rock and Blues, a show with energy,
powerful and vibrant.

Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/fred
dy-and-the-phantoms-2021/
Contacts: Hard Cluub, Porto
Freddy And The Phantoms will step onto the stage in Hard Club's
Room 2 on November 12th. The Danish band is promoting their
album Universe from Nothing which was recorded at Medley
Studios in Copenhagen and produced by Ken Rock and the band.
River Of Hate and Freedom Is a Prison are examples of raw and
pure music from this collective.

João Gil | Caixa de Luz
Start Date: 2021-09-22 End Date: 2021-09-26

Michael Kiwanuka
Start Date: 2022-09-23 End Date: 2022-09-23
Website: https://www.musicanocoracao.pt/ptpt/evento/michael-kiwanuka
Contacts: Super Bock Arena - Pavilhão Rosa Mota, Porto
After the magnificent concert at the Super Bock Festival in Stock,
Michael Kiwanuka has already scheduled his return to Portugal
for next year. The British musician performs on the 24th of
September 2022, at Campo Pequeno, in Lisbon and on the 23rd
of September 2022 at the Super Bock Arena, Pavilhão Rosa
Mota, in Porto. In his luggage he brings the new album,
“Kiwanuka”, considered by the public and critics as one of the
best albums of the year 2019, having received the highest
quotation from publications such as The Guardian, NME, Q or the
Daily Telegraph. The Guardian highlights the musician's “warm
and sincere” vocals, in a register that is at the same time
“timeless and contemporary”; the Daily Telegraph points to the
“hypnotizing and charged” character of a spirit that finds relief in
the music it makes.

NO NOISE #6 | Experimental Music Festival & DIY

Website: https://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021
/setembro/22-joao-gil-convidatatanka/?sId=92219&lang=pt#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto
João Gil takes the show "Caixa de Luz" to Porto for a 5-day
residence in Room 2 of the Casa da Música and invites Tatanka,
Tiago Nacarato, Pedro Abrunhosa, Vozes da Rádio and Maria
Mendes and Miguel Araújo to join him on stage, from September
22 to 26, respectively. Signed by João Gil, "Caixa de Luz" is much
more than a concert that has different guests each night. It is
also a visual experience, in which the artist Ana Mesquita signs
the scenography, having created close to a hundred images and
videos inspired by the work of the musician, and helping to
create, as its name indicates, a "Light Box" that illuminates the
boundaries usually erected between artist and public.

Morad
Start Date: 2022-02-26 End Date: 2022-02-26
Website:
https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/morad-2022/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto

Start Date: 2021-08-07 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/events/183335837099757/
Contacts: Sonoscopia Associacão Cultural, Porto
For the 2021 edition, the event dedicated to experimental music
& DIY presents a uniquely international certame composed of

The Rapper, born in Barcelona, ??was born in 1999 and it was in
2019 that he launched his first songs. A few months after launch,
it became a real phenomenon. Every single the artist releases
reaches millions of views and has become probably the most
listened to Iberian artist in recent months. Morad is preparing the
release of his first album and will make his presentation in
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four artists from three distinct countries. The city of Porto
welcomes the electrophics of the Australian composer and
pianist Anthony Pateras; the entric voices of American songwriter
and performer Ka Baird; the rhythmic palpitations of American
percussionist Tracy Lisk; and the Italian duo Passpartout Duo, of
Nicoletta Favari and Christopher Salvito.

Portugal on February 25th, 2022 at LAV, Lisbon and February
26th at Hard Club, Porto.

NOS Primavera Sound
Start Date: 2022-06-09 End Date: 2022-06-12
Website: http://www.nosprimaverasound.com
Contacts: Parque da Cidade - Porto

Nelson Freitas
Start Date: 2021-10-16 End Date: 2021-10-16
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/nels
on-freitas-2021/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
Nelson Freitas presents “Dpos d'Quarentena” in concert Nelson
Freitas is back on stage to present his new album “Dpos
d'Quarentena” where he embraces the diversity of Cape Verdean
music styles, combining it with other musical genres that bring
new energy. In this concert we can find musical flavors that
come from Nigeria, Ghana or South Africa. The album features
the gold single “Dpos d'Quarantena” with over 9 million views on
YouTube and with very special guest appearances by Mr Eazi,
Dino D'Santiago, Rony Fuego, Julinho KSD, Mikas Cabral, June
Freedom and Neyna. A concert that brings together new music,
new energies and big surprises.

Go to hear NOS Primavera Sound, which brings a wide
selection of national and international artists to Porto.
Presenting itself as the Portuguese counterpart to the San Miguel
Primavera Sound open-air festival, which has taken place in
Barcelona since 2001, NOS Primavera Sound focuses on a variety
of styles and new bands, spotlighting both the local scene and
artists with long and respected careers.
The event will be scattered across several different stages. In
addition to the main stage - the NOS Stage, another highlight
will be the ATP Stage, which belongs to the British promoter All
Tomorrow 's Parties, creator of namesake festivals held in the
UK, the United States and Australia.
The Festival takes place in the Parque da Cidade (City Park), a
large urban park alongside the Atlantic coast.

North Music Festival
Start Date: 2021-09-30 End Date: 2021-10-02

Night Shift

Website: https://www.northmusicfestival.com/

Start Date: 2021-12-14 End Date: 2021-12-14

Contacts: Alfândega do Porto

Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021/
dezembro/14-night-shift/2021/?lang=pt#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto

The North Music Festival (NMF) has already released the new
dates for 2021. In an unprecedented three-day edition, the
festival will return to the Customs of Porto, between September
30 and October 2, having secured the confirmation of the
international poster heads already announced last year.
Deftones, Waterboys and The Script are the bands already
guaranteed for this year's alignment, to which they will be
putting together new names to be announced soon.

Rodrigo Amarante
Start Date: 2022-04-18 End Date: 2022-04-19
Website: https://www.capitolio.pt/pt/agenda/273/rodrigoamarante http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2022/
abril/18-rodrigo-amarante/#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto e Capitólio, Lisboa
Rodrigo Amarante releases the long-awaited new album
“Drama” on July 16th and announces a 2022 tour with two dates
in Portugal. Rodrigo Amarante presents the new album on April
18th, at Casa da Música, in Porto, and on April 19th, at Capitólio,
in Lisbon. Tickets are now on sale at the usual places.

Tricky
Start Date: 2021-11-30 End Date: 2021-11-30
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/trick
y-autumn-tour-2021-2021/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
The reference artist of English trip-hop returns to Portugal for
two concerts: November 30th in Porto (Hard Club) and December
1st in Lisbon (LAV). Talking about the 90's trip-hop scene and not
talking about Tricky is practically impossible. In these concerts,
the artist will present his 14th album - Fall to Pieces -, released
last September, after having released it in March the EP 20 20.

The public is invited to participate in this special concert helping
artists on stage to interpret a new composition. The work to
debut is commissioned by Cathy Milliken, composer, oboist and
founding member of the prestigious Ensemble Modern, and is
entitled Night Shift. It is based on Shakespeare's Midsummer
Night's Dream and has conflict and resolution as its theme.
Fairies are the influencers, and Artisans are those who live life in
a pragmatic way. The presentation at Casa da Música includes
texts in Portuguese created especially for this occasion and
promises to become an unforgettable experience.

Paulinho Moska Voice and Guitar
Start Date: 2021-12-02 End Date: 2021-12-02
Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021/
dezembro/02-paulinho-moska-voz-eviolao/?lang=pt#tab=0
Contacts: Casa da Música, Porto
This year Paulinho Moska returns to Portugal to present his show
only with voice and guitar. The ease of traveling around the
world with the guitar under his arm and singing what he
composed seduced him by the more direct relationship between
the artist and the audience. A Voice and a Guitar. A concert that
doesn't need anything else. Only from the author with his
accomplice (the guitar) singing songs that have been with us for
years. The songs are more faithful to the original compositions
and gain the expressive power of the author by playing and
singing “in the same way they were composed”.

The Toy Dolls
Start Date: 2021-10-02 End Date: 2021-10-02
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/the-
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His most recent work, which essentially addresses the artist's
self-reflections and explores his views on certain topics, was
recorded in Berlin and has the collaboration of Marta Z?akowska
on voice, a singer who Tricky met during one of her songs.
European tours after running out of vocals on opening day.

Zefiro Makes It: A Tasting Of Musical Wines

toy-dolls-2020/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
The Toy Dolls will celebrate their 40 years of history at the Hard
Club, where we will be able to listen to all their classics along
with themes from the latest album "EPISODE XIII". The band from
Sunderland (UK) is scheduled for 2021, on 2 October.

Start Date: 2021-09-17 End Date: 2021-09-17
Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021/
setembro/17-zefiro-torna/?lang=pt#
Contacts: Casa da Música, Sala 2 - Porto
In his motete Si bene perpendi, the Renaissance composer
Orlando di Lasso says anything like, "If I am not mistaken in the
accounts, there are five reasons to drink: the arrival of a guest,
the current seat, the thirst that is to come, the excellence of the
wine, the preservation of individual rights and the awareness of
the reproduction of the fleas." Lassus Grand Cru is a concert with
wines suitable to the music that will be played. Or maybe ... a
proof of wines with thought music for your flavours and flavors.
The compositions come from the Renaissance and are signed by
Orlando di Lasso and other artists his contemporaries. On the
stage is the award-winning ensemble Zefiro Torna, known for
giving life to the medieval, Renaissance and baroque cultural
heritage in absolutely original fashion, privileging the crossings
of different musical traditions with other arts, science and
philosophy.

UHF
Start Date: 2021-07-31 End Date: 2021-07-31
Website: http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2021/j
unho/10-uhf/?lang=pt#
Contacts: Casa da Música, Sala Suggia - Porto
Overcoming the silence to which music is flown, by sanitary
imperative, calls for new ideas to give breathing to art-isolation,
that silence stopped, kills. Or not. If there is energy. After several
postponements, the UHF takes the stage Persona À Skin Flower,
a spectacle based on two seminal discs: À Flor da Pele (1981)
and Persona Non Grata (1982). Songs such as "Street of the
Carmo", "Kaleidoscope lad", "A Bad Boy" and "Persona Non
Grata", which move generations of Portuguese, will be heard in
the concert that follows the alignment of the A and B sides of the
two LP. The proposal is to listen to a live record with people
onstage, without forgetting some classics and bringing novelties
from the next work.

São João da Pesqueira
Lola Marsh
Start Date: 2021-10-27 End Date: 2021-10-27
Website: https://www.hardclubporto.com/PT/evento/lolamarsh-2021/
Contacts: Hard Club, Porto
Os Susbitos present, in concert for the first time in Porto, the
Israeli band Lola Marsh, after the success of their performance in
Lisbon, in 2018, at the Super Bock in Stock. Accumulating
successes, since 2017, both in their electrifying live
performances, as in advertising collaborations (Ebay, Guerlain,
among others) and TV and film productions, they caught the
attention of the New York Times - “Israeli duo Lola Marsh
presents a comprehensive, cinematic music full of retro charm
and reverberation. There are scents of Dum Dum Girls, Elle King
and Lana Del Rey audible in Echoes.” A lush indie pop gem, full
of dramatic energy, to be discovered in concert, on October 27,
2021, in room 2 of Hard Club, Porto.

Viana do Castelo
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Neopop Festival

Pedro Abrunhosa

Start Date: 2022-08-10 End Date: 2022-08-13

Start Date: 2021-08-28 End Date: 2021-08-28

Website: www.neopopfestival.com

Website: https://www.abrunhosa.com/pt/

Contacts: Viana do Castelo

Contacts: Centro Cultural Viana do Castelo

In August takes place one of the largest electronic music
festivals in Portugal: the Neopop, which takes place in Viana do
Castelo, and every year receives hundreds people of several
nationalities. Several names and promising talents went through
the event in recent years. This edition will be no different,
counting with the presence of a strong international program
featuring some of the most important artists of modern
electronic music.

Composer, author, song writer, producer, editor, poet, musician.
From the Conservatory to Jazz, he formed bands, played in
orchestras, went on tours around the world. He founded the
Escola de Jazz do Porto, the Cool Jazz Orchestra and the Máquina
do Som. He created Bandoneonio and published "Viagens" in
1994, giving rise to an unprecedented phenomenon in Portugal.
It has a total of seven original albums, all written and composed
by you, "Viagens", "Tempo", "Silêncio", "Momento", "Luz",
"Longe" and "Contramão". With a solid career guided by success,
Pedro Abrunhosa accumulated platinum records and numerous
awards.

Vila Nova de Gaia
Gaia Summer Nights 2021

MEO Marés Vivas Festival 2022

Start Date: 2021-07-17 End Date: 2021-08-08

Start Date: 2022-07-15 End Date: 2022-07-17

Website: https://www.facebook.com/Noites-deVer%C3%A3o-em-Gaia-102582098163393/
Contacts: Quartel da Serra do Pilar, Vila Nova de Gaia

Website: http://maresvivas.meo.pt

Portuguese music returns to Vila Nova de Gaia for another
concert cycle during the months of July and August. Altogether
there will be four weekends. The Summer Nights in Gaia will take
place at the Parada do Quartel da Serra do Pilar from the 17th of
July with the inaugural concert by Jorge Palma. On the following
day, July 18th, it is Fernando Daniel's turn to take the stage of
the event. On the following weekend, on the 24th of July, the
performers from Coimbra, Quatro e Meia, and on the 25th of July,
the unavoidable António Zambujo will brighten up Gaia's
summer night with the most recent album "Voz e Violão". The
Algarvean Diogo Piçarra plays on the 1st of August. On the
following weekend, on the 7th, the Angels act. The Summer
Nights in Gaia end with the sound of the voice of the singer
Bárbara Tinoco on the 8th of August. Comedian Fernando Rocha
is also on the poster. The performance is scheduled for July 31st.

Contacts: Vila Nova de Gaia
“Urbane, all-encompassing and an absolute must”, that's
how the Marés Vivas Festival (Living Tides Festival) is
being described, which is taking place by the Rio Douro
estuary in Vila Nova de Gaia. Have you already bought
your ticket?
If the description of urbane is down to its closeness to the cities
of Gaia and Porto, which makes it easy to get to by public
transport, then the term all-encompassing refers to the diversity
of famous artists to be heard at this festival which makes it a
must for a large public coming not just from all over Portugal, but
also Spain and the rest of Europe.
Apart from the music, which is being performed at a beautiful
natural spot very close to the beaches, the Marés Vivas Festival
is also concerned with nature and the environment, actually
having the 100R Certificate which it was awarded in 2010.

Vila do Conde
Dead Combo
Start Date: 2021-08-27 End Date: 2021-08-27
Website: https://www.cmviladoconde.pt/pages/657?event_id=2533
Contacts: Teatro Municipal, Vila do Conde
THE DEAD COMBO are Tó Trips and Pedro Gonçalves. Two
characters who came out of a comic book comic book: a
Gangster and a Cangalheiro! Since 2003 they have recorded 7
albums many of which have been awarded and widely acclaimed
by the Portuguese and international critique. Frequent presence
in international stages, they assert themselves as one of the
most relevant bands in the Portuguese musical panorama.
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Other
The Tall Ships Race Lisboa 2021
Start Date: 2021-09-02 End Date: 2021-09-05
Website: https://tallshipslisboa.com/
Contacts: Lisboa - Terminal de Cruzeiros de Santa
Apolónia
In september 2021 every sea will be present in Lisbon, as
this is the starting point of the Tall Ships Race with the
participation of the largest and most beautiful sailing
ships in the world.
Portugal is hosting this grand regatta at the Santa Apolónia
Cruise Terminal, where the tall ships will be moored from 2 to
5 September 2021. During this period visitors will be able to get
to know these beautiful boats inside and outside, and enjoy a
wide-ranging programme of activities on the Passeio dos Sete
Mares. This promenade stretches for more than 1.5 km of the
quay along the river between Santa Apolónia and Terreiro do
Paço, and it will be divided into several areas where various
cultural and recreational activities will take place, including
concerts, workshops, exhibitions, sports and general
entertainment shows.
On 5 September the Tall Ships Race sets out from Lisbon for
Spain, where it will call at two ports - Cádiz and A Coruña, and
will end in Dunkirk in France.

Alentejo
Castelo de Vide
Sounds with History - Castelo de Vide Music
Festival
Start Date: 2021-08-21 End Date: 2021-08-29
Website: https://www.cm-castelo-vide.pt/2863/sons-comhistoria---festival-de-musica-de-castelo
Contacts: Castelo de Vide
Three musical shows and a sung mass mark the schedule of the
2nd edition of the festival “Sons com História”, which will take
place in August, in Castelo de Vide (Portalegre). Promoted by the
Municipality of Castelo de Vide, the festival will take place on the
21st and from the 27th to the 29th of August, in places
considered “emblematic” of the Alentejo village. According to
the organization, admission to the shows is free.

Tróia
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THU 2021 - Trojan Horse was a Unicorn
Start Date: 2021-09-20 End Date: 2021-09-25
Website: https://www.trojan-unicorn.com/
Contacts: Tróia
Trojan Horse was a Unicorn (THU 2021), one of the
biggest events in the digital and entertainment industry,
will host its eighth edition in Tróia in September. It was
time to go back to the place where everything started.
Trojan Horse was a Unicorn’s internationally acclaimed Main
Event, which took place in Portugal from 2013 to 2017, will
return to Tróia for its eighth edition. Founded in 2013, THU is,
today, a global brand in the digital and entertainment &
interactive industry, bringing together all of its areas: movies,
games, visual effects, animation, VR, and more. Its Main Event is
one of the world’s leading transformative experiences for digital
artists and creative professionals.
Everyone is welcome: artists, programmers, entrepreneurs,
industry professionals, doers, and dreamers. The last edition, in
2019, attracted over 1,000 participants from 79 countries.
This year’s program will feature a feast of inspiration and
learning resources with talks, recruitment sessions, mentorships,
and many other activities.

Algarve
Lagoa
VENTANIA - Festival of Performative Arts of the
Barlavento
Start Date: 2021-06-02 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: https://ventaniafest.pt/2021
Contacts: Lagos, Lagoa, Portimão
VENTANIA - Performing Arts Festival formative of the Barlavento
lavento is of return to the cellless cons of Lagos on June 2, Lagoa
on June 10 and Portimão on September 11, returning to bet on a
propping grammation that approx fuses the issues of the
livelihoods illogical idylated, bringing them to the artistic plan. In
this which is its 3ª edition, VENTANIA is proposing to be able to
resentent air solutions to overcome some of the great challenges
that we have fractured at a global level, but also in the region in
the algarvia in paraglistically umentary home. 2 to 4 June (Lagos)
11 and 12 June (Lagoa) 11 September (Portimão)

Sagres
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Sagres Birdwatching Festival
Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-05
Website: http://www.birdwatchingsagres.com,
https://www.facebook.com/birdwatchingfestivalofsagres
Contacts: Sagres
Plan your visit to Sagres and do not miss the
Birdwatching Festival!
In October, Sagres in the Algarve will host the largest
birdwatching event held in Portugal: the "Bird Watching
Festival". Sagres, a place with a huge biodiversity and
beautiful landscapes, is at this time of the year the main
crossing point in Portugal for migratory birds, towards the warm
lands of Africa.
The program includes more than 160 different activities where
you can participate alone or with friends or family. It includes
activities such as field trips, boat trips, short-courses,
environmental education workshops, bird ringing and monitoring
sessions, and much more. But there are other possibilities:
pedestrian walks, guided tours about the history of
Sagres, walks
with
donkeys
or horses
or
boat
trips
toofwatch
dolphins
or birds.
activities
are
free
and
have
special
price
for Some
the
Festival.
During
the
four
days
the a
Festival
the
may and
have
access
also others
to including
several
discounts
in participants
services
promoted
byshops.
local
partners,
accommodation,
restaurants

Centro de Portugal
Almeida
12 em Rede - Aldeias em Festa! (12 in Network –
Villages in Party!)
Start Date: 2021-06-05 End Date: 2021-11-06
Website: https://aldeiashistoricasdeportugal.com/
Contacts: Almeida, Belmonte, Castelo Mendo, Castelo
Novo, Castelo Rodrigo, Idanha-a-Velha, Linhares da Beira,
Marialva, Monsanto, Piódão, Trancoso e Sortelha
Between June and November, the cycle "12 em Rede"
brings a lot of animation to the Historical Villages with
events of various types that include various animations,
such as theatrical tours, workshops, new circus, music
and gastronomy. And as they are also broadcast by
digital means, it will be difficult to have full capacity!
Each of the twelve historical villages will host an event that
celebrates and promotes its tangible and intangible cultural
heritage, involving the community through a genuinely
differentiated cultural programme. The culture, gastronomy,
traditions, customs, heritage, legends and myths of each of the
villages will again be the motto for these events, which will be
presented in an outdoor or indoor space of heritage relevance.
Although the events are being prepared for the public to attend,
selecting venues where access control and adequate sanitation
measures can be applied, the focus remains on online
broadcasting, which proved to be a success in the previous
edition.

Coimbra
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Arts Festival
Start Date: 2021-07-19 End Date: 2021-07-27
Website: http://www.festivaldasartes.com
Contacts: Quinta das Lágrimas - Coimbra
In July, Coimbra will be hosting its Arts Festival,
organised by the Inês de Castro Foundation.
This is an eclectic festival offering public exposure to all kinds
of artistic expression: music, painting, theatre, literature,
cinema, photography and much more besides! The Festival will
mainly take place in the spectacular open-air amphitheatre at
the Quinta das Lágrimas.

Estarreja
25.º AVANCA Film Festival
Start Date: 2021-07-28 End Date: 2021-08-01
Website: https://www.avanca.com/
Contacts: Cine-Teatro de Estarreja (CTE)
Special edition of the AVANCA Film Festival – International Film,
Television, Video and Multimedia Meetings. With a premiere
scheduled for Saturday at the Cine-Teatro de Estarreja (CTE), the
25th edition will take place from 28 July to 1 August. The
international festival begins its 25th edition celebrations at the
CTE, this Saturday, the 17th, at 21:00, with the show “Piratas e
Sereias, Ostras e Baleias”. This film-concert by Space Ensemble,
a well-known band from the Avanca festival, invites the audience
to a journey through the depths of the oceans, wrapped in the
magic of animated cinema. The international meetings will take
place this year in various spaces. In addition to the Cine-Teatro
de Estarreja, they will also take place at the Parish Auditorium of
Avanca, Cinema Vida de Ovar, and again at Drive In in the center
of the parish of Avanca.

Fátima
Pilgrimages to Fátima
Start Date: 2021-10-12 End Date: 2021-10-13
Website: http://www.santuario-fatima.pt,
http://www.fatima.pt/pt
Contacts: Fátima
The Apparitions of Fátima have turned the town into one of the
world's major centres of the Marian cult.
The largest gatherings of devotees occur on 13th May (especially
the Candlelight Procession on the night of 12th May and the
"Adeus" (Farewell) Procession on 13th May, which closes the
celebrations) and on 13th October.

Óbidos
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FOLIO - International Literary Festival of Óbidos
Start Date: 2021-10-14 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: www.foliofestival.com
Contacts: Óbidos
The "Folio - International Literary Festival of Óbidos" is back for
another edition, in which it brings together writers, readers,
artists, musicians, books, letters and many different points of
view, this year invests in internationalization, on the one hand,
but involvement of local communities.
Divided into five chapters - Authors, Folia, Educa, Ilustra and
Bohemia - the festival provides many hours of programming

writers' tables,
concerts and exhibitions, involving a large
number of direct participants, including authors,
thinkers, artists and creatives.
including a diversity of activities such as

Oleiros
Fly on Beira Baixa
Start Date: 2021-08-30 End Date: 2021-09-04
Website: https://www.voarnabeirabaixa.com/
Contacts: Castelo Branco
In the heart of the Iberian Peninsula is a land full of history,
natural beauty and rural charm, Beira Baixa is a true open-air
museum. Dozens of hot air balloons will fly over the roads, trails
and stunning landscapes of the municipalities of the Beira Baixa
Inter-municipal Community: Castelo Branco, Idanha-a-Nova,
Oleiros, Penamacor, Proença-a-Nova and Vila Velha de Ródão.
From 30 August to 4 September 2021, (unless weather
conditions do not allow it), the Beira Baixa sky hosts the first hot
air balloon event of Centro de Portugal. It will be six days when
balloon flights will combine with nature activities, cultural
discovery and gastronomic experiences in six different locations.
The program is divided into two parts: From 7:00 am to 11:30
am, the program has several activities such as hot air balloon
flights, static balloon flights and traditional games. Also, between
12:00 and 21:00 it will be possible to experience the traditional
gastronomy of this region in the restaurants. August 30 - Oleiros
August 31 - Proença-a-Nova September 1 - Penamacor
September 2 - Idanha a Nova September 3 - Vila Velha de Ródão
September 4 - Castelo Branco

Lisboa Region
Almada
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Quinzena of Almada Dance - International Dance
Festival
Start Date: 2021-09-23 End Date: 2021-10-17
Website: http://quinzenadedancadealmada.cdancaalmada.pt/
Contacts: Auditório Fernando Lopes Graça, Almada
Created in 1992, the Quinzena de Dança de Almada –
International Dance Festival is today a space for the presentation
and promotion of Dance, offering the public a set of wellrepresented events of national and international Contemporary
Dance. In addition to the shows, the Festival offers other
activities related to Dance, such as workshops, exhibitions,
meetings, videodance, etc. in formal or informal spaces, thus
opening up the possibility of dialogue with urban architecture.

Lisboa
Disconcert

Jimmy Carr | Terribly Funny

Start Date: 2022-01-26 End Date: 2022-01-30

Start Date: 2022-09-21 End Date: 2022-09-21

Website: https://www.coliseulisboa.com/agenda/detalhes
.aspx?codEspSala=94192
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa

Website: https://www.fproducao.pt/espectaculos/jimmycarr_139
Contacts: Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisboa

Desconcerto, a show that brings together António Zambujo,
Luísa Sobral and Miguel Araújo, at Coliseu dos Recreios, in
Lisbon, from 26 to 30 January 2022. It can count on five shows
originally announced.

Being politically correct in a comedy show is like having the
guarantee of health and safety on a bulls ' largade. This
completely new spectacle of Jimmy Carr contains jokes about all
sorts of terrible things. Terrible things that can have-affected
you, the it and the people you love and know. But it's just jokes,
and not these terrible things. Being one of the biggest names in
comedy worldwide, with a presence in film and television from
various countries, the brilliant Irish comedian Jimmy Carr, known
for his dark and inexpressive humor about all mundane themes,
will travel the world with his new show "Terribly Funny".

Madeira
Ilha da Madeira
Madeira - Nature Festival
Start Date: 2021-10-05 End Date: 2021-10-10
Website: www.visitmadeira.pt
Contacts: Ilha da Madeira
The Madeira - Nature Festival promotes for a week tourist
activities based on nature, thus encouraging a direct contact
with the rich natural heritage of the archipelago of Madeira.
Whether on the land, in the air or in the sea, the choices are
multiple and visitors can experience a wide range of different
activities suitable for all ages. In addition to these activities there
are many more as part of this festival celebrating sports,
entertainment, Madeiran culture and traditions.
In the downtown Funchal area will be held a photography
exhibition, a small typical religious festivity, a regional
gastronomy show, and performances by folk dancing groups.

Ilha de Porto Santo
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Columbus Festival
Start Date: 2021-09-23 End Date: 2021-09-26
Website: http://www.visitmadeira.pt
Contacts: Vila Baleira - Porto Santo
In September, in an atmosphere evoking the period of the
Portuguese Maritime Discoveries, the island of Porto
Santo puts on a whole range of concerts and
performances linked to music and theatre.
Vila Baleira devotes a week to the navigator Christopher
Columbus, who passed through this island and spent several
years of his life living here. Columbus came into contact with
Madeira in 1478, when the inhabitants of Funchal were devoting
their energies to the sugar trade. Columbus lived in this
archipelago after marrying the daughter of the captain of Porto
Santo. His son Diogo was born here.
This festival is designed to remind people of Columbus’ time in
the Madeira Archipelago, during the course of his voyages to the
American continent, as well as the whole epic story of the period
of the Discoveries.
Music, exhibitions, street entertainment and a historical parade
recreate the medieval atmosphere of Columbus’
disembarkation with his companions on the town’s quay. The
festivities serve to make this week a truly "historic" one.

Porto and the North
Porto
Jimmy Carr | Terribly Funny
Start Date: 2022-09-22 End Date: 2022-09-22
Website: https://www.fproducao.pt/espectaculos/jimmycarr_139
Contacts: Teatro Sá da Bandeira, Porto
Being politically correct in a comedy show is like having the
guarantee of health and safety on a bulls ' largade. This
completely new spectacle of Jimmy Carr contains jokes about all
sorts of terrible things. Terrible things that can have-affected
you, the it and the people you love and know. But it's just jokes,
and not these terrible things. Being one of the biggest names in
comedy worldwide, with a presence in film and television from
various countries, the brilliant Irish comedian Jimmy Carr, known
for his dark and inexpressive humor about all mundane themes,
will travel the world with his new show "Terribly Funny".

Santa Maria da Feira
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Days of the Burgo
Start Date: 2021-06-10 End Date: 2021-12-31
Website: https://cm-feira.pt/noticias/-/noticias/NoticiasLis
tagemPortlet_INSTANCE_lJ34mnXDbbBj/detail/2008775
Contacts: Do centro histórico ao Castelo de Santa Maria
da Feira
Burgo Days is the new project that the Municipality of Santa
Maria da Feira and the Municipal Company Feira Viva - Culture
and Sport are preparing for the territory, scheduled to start on
June 10, Portugal Day, extending for all purposes- week of the
year. Attentive to the national and international public, thinking
about families, residents and local stakeholders, the “Dias do
Burgo” will occupy Santa Maria da Feira, from the historic center
to the Castle, focusing on moments in the History of Portugal and
providing more experiences intimate, but differentiating, to “our
guests”, through the symbiosis between culture, entertainment,
history, gastronomy, material and immaterial heritage.

Sport
Open de Portugal
Start Date: 2021-09-23 End Date: 2021-09-26
Website: https://opendeportugal.com/,
http://www.europeantour.com/
Contacts: Royal Óbidos
The Portugal Open is the main international golf competition held
in Portugal and is part of the calendar of the PGA European Tour
circuit.
Contested on Portugal's best golf courses, under a blue sky, it is
an opportunity to see well known players.

Alentejo
Baja Portalegre 500
Start Date: 2021-10-28 End Date: 2021-10-30
Website: http://www.bajaportalegre.com
Cross-country racing fans should check out the Baja
Portalegre 500, to be held on the roads of the Alentejo
region in October.
Over a period of almost 20 years, competitive racing tracks in
the Alentejo region have hosted the Iberian peninsular’s most
traditional cross-country racing competition – the Baja
Portalegre, integrated within the FIA World Cup for CrossCountry Rallies. This competition is organised in three
categories - automobile, motor bike and quad - and its
quality and competitiveness is confirmed by the annual presence
of leading international pilots.
The Baja Portalegre 500 is organised by the Portuguese
Automobile Association (ACP) and contributes to various
competitions such as the Vodafone National Cross-Country
competition, the Spanish Cross-Country Championship, the II
Nissan Challenge (Spain), the Tomaz Mello Breyner Trophy and
the RTP Cross-Country Trophy.
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Monsaraz
National Windsurfing Course Racing Championship
2021
Start Date: 2021-04-23 End Date: 2021-09-19
Contacts: Monsaraz, Lagos, Portimão, Cascais e Ilha do
Faial
The National Championships in Formula Windsurfing, the
class practised by the elite on the professional and world
circuits, takes place between April and September, with
stages taking place in different parts of the country.
This competitive format of high-performance racing allows more
races to be held in a given period of time. Typical courses
include races downwind or upwind and in a triangular or square
format, with the winner being the competitor with the best total
score for all the races in the event.
The first stage of this championship takes place in Monsaraz, on
the Great Lake of Alqueva in April, and the remaining stages are
held at sea.
Monsaraz - 23 to 25 April
Lagos - 9 to 13 June
Portimão - 9 to 11 July
Cascais - 23 to 25 July
Faial (Azores) - 16 to 19 September

Santiago do Cacém
5º Trail Costa Vicentina
Start Date: 2021-10-24 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: https://trailcostavicentina.pt/#
Contacts: Igreja Matriz, Santiago do Cacém
The Trail will be travelled by the beautiful and unique rail /
pedestrian path of the Vicentine Route between Santiago de
Cacém and Porto Covo, in the long distance of 57 Km, with
departure as 8h30 in the Matrix Church of Santiago de Cacém.
With early 10h00 in the center of the Cercal of the Alentejo
depart the athletes for an intermediate distance of 25 Km
between the Cercal and Porto Covo. By the 10h30 takes place
the match for a shorter distance in a 15 Km pathway between
Sonega and Porto Covo. The Long Trail as well as the Middle Trail
are steps from the Ultra Trail National Circuit and the National
Trail Circuit respectively.

Algarve
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ALUT - Algarviana Ultra Trail
Start Date: 2021-11-25 End Date: 2021-11-28
Website: http://alut.pt/
Contacts: Algarve - Via Algarviana
Introducing itself as “the race that will put Algarve to the
test”, the Algarviana Ultra Trail is a trail running sports
event whose route crosses Portugal from one side to the
other, proclaiming the beauty of its inland areas.
Starting on November 25, the ALUT, which, at 300 km, is the
longest trail running race in Portugal, should be completed in
72 hours and its course is almost entirely on the Via Algarviana.
It starts in Alcoutim, beside the River Guadiana, and ends at
Cabo de São Vicente, in Vila do Bispo. The course passes
through the Serra do Caldeirão, Serra do Espinhaço de Cão and
Serra de Monchique, climbing to a height of 12,700 metres.
Participation in the event is limited to a maximum of 100
athletes, as the organization takes special care with their
monitoring and safety. It is recommended that participants
already have experience in 100-mile races or similar distances.

Faro
Night Tri Run Faro
Start Date: 2021-09-11 End Date: 2021-09-11
Website: https://faro.nighttrirun.pt/
Contacts: Cais de embarque de Faro, Faro
The NightTriRun Faro consists of a triathlon-proof, Olympic
distance or standard. This competition consists of 1.5 km
swimming, 40 km cycling and 10 km race, where the triathlete
will be challenged to complete the proof in unique and nevermade conditions in Portugal.

Portimão
Algarve Classic Festival

C1 Eurocup

Start Date: 2021-10-29 End Date: 2021-10-31

Start Date: 2021-08-21 End Date: 2021-08-21

Website: https://autodromodoalgarve.com/racecalendar/algarve-classic-festival/
Contacts: Autódromo Internacional do Algarve, Portimão

Website: https://www.motorsponsor.pt/trofeu-c1

The Algarve Classic Festival, the biggest classic car event in the
Iberian Peninsula, will take place once again at Autódromo
Internacional do Algarve, from 29 to 31 October. The festival will
host 11 European Classic Championships, which will attract the
best cars and drivers of the speciality to AIA. This is a unique
event that celebrates all the success and elegance of historic
cars. Is the perfect weekend for those who are in love with
classic cars.

During 12h the Citroën C1 test their limits in a real proof of
resistance. The competition starts on August 21 with a lot of
action in and out of track.

Contacts: Autódromo Internacional do Algarve,
Mexilhoeira Grande - Portimão

Ride Across Algarve
Start Date: 2022-02-16 End Date: 2022-02-16
Website: https://podi1.com/event/ride-across-algarve/
Contacts: Câmara Municipal de Portimão, Algarve

MotoGP Grand Prix of Portugal
Start Date: 2021-11-07 End Date: 2021-11-09
Website: https://www.motogp.com/,
https://autodromodoalgarve.com/
Contacts: Autódromo Internacional do Algarve (Portimão)
The MotoGP Grand Prix of Portugal is back in Portugal at

The Ride Across Algarve is an amateur cycling challenge
organized in partnership with the Volta to Algarve competition,
integrated into the UCI Pro Series circuit. This partnership allows
the participants of the Ride Across Algarve to enjoy an event by
specially planned steps for amateur cyclists, lived within the
environment of a Pro Series proof, while sharing the experience
with the Pro Tour and the leading international teams and
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the Algarve International Circuit in November
This race of the world speed motorcycling championship, will
take place between 7 and 9 november in Portimão, promising
unique emotions on two wheels.

Superbike World Championship

cyclists present at the Volta to the Algarve. The concept of the
Ride Across Portugal has been adapted into the Ride Across
Algarve so that the participants can discover some of the best
Algarve scenery. Challenging steps, with sections of the timed
pathway and pit stops, designed on calm roads, surrounded by
beautiful landscapes. The Ride Across Algarve is the perfect
blend between sport, culture and local gastronomy.

Start Date: 2021-10-01 End Date: 2021-10-03
Website: http://www.autodromodoalgarve.com,
http://www.worldsbk.com
Contacts: Autódromo Internacional do Algarve - Portimão
Vibrate with the vertiginous speed of the superbikes
which will take part in one of the stages of the Superbike
world championship in the Algarve.
Renowned for its competitive edge, the SBK championship has
its traditional centre is in Europe and is also hosted in various
parts of the globe such as Australia, Qatar and the United States.
This competition is even more thrilling because no prototypes
are used - only bikes built from commercial models.
As in other motorsports, each event counts for two simultaneous
championships – pilots and brands.

Azores
Ilha de São Jorge
Azores Triangle Adventure 2021 Golden Trail
National Series by Salomon
Start Date: 2021-10-22 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: https://pt.azorestriangleadventure.com/
Contacts: Ilhas de São Jorge, do Pico e do Faia, Açores
Azores Triangle Adventure 2021 is an incredible trail running
race that covers 3 stages in 3 days, through the most
emblematic landscapes of the three islands of the Azorean
Triangle: São Jorge Island, Pico Island and Faial Island, in a total
of more than 80 kilometers.

Centro de Portugal
Óbidos
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2º Trail Lagoa de Óbidos
Start Date: 2021-09-04 End Date: 2021-09-04
Website: https://traillagoaobidos.com/
Contacts: Vau, Óbidos
With the support of the City Hall of Óbidos and the Vau Freguesia
Board, it takes place on September 4, 2021, the Trail Lagoa de
Óbidos that will be trawled by paths and rails in the zone of the
Óbidos Lagoa. It will be composed of a Long Trail in the distance
of 27k and a Short Trail of 12k. Departure and arrival in the Vau,
Óbidos ' concelho. The Long Trail will be done running, while the
Short Trail will be running or hiking.

Tondela
Caramulo Motorfestival
Start Date: 2021-09-03 End Date: 2021-09-05
Website: http://www.caramulo-motorfestival.com
Contacts: Caramulo
This September, journey back several decades and watch a
Festival which brings classic and sports vehicles to the roads
around Caramulo.
Dedicated to classic and sports cars and motorbikes, the
Caramulo Motor Festival combines competition with leisure in an
ideal event for all visitors – whether or not motor sports fans.
In addition to the Caramulo Ramp - which counts towards the
National Mountain Championship /Caterham Trophy - this
Festival incorporate other events such as the Luso-Caramulo
Historic Rally, the Viseu-Caramulo Historic Ride and
concentrations of classic vehicles offering processions of
collector items. In order to see the vehicles in detail, it is also
possible to visit the Automobilia trade fair in the Multiuse Pavilion
or the collection of cars, motorbikes, velocipedes and miniatures
in the Caramulo Museum - one of the Festival organisers.
Take advantage of this opportunity and enjoy the spectacular
landscapes of the Serra do Caramulo - one of the best locations
in Portugal for practising outdoor activities, such as mountain
climbing, rappel, slide or BTT cycling.

Lisboa Region
EDP Lisbon Marathon
Start Date: 2021-10-17 End Date: 2021-10-17
Website: http://www.maratonaclubedeportugal.com/
Contacts: Cascais / Lisboa
The Lisbon Marathon will take place in October which is
always competed for against a backdrop of panoramic
views by the river or seaside.
The 42 kms distance Marathon sets off from Cascais and
follows the Coastal Road (Estrada Marginal), firstly by the sea
and then along the river until the finish line at Lisbon's Parque
das Nações.
The event also includes two shorter distance races which are
within the reach of all those taking part. The Half Marathon
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sets off from the Vasco da Gama Bridge and charts a 21kms
course that also finishes up at the Parque das Nações. It provides
the opportunity to cross one of the longest bridges in Europe on
foot on the one day when cars have to give precedence to
people.
At the same time there is the Mini Marathon which is about
8kms and corresponds to the last stretch of the two races. Very
popular with the locals in general, the Mini Marathon is taken by
each one in their own stride, whether running or walking, since
the main objective is taking part and meeting people.

Lisboa
IRONMAN 70.3 Portugal

Lisbon Eco Marathon

Start Date: 2021-10-23 End Date: 2021-10-23

Start Date: 2022-05-08 End Date: 2022-05-08

Website: https://www.ironman.com/im703-cascais

Website: https://maratonadelisboa.pt/

Contacts: Cascais

Contacts: Alameda Cardeal Cerejeira, Lisboa

IRONMAN 70.3 will take place in Cascais, along the
Atlantic coast. Don’t miss it!

The Ecology, Competition and Social Solidarity are the main
assumptions of this evidence. In addition to the "mythical"
distance of 42.195 Km from the Marathon, there is the possibility
to make two more distances, the 21 Km Half Marathon and Mini
Marathon 12 Km, thus opening up the challenge to all sorts of
athletes where the convivial and the good arrangement are the
words of order. The Evidence is disputed in the lung of the townMonsanto Forest Park, a proof with one of the most striking
pathways for the practitioners of the modality. To the practice of
sport, it joins the convivid in party environment in the centre of
the capital.

This competition, which includes swimming, cycling and running,
is part of the world's largest triathlon organization and offers
50 qualifying slots for the IRONMAN 70.3 World Championship.
In Portugal, the event takes place in the area of Cascais, a lively
and cosmopolitan village by the sea, and starts with one loop
swim in front of the fortress.
The 90 km loop cycle course takes off in Cascais and along the
Avenida Marginal (coastline road) until Algés, passing through
Oeiras with beautiful views of the Atlantic Ocean. The return
route is made along another road overlooking the Serra de
Sintra, reaching Cascais via the Guincho road.
The race ends with a two loop run course along the 3 km
(Paredão) promenade next to the Cascais, Estoril and São Pedro
beaches.

Lisbon Half Marathon
Start Date: 2021-11-21 End Date: 2021-11-21
Website: http://www.meiamaratonadelisboa.com,
http://www.facebook.com/MeiaMaratonaLisboa
Contacts: Lisboa
The Lisbon Half Marathon will be taking place over a
course that takes runners across the 25 de Abril bridge
and offers them some beautiful panoramic views over the
city.

Volta a Portugal
Start Date: 2021-08-04 End Date: 2021-08-15
Website: https://www.volta-portugal.com/
Contacts: Praça do Município, Lisboa
The Volta to Portugal is the biggest sporting event of the
Portuguese summer. Much more than a race that stirs up crowds
and takes the thrill of sport all over the country interacting
locally with more than 2 million people, Volta is a prestigious
sport competition for stages. The Volta is a proof certified by the
UCI, International Cicist Union, represented by the Portuguese
Cycling Federation. The evidence disputes between about 170
cyclists, distributed on average by 22 teams. It is an event of
public interest with almost 100 years. The 1ª edition took place
in 1927 and is the biggest proof of Portuguese cycling, followed
by the Volta to the Algarve. It is also one of the contestants for
the oldest stages in the world.

This race covers a distance of 21,097 metres from its start at the
toll booths on the opposite bank of the River Tagus to the
finishing line in front of the Mosteiro dos Jerónimos in
Belém. It forms part of the Official Calendar of the Association of
International Marathons and Road Races (AIMS) and its
competitors will include some of the world’s top athletes.
Included in the programme for the Half Marathon and starting at
the same time as the main event is the Mini-Marathon, which
covers a distance of 7,200 metres and is open to all those who
wish to participate, being essentially more of a social event than
an actual competition.
If you’re in Lisbon, come and join in this festival of sport, which
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last year reached a world record number of 37,000 participants.
And take advantage of this great opportunity to cross over the
25 de Abril bridge on foot, appreciating the magnificent view that
it offers over the Portuguese capital.

World Bike Tour Lisbon-Oeiras 2021
Start Date: 2021-09-05 End Date: 2021-09-05
Website: https://worldbiketour.pt/conceito/
Contacts: Avenida da Liberdade, Lisboa
The World Bike Tour is a project that contains a set of activities
that culminate in a cycling tour, without competitive objectives
and with the participation of thousands of people. The route has
about 20 km of good disposition to travel with family or friends,
but always in safety.

Sintra
Sintra Portugal Pro
Start Date: 2021-09-07 End Date: 2021-09-12
Website: http://www.sintrabodyboard.com
Contacts: Praia Grande - Sintra
Come and appreciate the great skill and expertise of the world’s
top bodyboarders, who, in September, will be taking part in the
Sintra Portugal Pro at Praia Grande.
Organised under the auspices of the International Bodyboarding
Association (IBA), the Sintra Portugal Pro tournament consists of
both men’s and women’s events and is the only stage in the
World Bodyboarding Championship to be held in Europe.
Contained within the boundaries of the protected area of the
Sintra-Cascais Natural Park, Praia Grande is considered a major
international bodyboarding event because of the quality of its
waves, which allow competitors to perform some truly
spectacular manoeuvres.

Madeira
Funchal
MIUT - Madeira Island Ultra Trail
Start Date: 2021-11-20 End Date: 2021-11-20
Website: https://www.miutmadeira.com
The Clube de Montanha do Funchal will promote MIUT (Madeira
Island Ultra Trail) an event which will be held on November. This
competition covered the areas of Porto Moniz and Machico,
crossing the island's best tracks, including the central massif Encumeada - Ruivo Peak (1861 m) - Areeiro Peak –, in a very
challenging circuit.

Ilha da Madeira
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Rally Vinho Madeira
Start Date: 2021-08-05 End Date: 2021-08-07
Website: http://www.ralivm.com,
http://www.visitmadeira.pt
Contacts: Ilha da Madeira
The European Rally Championship is hosted in the spectacular
landscapes of the island of Madeira in August.
The European Rally Championship is the oldest international
competition organised by organised by FIA (the Fédération
Internationale de l'Automobile), and includes 10 events in 10
European countries. The Madeira Wine rally is one of the most
important events in the championship and is the region’s biggest
automobile event, attracting thousands of spectators to
mountainous areas in search of a better place to watch the
vehicles as they thunder by.
The rally is named after one of the main products in Madeira, the
liqueur wine that was already highly popular in European courts
in the 18th century due to its unique aroma and flavour.

Theatre
Porto and the North
Porto
FIMP - International Puppet Festival
Start Date: 2021-10-15 End Date: 2021-10-24
Website: http://www.fimp.pt
Contacts: Porto - Teatro Municipal do Porto Rivoli Campo Alegre, Teatro Nacional São João, Teatro do
Bolhão
In October, don't miss the International Puppet Festival of
Oporto.

This festival is an encounter between the arts and different
linguistic styles that lights up the city of Oporton that takes place
in Oporto’s leading performance venues.
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